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0
introduction

T
he internet has become so ubiquitous that one could ar-
gue an introduction is quite the frivolous endeavor. After
all, it plays an essential role in many human lives. Particu-
larly younger generations (our ‘digital natives’) center their

personal and professional lives around it, and—according to long-
standing popular belief—should therefore have become highly tech-
nologically proficient. It seems as though this rather optimistic view
requires sober updating, however. In reality, technological proficiency
remains varied across generations and is strongly correlated with
sociodemographic factors (Hargittai, 2010; Elueze and Quan-Haase,
2018; Brashier and Schacter, 2020). Additionally, its modern-day re-
quirements have increased with system complexity: unprecedented
ransomware attacks, spread of misinformation, and influence on elec-
tions via bots—they are all examples of sociotechnological security
issues where human judgement of ‘the Internet’ is the weakest link.

Hence, it seems more meaningful to introduce the current state
of the Internet, and what its users have made of it. The Internet
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as a free1 platform, purposed solely for decentralized information
sharing, has long passed (Morrison, 2009). The social web has put
great emphasis on communication at a tremendous scale—particularly
after the introduction of mobile devices. As content on the Internet
has historically been predominantly free,2 we pay with (quite literally)
lives’ worth of personal data; monetized to fuel the advertisement
networks keeping it ‘free’ and furthering its growth. This shift has
given rise to the mechanism dubbed surveillance capitalism (Zuboff,
2015): information pays for services, clicks generate revenue. We
prove quick to relinquish control over our personal data in exchange
for convenient (and effective) services (Kehr et al., 2015). This has
created a rich-get-richer dynamic in which platforms that offer many
(fast) data-driven services, that do not require technical expertise,
attract most users. The Internet’s hardware, software, and services
are increasingly centralized under these parties (Evans, 2017; Moura
et al., 2020), who as a result may have become too big to regulate in
handling our data (Arogyaswamy, 2020).

The current extensive dependence on this handful of large enti-
ties entails the line between what personal information we initially
deemed private, and what we believed reasonably concerned insti-
tutions and corporations, has blurred—if not faded (Constantiou
and Kallinikos, 2015). With it, the use of our data beyond the ser-
vices we initially intended it for has inadvertently been obscured.
If one requires a single illustratory example: Cambridge Analytica
using a database of 87 million Facebook profiles worth of personal
information for targeted voter manipulation (acquired through an
intermediary app developer operating under the veil of scientific
research) is certainly a fitting one (Isaak and Hanna, 2018).

1 As in “free speech”.
2 As in “free beer”.
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As will become apparent throughout this dissertation, Artificial
Intelligence (AI), or rather its subfield Machine Learning (ML — i.e.,
predictive algorithms trained on data), plays a significant role in
obscuring how our data is repurposed (Wachter and Mittelstadt, 2018;
Manheim and Kaplan, 2019). With the dominance of Deep Learning
(DL, Schmidhuber, 2015) currently still in full swing, and mobile
consumer devices approaching desktop hardware computation levels
(Lemley et al., 2017; Ignatov et al., 2019), complex tasks such as (among
many others) indexing and categorizing photos by objects (Haralick
et al., 1973; Lowe, 1999), unlocking devices with facial recognition
(Turk and Pentland, 1991), tracking sleep (Schaltenbrand et al., 1996),
activities (Abowd et al., 1998), and controlling energy consumption
(Srivastava et al., 1996), have made their way into most of the world’s
pockets. All the aforementioned applications deploy ML on highly
sensitive data (i.e., they process related user data to train a model to
perform the task). Those models often ship with (and are sometimes
embedded in, and actively run on) the mobile devices themselves—
scarcely to the owner’s knowledge. Not incidentally, practically all
major mobile technology players have set up AI labs and attracted
prolific researchers to aid in-house development.

ML, having therefore become of great commercial interest, fol-
lows the same centralization trend as other information technology
domains. The coinciding fast-paced, industry-driven research and
development has significantly advanced the field; not only in terms
of research output, but size of the experiments, impact and accessi-
bility of the output, amount of subjects, and computational scale in
general. This cultural shift has raised scientific and societal concerns,
particularly whether research will (to the extent that it currently does)
continue to align with public interest (Jurowetzki et al., 2021). As a
number of those concerns lie at the core of the motivation and research
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questions of this dissertation, they will be discussed in the following
sections: we will discuss how ML can be employed to compromise
online privacy, how the framework of user-centered security is used
to address this, and how, in turn, that framework can improve the
accessibility of related research.

0.1 ml and digital privacy

Algorithms3 have fundamentally changed our view into what it means
to venture, and share on the Internet. Before, identifying information
(such as IP addresses, browser fingerprints, cookies, and personal
details) one would hand over through actions such as purchasing
products online, were mostly seen by developers. Now, we receive
almost instant feedback of such actions, e.g., via targeted ads. This
(among others) has significantly increased public concern regarding
digital privacy. Paradoxically, however, the average Internet user does
little to protect their data (Barth and de Jong, 2017); the utility and
centralized character of the services requiring sensitive information
make their users underestimate the risks of information disclosure
(Kehr et al., 2015). Additionally, the lack of control users have over
what data is shared induces a sense of cynicism and resignation
regarding their privacy (Lutz and Hoffmann, 2017; Lutz et al., 2020).

While, indeed, it can be argued4 that one would have to be quite
a pariah not to have a phone, bank card, or e-mail account, we do
still have a choice regarding what we (directly) share, under what
identifier, and which spaces we share in. For example, information
security offers tools and frameworks through which one can protect
their remaining bits of personal cyberspace; via end-to-end encryption.

3 Systems that use ML to deliver predictive output to a user, more popularly—though
by definition being debatable terminology—referred to as algorithms.

4 For middle to high-income countries in particular.
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Interactions with people and services under this protocol are private,
or at the very least controlled. Nevertheless, it seems that, while the
public has a good understanding of the privacy threat models in (e.g.)
chat clients, it lacks a technical understanding of encryption, and does
not believe encryption to be a technical solution to protect its data
(Dechand et al., 2019). Moreover, encryption mainly protects direct
communication and local information, whereas social activities on the
Internet partly involve voluntarily disclosing particular information
to a wider audience. Ideally, however, we should be able to do so
without giving up our privacy regarding that which we chose not to
share, or our anonymity while sharing.

The advent of ‘big’5 data analysis and DL has had an adverse
effect on our privacy in such scenarios. These models require troves
of data to reach state-of-the-art results, often featuring people—not
all equally (and thus fairly)6 represented, and by far not as well
protected as encryption does. For example, as the models store
(some abstract representation of) information, they are vulnerable
to extraction attacks (Ateniese et al., 2015; Shokri et al., 2017; Song
et al., 2017), ranging from membership inference (i.e., is an instance
part of the original training data), to generation of sensitive content
(Carlini et al., 2021; Pan et al., 2020). This has prompted security and
privacy researchers to investigate how ML models might correctly
handle sensitive information (Edwards and Storkey, 2016; Abadi et al.,
2016b), implemented under a similar framework as that of encryption.
Protecting user information encoded in ML models only covers a subset
of the potential issues, however; more importantly, ML might be
employed to infer information beyond what is consciously shared.

5 Adequately-sized (for a given goal or task) is arguably a more fitting term.
6 While not in the scope of this dissertation, fairness is a sizeable part of current

societal and academic concerns. Further reading on this topic can be found in, e.g.,
Bender and Friedman (2018); Mitchell et al. (2019); Bender et al. (2021).
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0.1.1 Latent User Information

Physical activity using Internet-connected devices is a clear exam-
ple of behavior facilitating invasive inference; location might reveal
preferences and social connections (Anthony et al., 2007), and sen-
sors extensive physical and physiological information. Haptic sensors
might even capture finger tap positions on a phone screen (Liang et al.,
2018b). However, this is arguably less obvious for some information
sources shared via the Internet. With ML becoming increasingly ac-
cessible to non-experts, anything that is accessible to the public might
have much more far-reaching implications than we can realistically
predict, even as ‘experts’. For example, ML can infer demographic
information through one’s search terms (Murray and Durrell, 1999),
network of friends (especially if those friends share personal informa-
tion: Mislove et al., 2010; Dong et al., 2014), purchases (Wang et al.,
2016), and media preferences (Sun et al., 2017). Hence, simply by
using the Internet, we leave traces of latent information about ourselves.

Let us define the term latent information in this dissertation, which
seems niche both to digital privacy research and ML. In the latter, it
can be found using varying terminology; for example, He et al. (2018)
refer to it as “latent data”, whereas Volkova et al. (2014) use the term
“latent attributes”. These can be reduced to the same phenomenon,
and we would thereby define latent information as: information not
part of the intended purpose of the data, but which can be inferred as a
byproduct thereof. To illustrate: an online purchase of diapers might
(rather trivially) reveal you are a parent, as might (less trivially) a
sudden increase in sweet vegetables (such as parsnip) among your
groceries. Similarly, having only a few, closely connected friends on
social media is shown to be a good predictor of old age (Dong et al.,
2014), and watching Casablanca that you are female (Sun et al., 2017).7

7 Unfortunately, predictions still often rely on (harmfully) stereotypical cues in the
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0.1.2 Stylometric Profiling and Dual-Use

Language is a prime example of data revealing latent information,
and it is hence not incidentally the subject of this dissertation. The
field of Natural Language Processing (NLP)—focusing on making
human language machine-interpretable—offers a variety of techniques
to infer things beyond the literal text. One’s unique writing style
might, apart from identity, also encode sensitive sociodemographic
features such as gender and age (Schler et al., 2006; Bamman et al.,
2014b), personality (Plank and Hovy, 2015), education and income
(Rao et al., 2010; Volkova et al., 2014), region of origin (Bamman
et al., 2014a; Tulkens et al., 2016), political or religious affiliation
(Koppel et al., 2009; Pennacchiotti and Popescu, 2011), and mental
health issues (Choudhury et al., 2013; Coppersmith et al., 2015). These
attributes can potentially, and often accurately, be inferred through
stylometric analysis of publicly shared writing. Prediction of such
author attributes, related to the inference of author identities (as a
binary task for one author, or multi-class prediction for many, see
e.g., Stamatatos et al., 1999), is referred to as author profiling (see
also Chapters 1 & 2).

While these efforts have been greatly beneficial to various research
fields such as computational sociolinguistics (Daelemans, 2013), de-
tecting fraud, deception, and identity theft (Badaskar et al., 2008;
Ott et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2014; Fornaciari and Poesio, 2014),
they potentially expose Internet users to adversaries inferring these
attributes—which can be abused unbeknownst to the user. This is
particularly harmful to individuals in a vulnerable position regarding
race, political affiliation, mental health, or any other personal infor-
mation made explicitly unavailable. It is thereby a prototypical case

training data (Koolen and van Cranenburgh, 2017). These data and models are hence
not without bias regarding various demographic attributes (Jo and Gebru, 2020).
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of function creep (specific to information technology: Schneier, 2010),
or dual-use research (as more broadly addressed by, e.g., health and
natural sciences: Ehni, 2008; Williams-Jones et al., 2013); i.e., technol-
ogy which, while intentionally beneficial, has unintentional harmful
applications or consequences. Typically, researchers reflect on such
ethical issues—although in ML (Wallach, 2014), and NLP specifically
(Hovy and Spruit, 2016), this has until recently (see e.g., ethics review
processes implemented since the 2021 *ACL conferences) rarely been
the case. Williams-Jones et al. (2013) recommend that regulation of
such research should be a joint effort between all involved parties
(e.g., science, governance), to which we would add that agency over
technology is not restricted to the parties developing it, which in turn
significantly complicates such efforts.

The application of these profiling methods has long been reserved
for scientific purposes; collecting high quality labels for data is a
costly process (both in time and resources), for which annotators
typically have to be recruited and trained. Moreover, collecting the
data itself, and fine-tuning models, would require some expertise and
infrastructure. In Emmery et al. (2017), however, we showed that
simply querying for self-reported gender on social media generates
enough (distantly supervised, noisy) data for on-par performance
with models trained on ‘clean’ annotated corpora.8 Most importantly,
this work ran within 24 hours, on a simple 4-core laptop, with out-of-
the-box models; no tuning required. The study was later repeated,9

yielding similar results on a new sample of data from a different
period, and for multiple attributes, in line with the results from prior
work by Beller et al. (2014). This implies that anyone can potentially set
up such profilers, making regulation significantly more challenging.

8 https://github.com/cmry/simple-queries
9 https://cmry.github.io/toku

https://github.com/cmry/simple-queries
https://cmry.github.io/toku
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Hence, providing Internet users with tools to mitigate such harmful
inferences is an important contribution to their online security.

This introduces the first problem the current work addresses: NLP
allows for privacy-invasive profiling inferences, the mechanism of
which is not intuitive to humans. Contrary to many other areas of
NLP, the ‘black box’ nature of current DL techniques (Benítez et al.,
1997) is not the main underlying issue. Stylometric classifiers may
use high-level features (e.g., punctuation use, sentence and word
length, syllables: Brinegar, 1963; Morton, 1965; Brainerd, 1974; Otter-
bacher, 2010), particular tokens (words: Holmes and Forsyth, 1995)
and symbols (emoticons and emojis: Peersman et al., 2011), or syn-
tactical features (Biber, 1995; Baayen et al., 1996; Feng et al., 2012;
Hollingsworth, 2012)—all of which can potentially be associated with
some personal attribute. Without detailed insight into, and access
to, these models their predictions, there is no reasonable heuristic by
which Internet users might defend themselves against such inferences.
Hence, they require a security tool; specifically, one that is ML-driven.

0.2 user-centered security in nlp

Security in NLP is typically framed in an information security, or
forensic context, where the focus lies on systems and data; more
specifically, an entity providing a service, wishing to keep its (user)
data secure (Atallah et al., 2000; Raskin et al., 2002). Examples (among
others) of such work are finding sensitive information in large corpora
(Canfora et al., 2018; Kleinberg et al., 2022), detecting malware (Sen
and Can, 2021), and securing representations in models handling text
data (Feng et al., 2020; Lyu et al., 2020). A broader categorization of
security research in NLP is recent (Feyisetan et al., 2020); thus far,
it does not cover harms directed at individuals. This makes for a(n
interestingly) gray area where corporate and consumer interests only
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partially overlap. While online toxicity (Greevy and Smeaton, 2004),
misinformation (Vlachos and Riedel, 2014), impersonation (Shropshire,
2018), and surveillance can prove tremendously harmful to the public,
platforms often do not have a direct monetary incentive to protect
individual users against such external threats.

This brings us to the second problem touched upon in this disser-
tation: security research in NLP is predominantly industry-centered,
rather than user-centered. This implies that, while it may solve soci-
etally relevant problems, the resulting tools are often not provided
to be used by the public, and, more importantly, nor is it method-
ologically approached from a typical user’s point of view. Research
might, for example, use computational methods that are inaccessi-
ble even to an average research lab, only conduct experiments for a
specific domain, platform, or setting, or generally have a research
aim that does not align with public interest (e.g., improving invasive
techniques). Implementing such a user-centered framing has been
discussed in other domains of NLP research, e.g., dialogue (Rieser and
Lemon, 2008; Nothdurft et al., 2015) and question-answering systems
(Kelly et al., 2006), summarization (Passali et al., 2021), explainability
(Schuff et al., 2020), the clinical domain (Chapman et al., 2011), evalu-
ation tools for NLP (Madnani and Loukina, 2020), and design of ML
libraries (Cai and Guo, 2019).

Note that there is a strong reciprocity between user-centered se-
curity and privacy; it requires security tools to be deployed in such
a way that they can be run on a local machine, thereby decentraliz-
ing data processing, and subsequent models (unlike related security
frameworks such as Distributed Inference, or Federated Learning).
NLP still relies on many public resources that potentially reveal sensi-
tive author information (for an overview, see Leidner and Plachouras,
2017). Therefore, considering the increasing popularity of direct, or
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community-based communication platforms (Tandoc et al., 2018, e.g.,
WhatsApp, Telegram, Discord) developing user-centered research
practices could benefit the field as a whole. The currently open access
to the richest data sources used to train state-of-the-art models (such
as Reddit) is not guaranteed to last if their users’ (indirect) contri-
butions provide little in return, or might prove harmful. Towards
such user-centered practices, this dissertation addresses two security
applications: that of cyberbullying detection, and adversarial attacks.

0.2.1 Cyberbullying Detection

Cyberbullying detection—which we briefly discuss here, as Chapter 3

goes into extensive detail on the task and related work—is a subcat-
egory of online harm prevention (and related to toxicity detection);
its public interest concerns developing software that is able to spot
incidents of online bullying. Practical applications hereof10 aim to
employ such classifications for monitoring; i.e., sending reports to
a moderator, or a trusted person (Van Hee et al., 2018). To the best
of our knowledge, the task has not been framed as a decentralized
issue; i.e., to block contacts, or content on the receiver’s end (closer
to spam filtering). To that end, the research should ideally satisfy
several criteria to be user-centered: for example, as a given user might
use multiple platforms of communication, tailoring to a single one
severely decreases detection potential; this implies existing classifiers
should ideally generalize across many domains. Furthermore, for a
single user, these classifiers cannot leverage the full network structure
of social media; they are restricted to conversations, or a social media
profile, as the scope of data. Hence, the collection and maintenance of
useful training data is a main requirement, more so as the language

10 Such as the Automatic Monitoring for Cyberspace Applications (AMiCA) project:
https://amicaproject.be/

https://amicaproject.be/
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of toxicity evolves rapidly (see Chapter 4). It is therefore worth inves-
tigating to what extent it affects current classifiers, and if so, whether
smaller data sources can be augmented to mitigate this.

0.2.2 Adversarial Attacks

Finally, we investigate adversarial attacks; i.e., changing a given input
(generating so-called adversarial samples) such that a given ML model
does not function as intended. State-of-the-art (neural) models prove
highly vulnerable to such controlled perturbation attacks (Szegedy
et al., 2014; Goodfellow et al., 2015; Kurakin et al., 2017a,b; Papernot
et al., 2016b; Madry et al., 2018). Often, they can be effective with
minimal changes that, particularly in Computer Vision, do not signif-
icantly change the perceived output. For example, Tian et al. (2018)
slightly change lighting conditions in the input to automated-driving
systems, and show that these changes go undetected while influencing
the system in its behavior. However, this relative ease of launching
inconspicuous attacks does not apply for discrete inputs in domains
such as language; grammaticality and the intended semantics need to
be preserved for its techniques to be usable and, more importantly,
remain undetected. Approaches on generating textual adversaries
(Li et al., 2016; Alvarez-Melis and Jaakkola, 2017) therefore typically
perform manual, or heuristic-based deletions and replacements on
word level. Papernot et al. (2016c), for example, replace words with
the nearest neighbor of their embedded representation. While con-
servative, they also require significant effort on the user side (e.g.,
manual correction: Jia and Liang, 2017); fully automated (i.e., end-to-
end) adversarial systems are therefore an increasingly popular line of
work (Chapters 1 & 2 go into more detail and related work).

In this dissertation, such attacks are a common thread between our
user-centered security problems; they are highly relevant for privacy-
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preserving obfuscation methods (Potthast et al., 2019) against author
profiling (i.e., adversarial stylometry: Brennan et al., 2012), and adver-
sarial samples might also prove useful to assess the influence of lexical
variation and augmentation on cyberbullying detection. For this re-
search to fit the proposed user-centered framework, it again has to
meet several criteria: whereas most of the adversarial attacks assume
full, or at least restricted access to a target model on which they fit
adversarial samples (i.e., white- and black-box attacks, respectively), a
user employing them has no knowledge of the target model whatso-
ever. Furthermore, we cannot assume a user to be competent enough
to tweak the attacks, nor to have the infrastructure to run them for a
long time; hence, they have to be provided out of the box and run in a
reasonable time. A methodological trade-off to be investigated here, is
therefore that of targeted attacks versus end-to-end attacks; targeted
attacks allow for more control, are more conservative, and thereby
might be more faithful to the original input. More importantly, they
often require less technical effort on the user-side. However, their lim-
ited changes might prove much less effective than end-to-end rewrites
of entire sentences. Conversely, these systems might prove not to
satisfy our usability criterion. Finally, the user-centered framework
requires all (usable) research to be accessible to the public.

0.3 reproducibility & accessibility

With the (arguably unprecedented) speed at which the field currently
produces research, recent attention has turned toward the lack of rigor
in, and robustness of, the models achieving these results, and how this
affects the broader ML community (Hutson, 2018). This is perhaps
surprising, given that one major driving force for the growth and in-
terest has been the proliferation of powerful open-source libraries and
pre-trained models that lower the bar for entry to the field. Further-
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more, many of the properties of ML research are conducive to open,
reproducible research: large standardized publicly available datasets,
generally less noisy data collection, community-driven shared tasks
and benchmarks, the ability to share complete research code, and a
tendency towards open-access publication (Munafò et al., 2017).

Despite these inherent advantages, (applied) ML research is still
considered predominantly irreproducible (Gundersen and Kjensmo,
2018); i.e., given different data and an alternative implementation, it would
not produce the same results, nor support the inferences and conclu-
sions of the original work. Efforts to fully reproduce the results (not
just reuse published models) of seminal papers have been met with
a multiplicity of issues, including unclear experimental descriptions
(Pineau et al., 2018; Tian et al., 2019), failures to generalize to out-
of-domain datasets (e.g. Recht et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2020a), and
model evaluations that do not replicate (Melis et al., 2018). Significant
blame has been allocated to the ecosystem of research in ML for exac-
erbating replication issues (Henderson and Brunskill, 2018; Hutson,
2018; Lipton and Steinhardt, 2019; Mitchell et al., 2019; Sculley et al.,
2019, 2018; Gebru et al., 2021).

It follows by definition that user-centered research should aim11

to be made available to the community; i.e., be reproducible, but
most importantly accessible: well-documented, providing examples of
how the code (or software) might be used for the intended purposes,
and extended if possible. For Emmery et al. (2017) we provided an
initial template for exactly those desiderata, which we will follow
throughout the presented research.

11 We frame these as aims, as full reproducibility is a highly involved task, often with
many more criteria than accessibility (Emmery et al., 2019).
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0.4 research questions

As discussed thus far, this thesis juxtaposes the field of NLP with its
frameworks of security, and privacy, and ties those in with research on
the broader challenge of user-centered ML. Accordingly, this disserta-
tion focuses on two security domains within NLP with great public
interest: that of author profiling, and cyberbullying detection, and
aims to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 To what extent can end-to-end and targeted attacks be employed
for user-centered adversarial stylometry?

RQ2 Do cyberbullying classifiers prove robust enough to be deployed
in a user-centered fashion?

In doing so, we provide the following (at publication time of the
chapters) unique contributions: we (i) investigate a user-centered
framing of security research in NLP—specifically for the tasks of ad-
versarial stylometry, and cyberbullying detection. In doing so, we (ii)
propose a style-neutral framing for adversarial stylometry (Chapter 1),
(iii) explicitly measure transferability of adversarial stylometry (Chap-
ter 2), (iv) assess generalization of cyberbullying classifiers (Chapter 3),
(v) their sensitivity to lexical variation, and (vi) the potential to aug-
ment its corpora (Chapter 4).
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1
textual style obfuscation by invariance

T
he task of obfuscating writing style using sequence models
has previously been investigated under the framework of
obfuscation-by-transfer, where the input text is explicitly
rewritten in another style. An adverse effect of this frame-

work are the frequent major alterations to the semantic content of the
input. In this chapter, we propose obfuscation-by-invariance, and in-
vestigate to what extent models trained to be explicitly style-invariant
preserve semantics. We evaluate our architectures in parallel and non-
parallel settings, and compare automatic and human evaluations on
the obfuscated sentences. Our experiments show that the performance
of a style classifier can be reduced to chance level, while the output
is evaluated to be of equal quality to models applying style-transfer.
Additionally, human evaluation indicates a trade-off between the level
of obfuscation and the observed quality of the output in terms of
meaning preservation and grammaticality.
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1.1 introduction

The fact that writing style uniquely characterizes a person, and can
be leveraged for automatic author identification (Holmes, 1998; Sta-
matatos et al., 2000), has been well-studied in the field of (compu-
tational) stylometry (Neal et al., 2018). Similarly, work on author
profiling (Koppel et al., 2002) has demonstrated that such stylometric
features can be used to accurately infer an extensive set of personal
information, such as age, gender, education, socio-economic status,
and mental health issues (Eisenstein et al., 2011; Alowibdi et al., 2013;
Volkova et al., 2014; Plank and Hovy, 2015; Volkova and Bachrach,
2016). Traditionally, these techniques relied on expensive human-
labelled examples; however, more recent work has demonstrated near
equal accuracy when only relying on self-reports as a distant supervi-
sion signal (Beller et al., 2014; Emmery et al., 2017; Yates et al., 2017).
While these efforts have been greatly beneficial to various research
fields such as computational sociolinguistics (Daelemans, 2013), they
potentially expose users of such media to attacks where this infor-
mation can be abused unbeknownst to them. This is particularly
harmful to those in a vulnerable position regarding race, political
affiliation, mental health, or any other personal information made
explicitly unavailable by these individuals.

Adversarial stylometry, or style obfuscation, is one of the proposed
methods aimed at protecting users against such attacks. Its objective
is to rewrite an input text such that a classifier (the adversary) trained
on detecting a particular variable (such as a demographic attribute) is
fooled—effectively protecting this variable. The main challenge is to
preserve the original meaning of the input, whilst hiding the act of ob-
fuscation (Potthast et al., 2016). Recent work on automatic obfuscation
(Shetty et al., 2018; Karadzhov et al., 2017) shows promising results in
minimizing performance of the adversary; however, these models (as
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noted by the authors) struggle with maintaining the semantic content
of the input. To illustrate, while rewriting school to wedding1 effectively
fools an age classifier into thinking the text is written by an adult
rather than a teen, the original meaning is not preserved in the output.

We propose that this observed shift in meaning is to some extent
a by-product of the formulation of the obfuscation task. Content
words that are strongly related to a particular attribute often play
a significant role in the accuracy of a potential adversary. There is
ample evidence for this phenomenon in age and gender classification
work (Koppel et al., 2002; Rao et al., 2010; Burger et al., 2011; Sap
et al., 2014; Pardo et al., 2016, inter alia). Taking examples from Sap
et al. (2014) specifically, features with strong coefficient weights for
gender include e.g., boxers, shaved, girlfriend, beard, fightin for males,
and purse, blueberry, pedicure, hubby, earrings for females. It is therefore
not a surprising result that models explicitly tasked to minimize the
performance of such classifiers perform what we will refer to as
obfuscation-by-transfer. To illustrate, the adversary is easily fooled
when a sentence looks strongly female even though it was written
by a male. As such, the most efficient route to obfuscation from this
perspective is a form of style-transfer: swapping a few strongly target-
associated content words for their contrastive variant (wife to husband,
school to wedding). When such variants are also close in semantic
spaces that sequence models make use of, any reconstruction metrics—
such as bleu (Papineni et al., 2002), meteor (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005),
embedding distances, etc.—might prove to be inaccurate indicators of
the true shift in meaning associated with these changes.

our contributions In the current chapter, we propose a different
approach to automatic obfuscation that we hypothesize partly over-

1 Example taken from Shetty et al. (2018).
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comes the limitations to preserving meaning of the input: obfuscation-
by-invariance. Here, the objective shifts towards maximizing the ad-
versary’s uncertainty, implying its accuracy on the protected variable
should be as close to chance level as possible. Fixing the adversary’s
performance around chance involves making the input text devoid
of stylistic features that strongly correlate with any of the protected
variables, thus producing language that is neutral with respect to
these style differences. We test our hypothesis in several experimental
conditions.2 The main component in our encoder-decoder architec-
ture to achieve a style-invariant encoding of the input is a Gradient
Reversal Layer (GRL, Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015) inserted between
the input sentence embedding and the style classifier. We investigate
the effect of this module in isolation, as well as in a style-invariant
soft transfer setting, by using a conditioned decoder. First, to gauge if
this architecture can successfully decode the style-invariant encoding—
and what the effect on an adversary’s performance would be—we
train sequence-to-sequence models on a parallel corpus of English
Bible styles. Secondly, given that in a realistic obfuscation setting
there is no access to such parallel sources, we drop the target pairs to
create an autoencoder setting. In our experiments, we demonstrate a
trade-off around chance-level performance: obfuscation-by-transfer in
a parallel setting works well using a many-to-many translation model,
but scores worse in the human evaluation than our style-invariant
model. As such, we pose that there is potential in a style-invariant
approach to obfuscation, and that it warrants further investigation.

2 All code and data to fully replicate the experiments is available at github.com/cmry/
style-obfuscation.

github.com/cmry/style-obfuscation
github.com/cmry/style-obfuscation
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1.2 related work

1.2.1 Adversarial Stylometry

The idea that computational stylometry might be used to compromise
anonymity was first explored by Rao and Rohatgi (2000). They saw
potential in concealing style information using machine translation
(MT), but noted that it was not powerful enough at the time. Kac-
marcik and Gamon (2006) continued the proposed line of work by
informing users regarding characteristic features and deeper linguistic
cues in their writing style. Recent related studies can be found in (Thi
et al., 2015; Caliskan et al., 2018). Brennan et al. (2012) explicitly frame
obfuscation as an adversarial task and use MT (round-trip translation),
similar to (Caliskan and Greenstadt, 2012). Rule-based perturbations
(Juola and Vescovi, 2011) and mixtures of both (Karadzhov et al., 2017)
have also been applied for fully automatic obfuscation. Closest to
our approach is recent work by Shetty et al. (2018), who pursue the
task of learning obfuscation-by-transfer using a Generative Adver-
sarial Network architecture. In their setup, a generator is trained
to produce sentences that maximize the probability assigned by a
discriminator that is, in turn, trained to distinguish real from gener-
ated sentences. While they incorporate different semantic losses, and
demonstrate successful obfuscation on age and gender annotated mi-
croblog data and political speeches, their output suffers from the lack
of semantic preservation we described before. Finally, a style-transfer
approach with potential application to obfuscation is work by Carlson
et al. (2017), who investigate textual zero-shot style-transfer using
a sequence-to-sequence MT model inspired by zero-shot translation
(Johnson et al., 2017). Their work demonstrates successful translation
between different versions of the English Bible.
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1.2.2 Gradient Reversal

The use of a GRL for learning domain-invariant feature representa-
tions was proposed by Ganin and Lempitsky (2015), who demon-
strated its application to lighting conditions in computer vision data.
Since then, it has been applied to several language tasks: e.g., textual
feature extraction (Pryzant et al., 2017), POS tagging (Kim et al., 2017;
Gui et al., 2017), image captioning (Chen et al., 2017), and document
classification (Liu et al., 2017; Xu and Yang, 2017). Most importantly,
Xie et al. (2017) demonstrate a GRL can be used to implement an
adversarial setting, and to improve performance for a number of
language tasks, including generation. These results bode well for its
application to obfuscation-by-invariance.

1.3 models

Our base architecture is a neural encoder-decoder (Sutskever et al.,
2014) model similar to that of Wu et al. (2016), implemented in PyTorch
(Paszke et al., 2019). Given an input sequence of one-hot encoded
words, the encoder first embeds the words into dense vectors, which
are then processed by one or more bidirectional (Schuster and Paliwal,
1997) layers with LSTM cells (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997).
The resulting sequence of processed vectors is then merged into a
single representation using an inner-attention mechanism that will be
described below. A neural language model is then trained to decode
the output sequence conditioned on the encoded sentence embedding
(a so-called context vector). Training is done by minimizing the locally-
normalized per-word cross-entropy of the target sequence.

In an autoencoder setting, the goal of the network is simply to
reconstruct the original sentence based on the encoded context vector
(Chandar et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015). This set-up can be combined
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Figure 1.1: Model architecture with a Gradient Reversal Layer (GRL) component: on
the top the encoder part, to the left the GRL taking the input sentence embedding
(or, the context vector) c as input, and on the bottom the decoder part of the
architecture. Note that because the GRL inverses the loss (−λ(L)), the encoder
both minimizes the style classification performance of the MLP, and has to produce a
useful representation c for the decoder.
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with the GRL to encourage the encoder to produce attribute-invariant
context vectors. The target is the input itself in the case of an au-
toencoder (AE) architecture, or a paired sentence in the case of a
sequence-to-sequence (S2S) architecture. See Figure 1.1 for a visual
representation of the base architecture.

1.3.1 Architecture Components

gradient reversal layer (grl) The GRL (Ganin and Lempitsky,
2015) is applied on top of the context vector. During the forward
pass, the GRL computes the identity function and feeds its input to
a shallow Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) style classifier. However,
during back-propagation, the gradient of the style classifier is flipped
in sign. For the current work, its purpose is to optimize the encoder
parameters such that they are style-invariant; i.e., encoding as little
stylistic information of the input text as possible.

conditional decoder (c) Previous research on neural language
modeling has demonstrated the effectiveness of conditioning a mod-
els on sentential and contextual variables (such as tense, modality, or
voice). In our experiments, we evaluate a conditional autoencoder
in which the decoder is conditioned on the input style label. We
implement conditioning following Ficler and Goldberg (2017); i.e.,
concatenating the corresponding attribute embedding vector (in our
case, the corresponding style embedding) to each of the word embed-
dings input to the decoder. Each style is therefore associated with an
embedding vector c, which is fed into the architecture at each step. In
contrast to the simple autoencoder, the conditional autoencoder can
switch to a desired style at test time. We expect that, by conditioning
the decoder on the original style label, the output retains its linguistic
features, and consistency, without fully recovering the targeted style.
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token transfer (tt) We argue that an MT system relying on a par-
allel corpus of styles (be it attributes or authors) performs obfuscation-
by-transfer, and—as translation is largely a meaning-preserving oper-
ation (Ide et al., 2002; Dyvik, 2004)—is likely to have high semantic
consistency. However, such parallel corpora are generally not available
and have tremendous associated curation costs; it would require large
amounts of identical (parallel) information (ideally on sentence-level),
e.g., written by teens and adults. Textual style transfer by MT is
therefore not a plausible use-case for obfuscation. However, it does
provide a good indication of the performance of an obfuscation model
under the framework of obfuscation-by-transfer. For this, we apply a
sequence-to-sequence translation model trained on style, as discussed
by Carlson et al. (2017). Following Johnson et al. (2017), we use a
target style token, allowing for a model trained on many-to-many
translation to rewrite an input sentence in a different style, simply by
prepending a target token. This is the only configuration that uses an
attention mechanism, as it is not tested in combination with the GRL.

1.3.2 Architecture Details

Our models use 300-dimensional embeddings, and both the encoder
and decoder a single layer of 1000 LSTM cells. The sequence of hidden
states from the encoder are merged into a single representation using
a feature-wise inner-attention mechanism. Let wt and ht denote
respectively the input word embedding and hidden state of the LSTM
for step t for a total of n total steps. The ith feature of the sentence
embedding c is computed by a weighted sum over the ith feature of
the hidden states:

ci =

n∑
t=1

atih
t
i (1.1)
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where each weight ati is computed by:

ati =
exp([WTzt]i)∑n
s=1 exp([WTzs]i)

(1.2)

In Equation 1.2, zt is the concatenation of wt and ht, W ∈R(D+H)×H

is an additional projection matrix to be learned, and D and H denote
the dimensionality of the word embedding matrix and the LSTM layer
respectively. In comparison to traditional merging models (such as
max or mean pooling), the additional parameters help the model to
learn what input words and what features are more important for the
task. This is similar to conventional attention over hidden activation
vectors, with the main difference being that weighting is done feature-
wise and all information flow from the encoder to the decoder is
passed through a single output encoding vector bottleneck. Note that
a traditional alignment-style attention mechanism is not compatible
with the application of the GRL, since the latter must have scope over
all information being passed from the encoder to the decoder.

The decoder is conditioned on the context vector by concatenating
the latter to the input of the decoder at each step. This facilitates
learning by increasing the gradient signal to the encoder. All model
parameters are optimized with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) in mini-
batches of 50 examples and a learning rate of 0.001 which is decreased
by 0.75 after each epoch. To avoid overfitting, dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014) is applied to the input of each LSTM layer with a dropping
probability of 0.25, and we stop training when loss stops decreasing
for 3 epochs. During test time, we approximate the global best output
sequence, applying beam search with a beam of size 5. The GRL is
implemented in combination with a single-layer MLP using the same
dimensionality as the encoder.
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Figure 1.2: Jaccard index between vo-
cabularies of the different Bible styles.

style types tok uniq punc

ASV 12.5K 3.7M 602 0.13
BBE 6.0K 3.9M 569 0.11
DBY 13.8K 3.7M 1729 0.14
WEB 12.8K 3.6M 1663 0.14
YLT 12.2K 3.9M 1682 0.17

Table 1.1: Corpus descriptives, showing
type and token frequencies (tok), number
of unique (uniq) types, and the punctua-
tion (punc) ratio per Bible style.

1.4 experimental set-up

Our goal is investigating the effectiveness of obfuscation-by- invari-
ance, and more specifically to what extent style-invariant represen-
tations preserve sentential semantics of the input. To this end, we
perform three experiments for different corpora and obfuscation set-
tings, using the components described above. In each setting, there is
an adversary trained to detect the variable to be obfuscated.

1.4.1 Data

We use a parallel corpus of five different versions of the English Bible
(retrieved from GitHub).3 These versions are semantically consistent,
but vary stylistically across different aspects; BBE is written in simpli-
fied English, YLT follows the syntactic structures of the original Greek
and Hebrew, and other versions (DBY, ASV) correspond to older edi-
tions reflecting diachronic variations. The sentence-level verse coding

3 https://github.com/scrollmapper/bible_databases, which was originally col-
lected from: http://www.openbible.info/labs/cross-references/.

https://github.com/scrollmapper/bible_databases
http://www.openbible.info/labs/cross-references/
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(book + chapter + verse ID) is used for almost perfect pairing between
the different versions (some missing pairs were removed), forming
style quintuplets, which were tokenized using spaCy4 (Honnibal et al.,
2020). The style tuples are divided amongst train (80%), dev (10%),
and test (10%) sets—ensuring all sentences in the development and
test splits are unseen, regardless of the style combination that they
occur in—and all style combinations (excluding a same-style combi-
nation) are used to form 620,752 pairs. Further corpus descriptives
for the different styles can be found in Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1.

1.4.2 Adversary

The adversary is a sentence-level fastText5 (Joulin et al., 2017) clas-
sifier; a simple linear model with one hidden embedding layer that
learns sentence representations using bag of words or n-gram input,
producing a probability distribution over the given styles using the
softmax function. The classifier is trained on the source side of the
training split, as these are the instances we intend to obfuscate. It
is run for 20 epochs using 100 dimensional embeddings, uni and
bi-grams, a learning rate of 0.01, and a bucket size of 1M. It achieves
an accuracy of 86.6%, and chance level performance for the adversary
is 20% given 5 classes with an even distribution.

1.4.3 Evaluation

To automatically evaluate the reconstruction and semantic preser-
vation of our generated sentences, we use MT metrics, as well as
distance in semantic embedding space. Obfuscation is measured by
the difference of the adversary’s accuracy compared to chance.

4 https://spacy.io/
5 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText

https://spacy.io/
https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText
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mt metrics (bleu, meteor) We calculate bleu-4 and meteor (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002; Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) using nlg-eval.6 Given
that this is not a standard MT task, we provide these scores between
the generated sentence and the source sentence (←), as well as the
generated sentence and the target sentence (→). For the sequence-to-
sequence models,→ is the primary indicator of successful obfuscation-
by-transfer. However,← gives some indication how much the output
is still related to the original. The GRL should decrease scores for both
← and→. For the autoencoder, evaluation can only be conducted on
←, for which scores should strongly decrease when adding the GRL.

word mover’s distance (wmd) To measure the embedding distance
of the obfuscated sentence to the original, we take the Word Mover’s
Distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015), based on the English fastText

embeddings for Wikipedia (Bojanowski et al., 2016). WMD takes
the distance between two sentences in a weighted point cloud of
embedded words as the minimum cumulative distance that this cloud
of sentence A needs to travel to align with that of sentence B—shown
to capture some semantic relations.

adversary impact (∆ acc) We compare the accuracy of the adver-
sary on the generated sentence to that of the original to assess obfus-
cation strength. However, as our goal is to keep the adversary’s per-
formance level close to chance, we define ∆ accuracy = accuracy − p

where p is majority baseline. Therefore, if ∆ accuracy is negative, this
means the adversary’s performance has dropped below chance, and
the task is closer to obfuscation-by-transfer rather than by-invariance.
Subsequently, a positive score indicates the extent to which obfusca-
tion fails to match both cases.

6 https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval

https://github.com/Maluuba/nlg-eval
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gaussian noise (σ) To enforce a significant change in the decoded
output, we add a Gaussian noise mask to the context vector during
generation time. This mask is a random vector sampled from a
Gaussian Distribution N(0,σ), where σ = {0.01,0.05,0.10, 0.15,0.20}
and add this to the values of the context vector. This noise can be
used to increase obfuscation (due to more random decoding behavior)
at the cost of quality of the output.

1.4.4 Experiments

Using all components discussed above, we define three experimental
settings to measure the effect of applying a GRL and a conditional
decoder to achieve obfuscation-by-invariance. (1) We train our archi-
tecture on the style pairs from the English Bible corpus in a many-
to-many sequence-to-sequence setting. By introducing a GRL here,
words that are highly indicative of the target style are not captured by
the encoder. To achieve an effective many-to-many MT system (and
thus style-transfer) setting, we prepend the <2{stylename}> token. (2)
We train an autoencoder on disconnected pairs. Here we introduce
both the GRL, plus the conditioned decoder. We hypothesize that the
conditional decoder allows for soft style-transfer from a neutral encod-
ing, implying it would preserve semantic structure better than the MT
model. (3) We use Gaussian noise to make the sequence-to-sequence
and autoencoder models equivalent in obfuscation performance, and
gauge their respective loss in quality at chance level performance.

1.5 results

1.5.1 Experimental Results

All results and automatic evaluations are shown in Table 1.2. As we
hypothesized, using style-transfer for obfuscation works well overall,
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model c grl tt ppl bleu mtr bleu mtr wmd acc

← ← → → ∆

s2s 9.08 22.0 25.3 17.8 23.6 1.50 1.6
s2s x 9.27 21.8 25.2 16.9 22.9 1.50 6.9
s2s x 7.38 34.9 30.5 39.2 29.9 1.24 −12.0

ae 1.51 79.5 52.9 − − 0.25 64.4
ae x 1.99 60.0 41.2 − − 0.65 50.8
ae x x 1.87 51.9 38.1 − − 0.79 18.3

source 100.0 100.0 36.0 34.5 0.00 66.6

Table 1.2: Results for the Bible experiments. The first column (model) indicates the
setting of our base architecture: either sequence-to-sequence (s2s), or autoencoder
(ae). The second column specifies which modules were incorporated: c for the
conditional decoder, grl for the Gradient Reversal Layer, and tt for the prepended
style token. The results show perplexity on the dev set (ppl), bleu-4 and meteor

between source (←) / target (→) and the obfuscated sentence, the Word Mover’s
Distance score between source and the obfuscated sentence (wmd) and the extent
to which the obfuscated sentence pushes the adversary to chance level performance
(∆ acc). In the last row, we note a ‘source’ baseline, that is achieved by copying
the source. This shows the overall overlap between source and target, and the
above-chance performance of the adversary.

performing either at, or below chance level. Looking at the target
bleu and meteor, the sequence-to-sequence model without the target
token generates sentences that are closer to source than they are to
the target; and achieves low scores overall, with the sentences being
quite far off based on wmd. However, note that this is many-to-many
translation without any signal regarding the target, given languages
with largely the same vocabulary. As such, tt is a more realistic
reflection of style-transfer success. In terms of translation quality, it
barely improves over the original baseline, but it does successfully
perform obfuscation-by-transfer, as indicated by the 12% accuracy
below chance. Assessing the performance of the GRL in this setting,
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ae ae + grl ae + c + grl

σ bleu mtr acc bleu mtr acc bleu mtr acc

← ← ∆ ← ← ∆ ← ← ∆

− 79.5 52.9 64.4 60.0 41.2 50.8 51.9 38.1 18.3
0.01 78.7 52.2 64.1 59.7 41.4 50.5 52.0 38.5 18.5
0.05 52.9 38.9 57.2 54.8 39.1 47.6 49.1 37.2 16.5
0.10 14.7 21.6 36.1 32.8 32.7 36.9 40.7 33.6 11.6
0.15 4.2 14.7 23.3 25.3 26.2 24.3 30.0 29.1 4.6
0.20 1.5 11.3 16.4 15.3 21.5 15.5 21.1 24.9 0.0

Table 1.3: Effect of adding Gaussian Noise (σ) to the autoencoder.

it does not seem to improve translation, nor obfuscation, as is largely
in line with our expectations.

The autoencoder setting provides a clearer look into the perfor-
mance of the GRL, in particular in terms of obfuscation-by-invariance.
The plain autoencoder to some extent successfully reproduces the
target; looking at bleu, the adversary performance, and wmd, it is
still closely related to the input. Introducing the GRL does impact
the relation to the source sentence, but gains little in comparison in
terms of obfuscation performance. However, when the conditioned
decoder is added to the architecture, obfuscation performance is vis-
ibly impacted more than the decrease in bleu and meteor. Lastly,
the effect of adding a Gaussian noise mask on the decoder can be
found in Table 1.3. Around 0.15, the metrics seem to be comparable
in terms of bleu, meteor and ∆ accuracy. We further investigate the
three most suitable models (s2s + tt, ae + grl + c, and ae + grl + c

+ σ = 0.15) in a human evaluation.
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1.5.2 Human Evaluation

For the human evaluation, 20 pairs (original, obfuscated) were sam-
pled from the output of the three models of interest (making 60 pairs
in total). Each pair was rated by four participants (all with a linguis-
tics background) on three dimensions using a 3-point scale. These
dimensions included semantic consistency between the original and
the obfuscated sentence, the syntactical coherence of the latter, and the
amount of changes in the output. The raters were made aware which
sentence of the pairs was the original, and were explicitly asked to
rate the dimensions with the original as reference. The raters were not
aware that there were multiple models, and the pairs were shuffled so
that comparing between pairs with the same original was impossible.
To simplify the comparison to the original, we only sampled from BBE
(Basic English Bible). See Table 1.4 for a sample of the instructions
given to the participants, and Table 1.5 for the results.

According to the evaluation results, ae + grl + c is preferred by
raters in all three dimensions. Specifically, given that we are interested
in semantic preservation, this model is evaluated better than a style-
transfer model that has some access to semantic relations between
source and target on the semantics dimension. Based on the changes

dimension, the ae + grl + c is the most conservative, which is in line
with the bleu and meteor scores in Table 1.2, and likely propagates
into the grammaticality dimension.

1.5.3 Qualitative Analysis

Here we perform a comparison of the behavior, and the text generated
by the three models that were evaluated by our raters in the previous
section. Accordingly, we will identify the strengths and weaknesses
of our experimental approach, and propose lines of future work.
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semantics grammaticality changes

1 Semantics are broken;
sentence does not mean
the same.

Part(s) of, or the
complete sentence is
garbled.

Change in special
characters or flipping a
single word.

2 Slight semantic change,
but not intrusive.

Slight word order
change that is
ungrammatical.

Multiple words were
changed, but they align
with the original.

3 Semantics are intact,
changes do not alter the
meaning.

Grammaticality has not
been affected.

New parts have been
introduced / rewritten
in the sentence.

Table 1.4: Explanations given to the raters in the human evaluation study, shown per
rating for the three dimensions.

semantics grammaticality changes

s2s + tt 1.88 2.21 2.43
ae + grl + c 2.12 2.32 1.99
ae + grl + c + σ = 0.15 1.35 1.66 2.65

Table 1.5: Average human evaluation scores per model for the three dimensions.
Higher is better, although changes is ideal around 2.

One of the issues we identified with obfuscation-by-transfer was
that of small, localized changes in the input, specifically focusing on
words that are most relevant to the adversary. When looking at longer
sentences such as Table 1.6, some (semi-)correct variants can be found
in e.g., town → city, waste land → dry land, and in Table 1.7, beryl
→ onyx, stamp→ seal, but incorrect ones also remain: rest→ work.
Overall, the longer the sequence, the more variation can be observed.

A more interesting observation is that some parts of sentences
are added to by the models, e.g. there is without a waste land ; and she
makes an dry land—while incorrectly inserting ‘without’, the rest can
be considered as a correct expansion. The same holds for Table 1.7,
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original For the strong town is without men, an unpeopled living - place;
and she has become a waste land: there the young ox will take
his rest, and its branches will be food for him.

s2s + tt For the strong city is powerless, an astonishment living and she
is become a corrupt land: a young ox shall rest, and its branches
shall be for him.

ae + grl + c For the city is without living men, there is without a waste land;
and she makes an dry land: an ox shall take his work, and their
branches shall be food for him.

ae + grl + c

+ σ = 0.15

A man dwelleth without an dry land; and , wandering she - place;
men shall there become a waste a land: an ox - goat shall take
his horses, and his branches shall be prepare for him.

Table 1.6: Example 1 — Isaiah 27:10. Red highlights indicate deletions or collapses,
yellow substitutes, and green insertions and unrelated substitutes.

where fixed in twisted frames of gold is expanded to whereupon they bound
in the skillfully woven red frames of gold , partly erroneously, similar to
living men in Table 1.6. In contrast, the autoencoder + GRL also seems
to favor somewhat compressed phrases, removing adjectives such as
young in young ox, strong in strong city, beryl in beryl stones and not
incorporating an unpeopled living altogether.

When directly comparing the sequence-to-sequence and autoen-
coder + GRL examples, it can be inferred that the transfer approach
seems (at least in these examples) quite conservative, sticking to an
almost exact alignment, and only making small changes. This how-
ever also causes the autoencoder to replace words with unrelated
variants or insert not directly related ones; the same behavior can also
be observed in the sequence-to-sequence model, however.

The output of the autoencoder shows some evidence that minor
rewrites of the sentence are employed, which could potentially be an
interesting path to further pursue. Including different variables in the
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original Then they made the beryl stones, fixed in twisted frames of gold
and cut like the cutting of a stamp, with the names of the children
of Israel.’

s2s + tt Then they made the onyx stones as a hundred stones, burning in
engraved stones of gold, and cut as the marks of a seal, with the
names of the children of Israel.

ae + grl + c Then they wrote the stones, whereupon they bound in the
skillfully woven red frames of gold and made like the cutting of
a stamp, with the names of the children of Israel.’

ae + grl + c

+ σ = 0.15

Then they presented the pillars that belonged in Henadad. The
bottom of fine gold and made like the jewels of a stamp of them,
at the dial of the children of Israel.’

Table 1.7: Example 2 — Exodus 39:6

conditional decoder such as sentence length, also demonstrated by
Ficler and Goldberg (2017), would make experiments in this direction
feasible. Rewrites are not restricted to the autoencoder only, as is
demonstrated in Figure 1.3. We previously noted in Section 1.5.2 that
the ae + grl + c architecture seems more conservative in changing the
input, which can also clearly be induced from the generally equal or
higher amount of newly introduced tokens by the s2 + tt model, and
its many more outliers (some even exceeding the original amount of
tokens). This plot also reveals a tendency to add more tokens for BBE
and YLT, which is in line with their larger amount of tokens shown in
Table 1.1. The extreme outliers are largely attributable to artifacts of
recurrence (and Benaiah , the son of Zadok , and Eber , and Eliphelet).

Finally, it must be noted that evidence of style-neutral rewrites is
difficult to find in generated output concerning the Bible; not only due
to possible archaic constructions (which we attempted to minimize
by using BBE), but more so due to the fact that it requires a level
of expertise to recognize style shifts. However, most importantly,
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Figure 1.3: Distributions of the percentage of newly introduced tokens with respect
to the original amount of tokens—shown for both the ae + grl + c obfuscation-by-
invariance architecture (left), and the s2s + tt obfuscation-by-transfer model (right).
Three out of five source styles are shown.

applying the autoencoder to data that is non-parallel has some viable
ground given the current results, and might therefore be extended to
other domains in future work.

1.6 conclusion

We presented an alternative framing of the task of automatic style
obfuscation—obfuscation-by-invariance—and tested several compo-
nents in a neural encoder-decoder architecture that were hypothesized
to achieve style-invariant rewrites of the input text. We tested the
effect of a Gradient Reversal Layer and a conditional decoder for
obfuscation in parallel and non-parallel settings. Although strong
evidence for style-neutral text was difficult to find for the Bible corpus,
we demonstrated through human evaluation that our autoencoder
architecture trained on non-parallel data obtained a better evaluation
than a model trained on parallel data with partial access to semantic
relations between source and target. In our qualitative analysis, we
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found evidence for semantically correct local changes of the input, as
well as partial rewrites that fit the context of the verses. These results
bode well for extending this architecture to other non-parallel corpora
to test obfuscation in a practical use-case, e.g. author attributes such
as age and gender.
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2
adversarial stylometry in the wild:
transferable lexical substitution

attacks on author profiling

W
ritten language contains stylistic cues that can be ex-
ploited to automatically infer a variety of potentially
sensitive author information. Adversarial stylometry
intends to attack such models by rewriting an au-

thor’s text. Our research proposes several components to facilitate
deployment of these adversarial attacks in the wild, where neither data
nor target models are accessible. We introduce a transformer-based
extension of a lexical replacement attack, and show it achieves high
transferability when trained on a weakly labeled corpus—decreasing
target model performance below chance. While not completely in-
conspicuous, our more successful attacks also prove notably less
detectable by humans. Our framework therefore provides a promising
direction for future privacy-preserving adversarial attacks.
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2.1 introduction

The widespread use of machine learning on consumer devices and
its application to their data has sparked investigation of security and
privacy researchers alike in correctly handling sensitive information
(Edwards and Storkey, 2016; Abadi et al., 2016b). Natural Language
Processing (NLP) is no exception (Fernandes et al., 2019; Li et al., 2018);
written text can contain a plethora of author information—either con-
sciously shared or inferable through stylometric analysis (Rao and
Rohatgi, 2000; Adams, 2006). This characteristic is fundamental to
author profiling (Koppel et al., 2002), and while the field’s main in-
terest pertains to the study of sociolinguistic and stylometric features
that underpin our language use (Daelemans, 2013), herein simultane-
ously lie its dual-use problems. Author profiling can, often with high
accuracy, infer an extensive set of (sensitive) personal information,
such as age, gender, education, socio-economic status, and mental
health issues (Eisenstein et al., 2011; Alowibdi et al., 2013; Volkova
et al., 2014; Plank and Hovy, 2015; Volkova and Bachrach, 2016). It
therefore potentially exposes anyone sharing written online content to
unauthorized information collection through their writing style. This
can prove particularly harmful to individuals in a vulnerable position
regarding e.g., race, political affiliation, or mental health.

Privacy-preserving defenses against such inferences can be found
in the field of adversarial1 stylometry. Our research2 concerns the
obfuscation subtask, where the aim is to rewrite an input text such
that the style changes, and stylometric predictions fail. It is part of
a growing body of research into adversarial attacks on NLP (Smith,

1 These are adversarial attacks on models making stylometric predictions, not to be
confused with adversarial learning.

2 All code, data, and materials to fully reproduce the experiments are openly available
at https://github.com/cmry/reap.

https://github.com/cmry/reap
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2012), which various modern models have proven vulnerable to; e.g.,
in neural machine translation (Ebrahimi et al., 2018a), summarization
(Cheng et al., 2020b), and text classification (Liang et al., 2018a).

Adversarial attacks on NLP are predominantly aimed at demon-
strating vulnerabilities in existing algorithms or models, such that
they might be fixed, or explicitly improved through adversarial train-
ing. Consequently, most related work focuses on white or black-box
settings, where all or part of the target model is accessible (e.g., its
predictions, data, parameters, gradients, or probability distribution)
to fit an attack. The current research, however, does not intend to
improve the targeted models; rather, we want to provide the attacks
as tools to protect online privacy. This introduces several constraints
over other NLP-based adversarial attacks, as it calls for a realistic,
in-the-wild scenario of application.

Firstly, authors seeking to protect themselves from stylometric
analysis cannot be assumed to be knowledgeable about the target
architecture, nor to have access to suitable training data (as the target
could have been trained on any domain). Hence, we cannot optimally
tailor attacks to the target, and need an accessible method of mimick-
ing it to evaluate the obfuscation success. To facilitate this, we use
a so-called substitute model, which for our purposes is an author
profiling classifier trained in isolation (with its own data and archi-
tecture) that informs our attacks. Attacks fitted on substitute models
have been shown to transfer their success when targeting models
with different architectures, or trained on other data, in a variety of
machine learning tasks (Papernot et al., 2016a). The effectiveness of
an attack fitted on a substitute model when targeting a ‘real’ model
is then referred to as transferability, which we will measure for the
obfuscation methods proposed in the current research.

Secondly, for an obfuscation attack to work in practice (e.g., given
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a limited post history), it should suggest relevant changes –to– the
author’s writing on a domain of their choice. This implies the substitute
models should be fitted locally, and therefore need to meet two criteria:
reliable access to labeled data, and being relatively fast and easy to
train. To meet the first criterion, the current research focuses on
gender prediction, as: i) Twitter corpora annotated with this variable
are by far the largest (and most common), ii) author profiling methods
typically use similar architectures for different attributes; therefore, the
generalization of attacks to other author attributes can be assumed to a
large extent, and, most importantly, iii) Beller et al. (2014) and Emmery
et al. (2017) have shown that through distant labeling, a representative
corpus for this task can be collected in under a day. This allows us
to measure transferability of attacks fitted using realistically collected
distant corpora to models using high-quality hand labeled corpora.

As for the attacks, we focus on lexical substitution of content
words strongly related to a given label (i.e., attribute), as those have
been shown to explain a significant portion of the accuracy of stylo-
metric models (see e.g., Rao et al., 2010; Burger et al., 2011; Sap et al.,
2014; Pardo et al., 2016). To that effect, we extend the substitution
attack of Jin et al. (2020) and apply it to author attribute obfuscation.
Specifically, we explore the potential of training a simple (as to meet
the speed criterion), non-neural substitute model f ′ to indicate rele-
vant words to perturb, during which retaining the original meaning
is prioritized. Two transformer-based models are introduced to the
framework to propose and rank lexical substitutions towards a change
in the predictions of f ′. We evaluate if the attacks on f ′ transfer
across corpora, architectures, and a separately trained target model
f (see Figure 2.1). Finally, we measure the quality of changes using
automatic evaluation metrics, and conduct a human evaluation that
focuses on detection accuracy of the attacks.
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Figure 2.1: Obfuscation scenario: model f ′ trains on tweet batches, an omission score
is used to determine and rank the words according to their classification contribution.
These are then passed to either TextFooler, Masked BERT, or Dropout BERT to suggest
top-k replacement candidates. From these, a selection is made based on their class
probability change on f ′(D). Finally, f is evaluated on the perturbed tweets Dadv.

2.2 related work

Stylometry, the study of (predominantly) writing style, dates back
several decades (Mosteller and Wallace, 1963), and has seen increased
accessibility through the introduction of statistical models (see sur-
veys by Holmes, 1998; Neal et al., 2018) and machine learning (e.g.,
Matthews and Merriam, 1993; Merriam and Matthews, 1994). Compu-
tational stylometry distinguishes several subtasks such as determining
(Baayen et al., 2002) and verifying author identity (Koppel and Schler,
2004), and author profiling (Argamon et al., 2005); e.g., predicting
demographic attributes. Adversarial stylometry (as conceptualized by
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Brennan et al., 2012) intends to subvert these inferences by changing
an author’s text through imitation, or, as pertains to our research, the
obfuscation of writing style (Kacmarcik and Gamon, 2006; Caliskan
et al., 2018; Thi et al., 2015; Xu et al., 2019).

These changes, or perturbations, can be produced in several ways,
and the task is therefore often conflated with paraphrasing (Reddy
and Knight, 2016), style transfer (Kabbara and Cheung, 2016), and
generating adversarial samples or triggers (Zhang et al., 2020c). Re-
gardless of the employed method, the main challenge of obfuscation
lies in retaining the original meaning of an input text; its written
language medium limits any perturbations to discrete outputs, and
unnatural discrepancies are significantly better discernible by humans
than, say, a few pixel changes in an image. An additional, persistent
limitation is the absence of evaluation metrics that guarantee complete
preservation of the original meaning of the input whilst changes re-
main unnoticed (Potthast et al., 2016). This not only inhibits automatic
evaluation of obfuscation, but all natural language generation (and
processing, generally) research (Novikova et al., 2017)—placing an
emphasis on human evaluation (van der Lee et al., 2019).

It is perhaps for this reason that most obfuscation work uses
heuristically-driven, controlled changes such as splitting or merging
words or sentences, removing stop words, changing spelling, punctua-
tion, or casing (see e.g., Karadzhov et al., 2017; Eger et al., 2019). These
specific attacks are typically easier to mitigate through preprocessing
(Juola and Vescovi, 2011). Obfuscation through lexical substitution
(Mansoorizadeh et al., 2016; Joo and Hwang, 2019; Bevendorff et al.,
2020) provides a middle ground of control, semantic preservation and
attack effectiveness; however, they might prove less effective against
models relying on deeper stylistic features (e.g. word order, part-of-
speech (POS) tags, or reading complexity scores). End-to-end systems
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have been employed for similar purposes (Shetty et al., 2018; Saedi
and Dras, 2020), or to rewrite entire phrases (as in Chapter 1, and Bo
et al., 2021) using (adversarially-driven) autoencoders. Such attacks
seem less common, and provide less control over the perturbations
and semantic consistency.

Our work does not assume the attacks to run end-to-end, but with
a hypothetical human in the loop. We further opt for techniques that
are more likely to find strong semantic mirrors to the original text
while making minimal changes. A substitute model (the algorithm,
hyper-parameters, and output of which an author can manipulate as
desired) is employed to indicate candidate replacement words, and our
attacks suggest and rank those against this substitute. Moreover, prior
work typically attacks adversaries trained on the same data, whereas
we add a transferability measure. Lastly, while author identification
has been investigated in the wild (Stolerman et al., 2014), our work is,
to our knowledge, the first to make a conscious effort towards realistic
applicability of obfuscation techniques.

2.3 method

Our framework extends TextFooler (TF, Jin et al., 2020) in several ways.
First, a substitute gender classifier is trained, from which the logit
output given a document is used to rank words by their prediction
importance through an omission score (Section 2.3.1). For the top most
important words, substitute candidates are proposed, for which we
add two additional techniques (Section 2.3.2). These candidates can be
checked and filtered on consistency with the original words (by their
POS tags, for example), accepted as-is, or re-ranked (Section 2.3.3). For
the latter, we add a scoring method. Finally, the remaining candidates
are used for iterative substitution until TF’s stopping criterion is met
(i.e., the prediction changes, or candidates run out).
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2.3.1 Target Word Importance

We are given a target classifier f, substitute classifier f ′, a document
D consisting of tokens Di, and a target label y. Here, f ′ is trained on
some corpus X, and receives an author’s new input text D, where the
author provides label y. We denote a class label as ȳ if f ′(D) predicts
anything but y. Our perturbations form adversarial input Dadv, that
intends to produce f ′(Dadv) = ȳ, and thereby implicitly f(Dadv) = ȳ.
Note that we only submit D to f for evaluating the attack effectiveness,
and it is never used to fit the attack itself.

To create Dadv, a minimum number of edits is preferred, and thus
we rank all words in D by their omission score (similar to e.g., Kádár
et al., 2017) according to f ′ (omission_score in Algorithm 1). Let D\i

denote the document after deleting Di, and oy(D) the logit score by
f ′. The omission score is then given by oy(D) − oy(D\i), and used in
an importance score I of token Di, as:

IDi
=



oy(D) − oy(D\i),

if f ′(D) = f ′(D\i) = y.

oy(D) − oy(D\i) + oȳ(D) − oȳ(D\i),

if f ′(D) = y,f ′(D\i) = ȳ,y 6= ȳ.

(2.1)

With IDi
calculated for all words in D, the top k ranked tokens are

chosen as target words T .

2.3.2 Lexical Substitution Attacks

Four approaches to determine how to perturb a target word t ∈ T are
considered in our experiments. These operations are referred to as
candidates in Algorithm 1.
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ALGORITHM 1: Obfuscation by lexical replacement.

Input : f ′ – substitute model
D= {w0,w1, . . . ,wn} – document
y – target label
checks – apply checks (bool)
k – target max k-amount words

Output : Dadv – obfuscated document

1 for Di ∈D do
2 IDi

← omission_score(f ′, y) // via Equation 2.1

3 end

4 T ← top_k(argsort_desc(D,IDi
scores), k)

5 Dadv =D

6 for t ∈ T do
// substitution attack on t

7 Ct←candidates(t)
8 A= (Dadv1:i−1

,Ct,j,Dadvi+1:n)16j6|Ct|

9 Ā= filter/rank(D, A;t, checks)
// test attack success on f ′

10 for D ′ ∈ Ā do
11 if argmaxoy(D ′) 6= y then
12 return Dadv =D ′

13 else if oy(D ′)< oy(Dadv) then
14 t in Dadv is replaced with c from D ′

15 end

16 end
17 return Dadv

synonym substitution (ws) This TF-based substitution embeds
t as t using a pre-trained embedding matrix V. Ct is selected by
computing the cosine similarity between t and all available word-
embeddings w ∈ V. We denote cosine similarity with Λ(t,w). A
threshold δ is used to keep only reliable candidates Λ(t,w)> δ.
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masked substitution (mb) The embedding-based substitutions can
be replaced by a language model predicting the contextually most
likely token. BERT (Devlin et al., 2019a)—a bi-directional encoder
(Vaswani et al., 2017) trained through masked language modeling
and next-sentence prediction—makes this fairly trivial. By replacing t
with a mask, BERT produces a top-k most likely Ct for that position.
Implementing this in TF does imply each previous substitution of t
might be included in the context of the current one. This method of
contextual replacement has two drawbacks: i) semantic consistency
with the original word is not guaranteed (as the model has no knowl-
edge of t), and ii) the replaced context means semantic drift can occur,
as all subsequent substitutions follow the new, possibly (semantically)
incorrect context.

dropout substitution (db) A method to circumvent the former
(i.e., BERT’s masked prediction limitations for lexical substitution),
was presented by Zhou et al. (2019). They apply dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014) to BERT’s internal embedding of target word t before it
is passed to the transformer—zeroing part of the weights with some
probability. The assumption is that Ct (BERT’s top-k) will contain
candidates closer to the original t than the masked suggestions.

heuristic substitution To evaluate the relative performance of the
techniques we described before, we employ several heuristic attacks as
baselines. In the order of Table 2.3: 1337-speak: converts characters to
their leetspeak (13375P34K) variants, in a similar vein to e.g. diacritic
conversion (Belinkov and Bisk, 2018). Character flip: inverts two
characters in the middle of a word (wrod), which was shown to least
affect readability (Rayner et al., 2006). Random spaces: splits a token
into two at a random position (pos ition).
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authors tweets female male train test

Huang 37,929 47K 26,758 20,453 30,602 7,651
Emmmery 6,610 16.789K 61,736 32,900 75,918 18,718
Volkova 4,620 12.227K 32,376 26,708 47,298 11,777

Table 2.1: Corpus statistics indicating the number of authors, tweets, female and
male labels, the size of the train and test splits, number of types (unique words) and
tokens (total words), and average tokens per document (avg size).

2.3.3 Candidate Filtering and Re-ranking

Given Ct, either all, or only the highest ranked candidate can be
accepted as-is. Alternatively, all D ′ can be filtered by submitting them
to checks, or re-ranked based on their semantic consistency with D.
These operations are referred to as rank/filter in Algorithm 1—both
of which can be executed.

part-of-speech and document encoding TF uses two checking
components: first, it removes any c that has a different POS tag than
t. If multiple D ′ exist such that f ′(D ′) = ȳ, it selects the document
D ′ which has the highest cosine similarity to the Universal Sentence
Encoder (USE) embedding (Cer et al., 2018) of the original document
D. If not, the D ′ with the lowest target word omission score is chosen
(as per TF’s method).

bert similarity Zhou et al. (2019) use the concatenation of the last
four layers in BERT as a sentence’s contextualized representation h.
We apply this in both Masked (MB) and Dropout (DB) BERT to re-
rank all possible D ′ by embedding them. Given document D, target t,
and perturbation candidate document D ′, Ct would be ranked via an
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embedding similarity score:

sim

(
D,D′;t

)
=

n∑
i

wi,t×Λ
(
h(Di|D) ,h(D′i|D

′)
)

(2.2)

where h(Di|D) is BERT’s contextualized representation of the ith

token in D, and wi,t is the average self-attention score of all heads in
all layers ranging from the ith token with respect to t in D.3

2.4 experiment

2.4.1 Data

We use three author profiling sets (see Table 2.1 for statistics) that are
annotated for binary gender classification (male or female): first, that
of Volkova et al. (2015) which was crowdsourced via Mechanical Turk
by annotating 5,0004 English Twitter profiles. This can be considered a
‘random’ sample of Twitter profiles, and is therefore the most unbiased
set of the three. Hence, we consider it the most representative of an
author profiling set, and employ this as training split (80%) for f, and
test split for our attacks (20%).

The second is the English portion of the Multilingual Hate Speech
Fairness corpus of Huang et al. (2020), which was collected with
a different objective than author profiling. It was aggregated from
existing hate speech corpora (by Waseem and Hovy, 2016; Waseem,
2016; Founta et al., 2018)—which were largely bootstrapped with look-
up terms, selection of frequently abusive users, etc.—and annotated
post-hoc with demographic information. The collection did not focus

3 Zhou et al. (2019) additionally use a proposal score for finding T that we replaced
with the omission score.

4 Profile counts in the current work differ due to collection limitations (e.g., removed
accounts).
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on profiles, and most authors are only associated with a single tweet.
This can cause a significant domain shift compared to general author
profiling. However, it can be seen as freely available (noisy) data.

Lastly, we include a weakly labeled author profiling corpus by
Emmery et al. (2017), collected through English keyword look-up for
self-reports—similar to Beller et al. (2014). This corpus likely includes
incorrect labels, but was collected in under a day, making it an ideal
candidate for realistic access to (new) data to fit the substitute model.

preprocessing & sampling All corpora were tokenized with spaCy5

(Honnibal et al., 2020). Other than lowercasing, allocating special
tokens to user mentions and hashtags (# and text were split), and URL
removal, no preprocessing steps were applied. Every author timeline
was divided into chunks for a maximum of 100 tweets (i.e., some
contain less), implying a maximum of 25 instances per author (some
contain one, 2,500 is the API history limit). From the test set, the
last6 200 instances were sampled for the attack (110 male, 90 female).
While fairly small, this sample does reflect a realistic attack duration
and timeline size, as they would be executed for a single profile.

2.4.2 Attacks

For the extension of TF, we re-implemented code7 by Jin et al. (2020)
to work with Scikit-learn8 (Pedregosa et al., 2011). For their synonym
substitution component, we similarly used counter-fitted embeddings
by Mrkšić et al. (2016) trained on Simlex-999 (Hill et al., 2015). The

5 https://spacy.io
6 As the datasets are not shuffled to avoid overfitting on author-specific features, a

few documents of the same author might spill from the train into the test split; this
avoids incorporating those in our attack sample.

7 https://github.com/jind11/TextFooler
8 https://scikit-learn.org/

https://spacy.io
https://github.com/jind11/TextFooler
https://scikit-learn.org/
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USE (Cer et al., 2018) implementation uses TensorFlow9 (Abadi et al.,
2016a) as back-end, and all BERT-variants the Transformers10 library
(Wolf et al., 2020) with PyTorch11 (Paszke et al., 2019) as back-end.

We adopt the parameter settings from Jin et al. (2020) throughout
our TF experiments: they set N (considered synonyms) and δ (cosine
similarity minimum) empirically to 50 and 0.7 respectively. For MB
and DB, we cap T at 50 and top-k at 10 (to improve speed). For DB,
we follow Zhou et al. (2019) and set the dropout probability to 0.3.

2.4.3 Models

For f and f ′ we require (preferably fast) pipelines that achieve high
accuracy on author profiling tasks, and are sufficiently distinct to
gauge how well our attacks transfer across architectures, rather than
solely across corpora. As current state-of-the-art algorithms have not
(yet) proven to be substantially effective for author profiling (Joo and
Hwang, 2019), we opt for n-gram features and linear models.

logistic regression Logistic Regression (LR) trained on tf·idf using
uni and bi-gram features proved a strong baseline in author profiling
in prior work. The simplicity of this classifier also makes it a substitute
model that can realistically be run by an author. No tuning was
performed: C is set to 1.

n-gram Proposed by Basile et al. (2017) as a highly effective—yet
simple—model, The New Groningen Author-profiling Model (N-
GrAM) outperforms more complex (neural) alternatives on author
profiling with little to no tuning. It uses tf·idf-weighted uni and bi-

9 https://tensorflow.org/
10 https://huggingface.co/
11 https://pytorch.org/

https://tensorflow.org/
https://huggingface.co/
https://pytorch.org/
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data Huang, Emmery, Volkova
importance Omission score
attack Heuristics, TextFooler, Masked BERT, Dropout BERT
model Logistic Regression, N-GrAM
ranking None, POS + USE, BERT Sim

Table 2.2: Grid of possible experimental configurations.

gram token features, character hexa-grams, and sublinearly scaled
term frequencies (1+ log(tf)). These features are then passed to a
Linear Support Vector Machine (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995; Fan et al.,
2008), where C= 1.

2.4.4 Experimental Setup

To summarize (and see Table 2.2), the experiment is conducted as
follows: the substitute target model (f ′)—LR for all experiments—is
fit on a given corpus. The real target model (f, either LR or N-GrAM)
is always fit on the corpus of Volkova et al. (2015). To evaluate the
attacks, a 200-instance sample is used. Target words are ranked via
omission scores from f ′, and fed to either Heuristics, TF, MB, or
DB attacks. The heuristics directly change the target words, the rest
outputs a ranked set of replacement candidates. The latter can either
be evaluated against f ′ through the TF pipeline, or the Top-1 candidate
is returned. Filtering can be done through POS/USE for semantic
similarity and POS compatibility checks (Check), or not (Check).

Note that we are predominantly interested in transferability, and
would therefore like to test as many combinations of data and archi-
tecture access limitations as possible. If we assume an author does not
have access to the data, the substitute classifier is trained on anything
but the Volkova et al. corpus. If we assume the author does not know
the target model architecture, the target model is N-GrAM (rather
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test = Volkova et al.

LR f ′ → Huang et al. Emmery et al. Volkova et al.

f → LR NG LR NG LR NG

none .885 .940 .885 .940 .885 .940

H
eu

ri
st

ic 1337 .770 .850 .775 .835 .715 .860
flip .900 .950 .885 .905 .840 .905

space .845 .925 .760 .870 .720 .850

To
p-

1

WS .825 .930 .805 .890 .750 .915
MB .655 .905 .595 .785 .145 .410
DB .625 .895 .575 .785 .210 .530

C
he

ck

WS .540 .855 .355 .670 .000 .009
MB .415 .790 .120 .420 .000 .085
DB .430 .775 .175 .430 .000 .085

C
he

ck

TF .705 .920 .780 .910 .375 .700
TF + MB .640 .880 .760 .890 .380 .725
TF + DB .650 .885 .755 .890 .435 .715

Table 2.3: Post-attack accuracy scores (below chance (55%) = better) of f on a test
sample from the Volkova et al. corpus. Left, the attack conditions: heuristics, top-1
synonym, applying POS and USE similarity checks, or not applying those checks
(Check). Splits per training corpus are noted for f′ (always Logistic Regression (LR)).
As target model, either LR, or N-GrAM (NG) was used. The substitution attacks are
TextFooler (TF), Masked (MB) and Dropout BERT (DB). If TF’s stopping criterion was
used, TF + is noted. Word Similarity (WS), reflects the TF pipeline without checks.

than LR). A full model transfer setting (both data and architecture)
will therefore be, e.g.: data f ′ = Emmery et al., data f = Volkova
et al., f ′ = LR, and f = NGrAM. Finally, for comparison to an optimal
situation, we test a setting with access to the adversary’s data.
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Volkova et al. → train test

train

Huang et al. .640 .620

Emmery et al. .725 .890

Table 2.4: Gender prediction accuracy of the substitute models f′ on data splits of f.

2.4.5 Evaluation

metrics The obfuscation success is measured as any accuracy score
below chance level performance, which given our test sample is 55%.
We would argue that random performance is preferred in scenarios
where the prediction of the opposite label is undesired. For the current
task, however, any accuracy drop to around or lower than chance
level satisfies the conditions for successful obfuscation.12 To evaluate
the semantic preservation of the attacked sentences, we calculate
both meteor (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Lavie and Denkowski, 2009)
using nltk,13 and BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2020b) between D and
Dadv. meteor captures flexible uni-gram token overlap including
morphological variants, and BERTScore calculates similarities with
respect to the sentence context.

human evaluation For the human evaluation, we sampled 20 doc-
ument pieces (one or more tweets) for each attack type in the best
performing experimental configuration. A piece was chosen if it
satisfied these criteria: i) contains changes for all three attacks, ii)
consists of at least 15 words (excluding emojis and tags), and iii) does

12 If an attack drops accuracy to 0%, this effectively flips (in case of a binary label)
the label. This label might also be undesired by the author (e.g., being classified as
having polar opposite political views). This implies the target model being maximally
unsure about the classification is desirable (see also Chapter 1).

13 https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/translate/meteor_score.html

https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/translate/meteor_score.html
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not contain obvious profanity.14 All 60 document pieces of the three
models were shuffled, and the 20 original versions were appended at
the end (so that ‘correct’ pieces were seen last). Each substitute model
therefore has 80 items for evaluation.

While in prior work it is common to rate semantic consistency,
fluency, and label a text (see e.g., Potthast et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2020),
our Twitter data are too noisy (including many spelling and grammar
errors in the originals), and document batches too long to make this a
feasible task. Instead, our six participants (three per substitute) were
asked to indicate if: a) a sentence was artificially changed, and if so,
b) indicate one word that raised their suspicion. This way, we can
evaluate which attack produces the most natural sentences, and the
least obvious changes to the input.

The items were rated individually; the human evaluators did not
know beforehand that different versions of the same sentences were
repeated, nor that the originals were shown at the end. All participants
have a university-level education, a high English proficiency, and are
familiar with the domain of the data. Several example ratings of the
same sentence can be found in Table 2.6.

2.5 results

2.5.1 Domain Shift

As alluded to in Section 2.4.1, both corpora used to train our substitute
models were in fact not reference corpora for author profiling, and can
therefore be considered as suboptimal, disjoint domains. The Huang
et al. corpus in particular shows a strong domain shift (see Table 2.4)

14 To avoid exposing the raters to overly toxic content, blatant examples were filtered
using a keyword list. Some minor examples remained, for which we added a
disclaimer.
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for both training and test sets. The distantly labeled Emmery et al.
corpus achieves 7.5% more accuracy on the train split of Volkova et al.,
and test performance is significantly higher (27%). We might therefore
expect better obfuscation performance from the latter.

2.5.2 Baselines

The results for all attacks are shown in Table 2.3. Note that these are
performances for f; therefore, when no attacks are applied (none), the
performance for both substitute corpora stays the same (as those only
influence the attacks). For the heuristic attacks, 1337 seems to make
the more robust baseline; outperforming some of the other settings—
even on transferability. A surface-level advantage is that this attack
has a minor impact on readability (when applied conservatively) and
does not change semantics; however, the heuristic attacks are fairly
simple to mitigate in preprocessing (Juola and Vescovi, 2011) and
through character features (as shown by the performance of the N-
GrAM model). For transferability, we evidently need to do more than
trying to convert words to be out-of-vocabulary (OOV) with noise.
While it can be argued the heuristics could change all words, shifting
everything OOV would not be robust; the target model side could
easily spot the anomalous input and act (e.g., reject) accordingly.

2.5.3 Attack Transferability

Transferability can be assessed by comparing the LR and N-GrAM
(NG) columns. Globally it can be observed that the substitute models
trained on the Emmery et al. corpus systematically outperform those
trained on Huang et al.; both for the settings where the adversary’s ar-
chitecture is known (LR), and where it is unknown (NG). This matches
our expectations from the observed domain shift. Our results also
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Figure 2.2: Rewrite metrics for the three different attacks: TextFooler (TF), Masked
(MB) and Dropout BERT (DB)—split by corpora Huang et al. (H), Emmery et al. (Q).
Shown are the relative number of changes (by document length), BERTScore (F1),
and meteor (MET) with respect to the original document.

show that a noticeable decrease in obfuscation performance occurs
(10− 30% increased target model performance) when the attacks are
transferred to different data and another model. In contrast, as can
be observed from the last two columns in Table 2.3, in a practically
unrealistic setting where the model and data are available, the ob-
fuscation is specifically tailored to known weaknesses and therefore
highly effective.15

2.5.4 Transformer Performance

Looking at the Top-1, Check and Check brackets (Table 2.3), other
than the BERT-based models having higher success of transferability
than TF, they also retain obfuscation success; deteriorating the target
model’s performance to lower than chance level (55%) for the settings
not using additional checks. This comparison also demonstrates the

15 Jin et al. (2020) found similar drops to 0% accuracy with a comparable percentage of
changes for word-level models.
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Huang et al. Emmery et al.

ORG TF MB DB TF MB DB

altered .888 .967 .633 .783 .950 .617 .633
word − .950 .583 .700 .867 .433 .433

Table 2.5: Human accuracy scores of predicting if a text was altered, and guessing
the attacked word (lower is better). All substitute models are those with the Check
setting, trained on different corpora (i.e., different words are attacked per training
corpus). ORG indicates correct prediction of the originals.

synonym ranking to work (Top-1 vs. Check and Check), and the
Check condition to be too restrictive; attaining lower attack power,
and low transferability. This is further illustrated by the %-changes
shown in Figure 2.2. Comparing the MB and DB variants, their
performance seems almost identical, with masking having a slight
advantage. As Zhou et al. (2019) argued, applying dropout should
produce words that are closer to the original (compared to MB),
which might affect obfuscation performance. Additionally, the BERT
similarity ranking (described in Section 2.3.3) applied to the Masked
substitution candidates could have some beneficial effect. This will
have to be studied in more detail using the output evaluations.

rewrite metrics The metrics in Figure 2.2 show a common ini-
tial limitation in their application to this task: the more frequent an
attack makes no changes, the higher the automatic evaluation met-
rics (BERTScore, meteor). Hence, to compare models, these scores
need to be considered in light of the obfuscation performance, and
related work. It can be observed that with consistently higher changes,
MB and DB score lower on semantic consistency than TF. However,
between MB and DB, and TF for the Emmery et al. corpus, these
differences are minor. Furthermore, despite being fit on a different
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org ready to go home already . a better relationship with god . i need
another job asap .

htf loan to go houses already . a improved relations with jesus . i
should another labour asap .

hmb ready to go on already . a better relationship with god . i need
another guy man .

hdb ready to go somewhere already . a better relationship with god . i
need another position vs .

org trump criticizes kim jong un after missile launch : ‘ does this guy have
anything better to do ? ’ .

htf tramp criticized kam yung jt after rocket start : ‘ does this boyfriend
have anything best to do ? ’ .

hmb trump criticizes ha woman congressman after campaign launch : ‘ does
this book have anything else to do ? ’ .

hdb trump criticizes in at sin after bomb launch : ‘ does this kid have
anything less to do ? ’ .

Table 2.6: Example ratings of different attacks (not shown together to the human
evaluators) on two sentences with varying semantic consitency and human detection
accuracy. In the first example, hmb was marked unaltered by all raters, hdb by the
majority, and htf by none. In the second, only hdb was marked unaltered, by only
one rater. Attacked words are marked in bold, guessing any one of these would
count as correctly identifying the attack.

domain, these scores are comparable to prior obfuscation work (e.g.,
Shetty et al. (2018) show meteor scores between 0.69 and 0.79).

human evaluation The results in Table 2.5 reflect the same trend
that can be observed in Table 2.3; high obfuscation success seems
to result in higher human error when predicting if a sentence was
obfuscated. Conversely, it seems that despite higher semantic consis-
tency scores, the original TF pipeline is easier to detect. This can be
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attributed to the number of spelling and grammar errors the model
makes without its additional checks. Furthermore, the 11% error in
identifying the original sentences also reflects some expected margin
of error in this task, as our Twitter data is inherently noisy. Finally,
while these results are in line with the obfuscation success, and are
lower than detectability scores in related work (Mahmood et al., 2020),
they also indicate that the models are still detectable above chance-
level. Given three alternatives (including the original), performance
should be 25% or lower to indicate no intrusive changes are made to
text (that are not semantically coherent or not inconspicuous enough—
both metrics used by Potthast et al., 2016). Therefore, while the
presented approaches are effective, and realistically transferable, there
is room for improvement for practical applicability.

2.6 discussion and future work

We have demonstrated the performance of author attribute obfuscation
under a realistic setting. Using a simple Logistic Regression model for
candidate suggestion, trained on a weakly labeled corpus collected in
under a day, the attacks successfully transferred to different data and
architectures. This is a promising result for future adversarial work
on this task, and its practical implementation.

It remains challenging to automatically evaluate how invasive
the required number of changes are for successful obfuscation—
particularly to an author’s message consistency as a whole. However,
in practice such considerations could be left up to the author. In
this human-in-the-loop scenario, a more extensive set of candidates
could be suggested, and their effect on the substitute model shown
interactively. This way, the attacks can be manually tuned to find a
balance of effectiveness, inconspicuousness, and to guarantee seman-
tic consistency. It would also show the author how their writing style
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affects potential future inferences.
Regarding the performance of the attacks: we demonstrated the

general effectiveness of contextual language models in retrieving
candidate suggestions. However, the quality of those candidates might
be improved with more extensive rule-based checks; e.g., through
deeper analyses using parsing. Nevertheless, such venues leave us
with a core limitation of rewriting language, and therefore more
broadly NLP: while the Masked attacks seemed more successful in
our experiments, after manual inspection of the perturbations Dropout
was found to often be semantically closer (see also Table 2.6)—which
was not reflected in the human evaluation. This begs the question
if any automated approach, evaluated under the current limitations
of semantic consistency metrics, could realistically optimize for both
obfuscation and inconspicuousness.

As such, we would argue that future work should focus on making
as few perturbations as possible, retaining only the minimum amount
of required obfuscation success. Given this, the other constraints
become less relevant; one could generate short sentences (e.g., a single
tweet) that might be semantically or contextually incorrect, but if this
is inserted as a single message in a long post history, it will hardly be
detectable or intrusive. This would likely require certain adversarial
triggers (as demonstrated by Wallace et al. (2019) for example), and
ascertaining how well they transfer.

2.7 conclusion

In this chapter, we argued realistic adversarial stylometry should be
tested on transferability in settings where there is no access to the
target model’s data or architecture. We extended previous adversar-
ial text classification work with two transformer-based models, and
studied their obfuscation success in such a setting. We showed them
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to reliably drop target model performance below chance, though hu-
man detectability of the attacks remained above chance. Future work
could focus on further minimizing this detection under our realistic
constraints.
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3
current limitations in cyberbullying

detection: on evaluation criteria,
reproducibility, and data scarcity

D
etection of online cyberbullying has seen an increase in
societal importance, popularity in research, and available
open data. Nevertheless, while computational power and
affordability of resources continue to increase, the access

restrictions on high-quality data limit the applicability of state-of-the-
art techniques. Consequently, much of the recent research uses small,
heterogeneous datasets, without a thorough evaluation of applicability.
In this chapter, we further illustrate these issues, as we (i) evaluate
many publicly available resources for this task and demonstrate diffi-
culties with data collection. These predominantly yield small datasets
that fail to capture the required complex social dynamics and impede
direct comparison of progress. We (ii) conduct an extensive set of
experiments that indicate a general lack of cross-domain generaliza-
tion of classifiers trained on these sources, and openly provide this
framework to replicate and extend our evaluation criteria. Finally, we
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(iii) present an effective crowdsourcing method: simulating real-life
bullying scenarios in a lab setting generates plausible data that can
be effectively used to enrich real data. This largely circumvents the
restrictions on data that can be collected, and increases classifier per-
formance. We believe these contributions can aid in improving the
empirical practices of future research in the field.

3.1 introduction

Learning to accurately classify rare phenomena within large feeds of
data poses challenges for numerous applications of machine learn-
ing. The volume of data required for representative instances to be
included is often resource-consuming, and limited access to such
instances can severely impact the reliability of predictions. These limi-
tations are particularly prevalent in applications dealing with sensitive
social phenomena such as those found in forensics: e.g., predicting
acts of terrorism, detecting fraud, or uncovering sexually transgressive
behavior. Their events are complex and require rich representations
for effective detection. Conversely, online text, images, and meta-data
capturing such interactions have commercial value for the platforms
hosting them and are often off-limits to protect users’ privacy.

An application affected by such limitations with increasing so-
cietal importance and growing interest over the last decade is that
of cyberbullying detection. Not only is the data sensitive, but it is
also inherently scarce in terms of public access. Most cyberbullying
events are off-limits to the majority of researches, as they take place
in private conversations. Fully capturing the social dynamics and
complexity of these events requires much richer data than available to
the research community up until now. Related to this, various issues
with the operationalization of cyberbullying detection research were
recently demonstrated by Rosa et al. (2019b), who share much of the
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same concerns as we will discuss in this chapter. While their work
focuses on methodological rigor in prior research, we will focus on
the core limitations of the domain and complexity of cyberbullying
detection. Through an evaluation of the current advances on the
task, we illustrate how the mentioned issues affect current research,
particularly cross-domain. Finally, we demonstrate crowdsourcing in
an experimental setting to potentially alleviate the task’s data scarcity.
First, however, we introduce the theoretical framing of cyberbullying
and the task of automatically detecting such events.

3.1.1 Cyberbullying

Asynchrony and optional anonymity are characteristic of online com-
munication as we know it today; it heavily relies on the ability to
communicate with people who are not physically present, and stimu-
lates interaction with people outside of one’s group of close friends
through social networks (Madden et al., 2013). The rise of these
networks brought various advantages to adolescents: studies show
positive relationships between online communication and social con-
nectedness (Bessière et al., 2008; Valkenburg and Peter, 2007), and
that self-disclosure on these networks benefits the quality of existing
and newly developed relationships (Steijn and Schouten, 2013). The
popularity of social networks and instant messaging among children
has them connecting to the Internet from increasingly younger ages
(Ólafsson et al., 2013), with 95% of teens1 ages 12–17 online, of which
80% are on social media (Lenhart et al., 2011). For them, however, the
transition from social interaction predominantly taking place on the
playground to being mediated through mobile devices (Livingstone
et al., 2011) has also moved negative communication to a platform

1 Survey conducted in 2011 among 799 American teens. Black and Latino families
were oversampled.
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where indirect and anonymous interaction has a window into homes.
A range of studies conducted by the Pew Research Center2, most

notably Lenhart et al. (2011), provides detailed insight into these
developments. While 78% of teens report positive outcomes from
their social media interactions, 41% have experienced at least some
adverse outcomes, ranging from arguments, trouble with school and
parents, physical fights and ending friendships. From 19% bullied in
the 12 months prior to the study, 8% of all teens reported this was
some form of cyberbullying. These numbers are comparable (7% for
Grades 6–12, and 15% Grades 9–12 respectively) to other research
(Kann et al., 2014; Robers et al., 2015). Bullying has for a while been
regarded as a public health risk by numerous authorities (Xu et al.,
2012), with depression, anxiety, low self-esteem, school absence, lower
grades, and risk of self-medication as primary concerns.

The act of cyberbullying—other than being conducted online—
shares the characteristics of traditional bullying: a power imbalance
between the bully and victim (Stratford, 1996), the harm is inten-
tional, repeated over time, and has a negative psychological effect
on the victim (Dehue et al., 2008). With the Internet as a commu-
nication platform, however, some additional aspects arise: location,
time, and physical presence have become an irrelevant factor in the
act. Accordingly, several categories unique to this form of bullying
are defined (Willard, 2007; Beran and Li, 2008): flaming (sending rude
or vulgar messages), outing (posting private information or manipu-
lated personal material of an individual without consent), harassment
(repeatedly sending offensive messages to a single person), exclusion
(from an online group), cyberstalking (terrorizing through sending ex-
plicitly threatening and intimidating messages), denigration (spreading
online gossips), and impersonation. Moreover, in addition to optional

2 www.pewinternet.org

www.pewinternet.org
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anonymity hiding the critical figures behind an act of cyberbullying,
it could also obfuscate the number of actors (i.e., there might only
be one even though it seems there are more). Cyberbullying acts
can prove challenging to remove once published; messages or images
might persist through sharing and be viewable by many (as is typical
for hate pages), or available to a few (in group or direct conversations).
Hence, it can be argued that any form of harassment has become
more accessible and intrusive. This online nature has an advantage as
well: in theory, platforms record these bullying instances. Therefore,
an increasing number of researches are interested in the automatic
detection (and prevention) of cyberbullying.

3.1.2 Detection and Task Complexity

The task of cyberbullying detection can be broadly defined as the
use of machine learning techniques to automatically classify text in
messages on bullying content, or infer characteristic features based
on higher-order information, such as user features or social network
attributes. Bullying is most apparent in younger age groups through
direct verbal outings (Vaez et al., 2004), and more subtle in older
groups, mainly manifested in more complex social dynamics such
as exclusion, sabotage, and gossip (Privitera and Campbell, 2009).
Therefore, the majority of work on the topic focuses on younger age
groups, be it deliberately or given that the primary source for data is
social media—which will likely result in these being highly present
for some media (Duggan, 2015). Apart from the well-established
challenges that language use poses (e.g., ambiguity, sarcasm, dialects,
slang, neologisms), two factors in the event add further linguistic
complexity, namely that of actor role and associated context. In contrast
to tasks where adequate information is provided in the text of a single
message, to completely map a cyberbullying event and pinpoint bully
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and victim implies some understanding of the dynamics between the
involved actors and the textual interpretation of the register.

register Firstly, to understand the task of cyberbullying detection
as a specific domain of text classification, one should consider the full
scope of the register that defines it. The bullying categories discussed
in Section 3.1.1 include some cues that can be inferred from text alone;
flaming being the most overt through simple curse word usage, slurs,
or other profanity. Similarly, threatening or intimidating messages
that fall under cyberstalking are clearly denoted by particular word
usage. The other categories are more subtle: outing could also be done
textually, in the form of a phone number, or pieces of information
that are personal or sensitive in nature. Denigration would include
words that are not blatantly associated with abusive acts; however,
misinformation about sensitive topics might for example be paired
with a victim’s name. One could further extend these cues based on
the literature (as also captured in Van Hee et al., 2015b) to include
bullying event cues, such as messages that serve to defend the victim,
and those in support of the bully. The linguistic task could therefore
be framed (partly based on Van Hee et al., 2018) as identifying an
online message context that includes aggressive or hurtful content against
a victim. Several additional communicative components in these
contexts further change the interpretation of these cues, however.

roles Secondly, there is a commonly made distinction between
several actors within a cyberbullying event. A naive role allocation
includes a bully B, a victim V and bystander BY, the latter of whom
may or may not approve of the act of bullying. More nuanced models
such as that of Xu et al. (2012) include additional roles (see Figure 3.1
for a role interaction visualization), where different roles can be as-
signed to one person; for example, being bullied and reporting this.
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Figure 3.1: Role graph of a bullying event. Each vertex represents an actor, labeled by
their role in the event: bully (B), victim (V), bystander (BY), reinforcer (AB), assistant
(BF), defender (S), reporter (S), accuser (A), and friend (VF). Each edge indicates a
stream of communication, labeled by whether this is positive (+) or negative (−) in
nature, and its strength indicating the frequency of interaction. Dotted edges indicate
nonparticipation in the event, and vertices those added by Xu et al. (2012) to account
for social-media-specific roles.

Most importantly, all shown roles can be present in the span of one
single thread on social media, as demonstrated in Table 3.1. While
some roles clearly show from frequent interaction with either a posi-
tive or negative sentiment (B, V , A), others might not be observable
through any form of conversation (R, BY), prove too subtle, or not
distinguishable from other roles.

context Thirdly, the content of the messages has to be interpreted
differently between these roles. While curse words can be a good
indication of harassment, identification of a bully arguably requires
more than these alone. Consider Table 3.1: both B and A use insults
(lines 7–8), the message of V (line 6) might be considered as bullying
in isolation, and having already determined B, the last sentence (line
10) can generally be regarded as a threat. In conclusion, the full scope
of the task is complex; it could have a temporal-sequential character,
would benefit from determining actors and their interactions, and then
should have some sense of severity as well (e.g. distinguish bullying
from teasing).
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Line Role Message Bully Type

1 V me and my friends hanging out tonight! :) neutral
2 B @V lol b*tch, you dont have any friends.. ur fake

as sh*t
X curse, insult

3 AB @B haha word, shes so sad X encouragement
4 VF @V you know it girl
5 S @V dont listen to @B, were gonna have fun for

sure!
defense

6 V @B shut up @B!! nobody asked your opinion!!!! defense
7 A @B you are a f*cking bully, go outside or smt insult
8 B @V @S haha you all so dumb, just kill yourself

already!
X insult, curse

9 A, R @B shut up or ill report you
10 B @A u gonna cry? go ahead, see what happens

tomorrow!
X threat

Table 3.1: Fictional example of a cyberbullying conversation. Lines represent se-
quential turns. Roles are noted as described on Page 78 (under the eponymous
paragraph), if the message can be considered bullying by X, and types according to
the annotation guidelines from Van Hee et al. (2015b).

3.1.3 Our Contributions

Surprisingly, a significant amount of work on the task does not collect
(or use) data that allows for the inference of such features (which we
will further elaborate on in Section 3.3). To confirm this, we reproduce
part of the previous cyberbullying detection research on different
sources. Predictions made by current automatic methods for cyberbul-
lying classification are demonstrated not to reflect the above-described
task complexity; we show performance drops across different training
domains, and give insights into content feature importance and limita-
tions. Additionally, we report on reproducibility issues in state-of-art
work when subjected to our evaluation. To facilitate future reproduc-
tion, we will provide all code open-source, including dataset readers,
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experimental code, and qualitative analyses.3 Finally, we present a
method to collect crowdsourced cyberbullying data in an experimental
setting. It grants control over the size and richness of the data, does
not invade privacy, nor rely on external parties to facilitate data ac-
cess. Most importantly, we demonstrate that it successfully increases
classifier performance. With this chapter, we provide suggestions on
improving methodological rigor and hope to aid the community in a
more realistic evaluation and implementation of this task.

3.2 related work

The task of detecting cyberbullying content can be roughly divided
into three categories. First, research with a focus on binary classifica-
tion, where it is only relevant if a message contains bullying or not.
Second, more fine-grained approaches where the task is to determine
either the role of actors in a bullying scenario or the content type (i.e.,
different categories of bullying). Both binary and fine-grained ap-
proaches predominantly focus on text-based features. Lastly, meta-data
approaches that take more than just message content into account;
these might include profile, network, or image information. Here,
we will discuss efforts relevant to the task of cyberbullying classifica-
tion within these three topics. We will predominantly focus on work
conducted on openly available data, and those that report (positive)
F1-scores, to promote fair comparisons.4 For an extensive literature
review and a detailed comparison of different studies, see Rosa et al.
(2019b). Finally, a significant portion of our research pertains to gen-

3 Available at https://github.com/cmry/amica.
4 Unfortunately, numerous (recent) work on cyberbullying detection seems not to

report such F1-scores (in favor of accuracy), is limited to criticized datasets with high
baseline scores (such as the caw datasets) or does not show enough methodological
rigor—some are therefore not included in this overview.

https://github.com/cmry/amica
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Author Other Name OS Platform Pos Neg

Yin et al.
Nahar et al.

caw_kon v Kongregate 42 4802

Yin et al.
Nahar et al.

caw_sls v Slashdot 60 4303

Yin et al.
Nahar et al.

caw_msp v Myspace 65 1946

Reynolds et al.
Kontostathis et al.;
Squicciarini et al.;
Rosa et al.; Rosa
et al.

kon_frm v Formspring 369 3915

Dinakar et al. din_ytb x YouTube 2277 4500

Bayzick et al.
Zhao and Mao;
Squicciarini et al.

bay_msp v Myspace 415 1647

Xu et al.
Zhao and Mao

xu_trec v Twitter 684 1762

Dadvar ddv_msp x Myspace 311 8938

Dadvar ddv_ytb x YouTube 449 4177

Bretschneider et al. brt_twi v Twitter 220 5162

Bretschneider et al. brt_tw2 v Twitter 194 2599

Van Hee et al.
Van Hee et al.

ami_ask v Ask.fm 3787 86419

Hosseinmardi et al.
Cheng et al.

hos_ins v Instagram 567 1387

Sui
Zhao and Mao

sui_twi v Twitter 2102 5219

Table 3.2: Overview of datasets for cyberbullying detection. Lists the authors of the
initial sets (Author), if the set was used by other work (Other), a reference name
(Name), if the data is publicly available (OS, including a link to the source), which
platform it was extracted from (Platform), the number of reported cyberbullying
instances (Pos) and of non-cyberbullying (Neg). Please note that the instance numbers
are as reported in the original work, and may have deviated through time (such as
Twitter sets, and Formspring).

eralizability, and therefore the field of domain adaptation. We will
discuss its prior observations related to text classification specifically,
and their relevance to (future) research on cyberbullying detection.

http://caw2.barcelonamedia.org/
http://caw2.barcelonamedia.org/
http://caw2.barcelonamedia.org/
http://www.chatcoder.com/DataDownload
http://www.chatcoder.com/DataDownload
https://research.cs.wisc.edu/bullying/data.html
http://www.ub-web.de/research/
http://www.ub-web.de/research/
https://osf.io/rgqw8/
https://sites.google.com/site/cucybersafety/home/ cyberbullying-detection-project/dataset
https://research.cs.wisc.edu/bullying/data.html.
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3.2.1 Binary Classification

One of the first traceable suggestions for applying text mining to the
task of cyberbullying detection is made by Kontostathis et al. (2010),
who note that Yin et al. (2009) previously tried to classify online
harassment on the caw 2.0 dataset.5 Yin et al. already state that
the ratio of documents with harassing content to typical documents
is challengingly small. Moreover, they foresee several other critical
issues with regard to the task: a lack of positive instances will make
detecting characteristic features a difficult task, and human labeling
of such a dataset might have to face issues of ambiguity and sarcasm
that are hard to assess when messages are taken out of conversation
context. Even with very sparse datasets (< 1% positive instances), the
harassment classifier outperforms the random baseline using tf·idf,
pronoun, curse word, and post similarity features.

Following up Yin et al. (2009), Reynolds et al. (2011a) note that the
caw 2.0 dataset is generally unfit for cyberbullying classification: in ad-
dition to lacking bullying labels (it only provides harassment labels),
the conversations are predominantly between adults. Their work,
along with Bayzick et al. (2011), is a first effort to create datasets for
cyberbullying classification through scraping the question-answering
website Formspring.me, as well as Myspace.6 In contrast with similar
research, they aim to use textual features while deliberately avoiding
Bag-of-Words (BoW) features. Through a curse word dictionary and
custom severity annotations, they construct several metrics for fea-
tures related to these “bad” words. In more recent work, Kontostathis
et al. (2013) redid analyses on the kon_frm set, primarily focusing on
the contribution curse words have in the classification of bullying mes-
sages. By forming queries from curse word dictionaries, they show

5 Data has been made available at caw2.barcelonamedia.org.
6 Data has been made available at www.chatcoder.com/DataDownload.

caw2.barcelonamedia.org
www.chatcoder.com/DataDownload
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that there is no one combination which retrieves all. However, by
capturing them in an Essential Dimensions of Latent Semantic Index-
ing query vector averaged over known bullying content—classifying
the top-k (by cosine similarity) as positive—they show a significant
Average Precision improvement over their baseline.

More recent efforts includes the work of Bretschneider et al. (2014),
who combined word normalization, Named Entity Recognition (to
detect person-specific references), and multiple curse word dictionar-
ies (Noswearing.com, 2016; Broadcasting Standards Authority, 2013;
Millwood-Hargreave, 2000) in a rule-based pattern classifier, scoring
well on Twitter data.7 Our own work (Van Hee et al., 2015a), where we
collected a large dataset with posts from Ask.fm, used standard BoW
features. Later, these were extended in Van Hee et al. (2018) with term
lists, subjectivity lexicons, and topic model features. Recently pop-
ularized techniques of word embeddings and neural networks have
been applied by Zhao et al. (2016); Zhao and Mao (2017) on xu_trec,
nay_msp and sui_twi, both resulting in the highest performance for
those sets. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) on phonetic fea-
tures were applied by Zhang et al. (2016), and Rosa et al. (2018b)
investigate among others the same architecture on textual features
in combination with Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTMs).
Both Rosa et al. (2018b) and Agrawal and Awekar (2018) investigate
the C-LSTM (Zhou et al., 2015), the latter includes Synthetic Minority
Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE). However, as we will show in the
current chapter, both of these works suffer from reproducibility issues.
Finally, fuzzified vectors of top-k word lists for each class were used
to conduct membership likelihood-based classification by Rosa et al.
(2018a) on kon_frm, boosting recall over previously used methods.

7 Data has been made available at www.ub-web.de/research.

www.ub-web.de/research
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3.2.2 Fine-Grained Classification

A common thread in previously discussed research was a focus on
detecting single messages with evidence of cyberbullying per instance.
As argued in Section 3.1.2, however, there are more textual cues to
infer than merely if a message might be interpreted as bullying. The
work of Xu et al. (2012) proposed to expand this binary approach with
fine-grained tasks by looking at bullying traces; i.e., the responses to a
bullying incident. They distinguished two tasks based on keyword-
retrieved (bully) Twitter data:8 (1) a role labeling task, where semantic
role labeling was then used to distinguish person-mention roles, and
(2) the incorporation of sentiment to determine teasing, where despite
high accuracy, 48% of the positive instances were misclassified.

In our prior work, we extended this train of thought and demon-
strated the difficulty of fine-grained classification of types of bullying
(curse, defamation, defense, encouragement, insult, sexual, threat),
and roles (harasser, bystander assistant, bystander defender, victim)
with simple BoW and sentiment features — especially in detecting
types (Van Hee et al., 2015a,b). This was further addressed in Van Hee
et al. (2018) for both Dutch and English. Evaluated against a profan-
ity (curse word lexicon) and word n-gram baseline, a multi-feature
model (as discussed in Section 3.2.1) achieved the lowest error rates
over (almost) all labels, for both bullying type and role classification.
Lastly, Tomkins et al. (2018) also adapt fine-grained knowledge about
bullying events in their sociolinguistic model; in addition to bullying
classification, they find latent text categories and roles, partly rely-
ing on social interactions on Twitter. It thereby ties in with the next
category of work: leveraging meta-data from the network the data is
collected from.

8 Data has been made available at research.cs.wisc.edu/bullying/data.html.

research.cs.wisc.edu/bullying/data.html
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3.2.3 Meta-data Features

A notable, yet less popular, aspect of this task is the utilization of a
graph for visualizing potential bullies and their connections. This
method was first adopted by Nahar et al. (2013), who use this infor-
mation in combination with a classifier trained on LDA and weighted
tf·idf features to detect bullies and victims on the caw_* datasets.
Work that more concretely implements techniques from graph theory
is that of Squicciarini et al. (2015), who used a wide range of features:
network features to measure popularity (e.g., degree centrality, close-
ness centrality), content-based features (length, sentiment, offensive
words, second-person pronouns), and incorporated age, gender, and
number of comments. They achieved the highest performance on the
kon_frm and bay_msp datasets.

Work by Hosseinmardi et al. (2015) focuses on Instagram posts
and incorporates platform-specific features retrieved from images
and its network. They are the first to adhere to the literature more
closely and define cyberagression (Kowalski et al., 2012) separately
from cyberbullying, in that these are single negative posts rather
than the repeated character of cyberbullying. They also show that
certain LIWC (Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count) categories, such as
death, appearance, religion, and sexuality, give a good indication of
cyberbullying. While BoW features perform best, meta-data features
(e.g., user properties and image content) and textual features from the
top 15 comments achieve a similar score. Cyberagression seems to be
slightly easier to classify.

3.2.4 Domain Adaptation

As the majority of the work discussed above focuses on a single corpus,
a serious omission seems to be gauging how this influences model
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generalization. Many applications in natural language processing
(NLP) are often inherently limited by expensive high-quality anno-
tations, whereas unlabeled data is plentiful. Idiosyncrasies between
source and target domains often prove detrimental to the performance
of techniques relying on those annotations (McClosky et al., 2006;
Chan and Ng, 2006; Vilain et al., 2007) when applied in the wild. The
field of domain adaptation identifies tasks that suffer from such limi-
tations, and aims to overcome them either in a supervised (Finkel and
Manning, 2009; Daumé III et al., 2010) or unsupervised (Blitzer et al.,
2007; Jiang and Zhai, 2007; Ma, 2014; Schnabel and Schütze, 2014)
way. For text classification, sentiment analysis is arguably closest to
the task of cyberbullying classification (Glorot et al., 2011; Chen et al.,
2012; Pan et al., 2010). In particular, as imbalanced data exacerbates
generalization (Li et al., 2012). However, while for sentiment analysis
these issues are clearly identified and actively worked on, the same
cannot be said for cyberbullying detection,9 where concrete limitations
have yet to be explored. We assume to find issues similar to those in
sentiment analysis in the current task, as we will further discuss in
the following section.

3.3 task evaluation importance and

hypotheses

The domain of cyberbullying detection is in its early stages, as can be
seen in Table 3.2. Most datasets are quite small, and only a few have
seen repeated experiments. Given the substantial societal importance
of improving the methods developed so far, pinpointing shortcomings
in the current state of research should assist in creating a robust

9 One very recent exception to the latter can be found in Cheng et al. (2020a). Their
work introduces a novel domain adaptation technique, and demonstrates it to increase
performance on two text classification tasks, one being cyberbullying detection.
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framework under which to conduct future experiments—particularly
concerning evaluating (domain) generalization of the classifiers. The
latter of which, to our knowledge, none of the current research seems
involved with. This is therefore the main focus of our work. In
this section, we define three motivations for assessing this, and pose
three respective hypotheses through which we will further investigate
current limitations in cyberbullying detection.

3.3.1 Data Scarcity

Considering the complexity of the social dynamics underlying the
target of classification, and the costly collection and annotation of
training data, the issue of data scarcity can mostly be explained with
respect to the aforementioned restrictions on data access: while on
a small number of platforms most data is accessible without any
internal access (commonly as a result of optional user anonymity), it
can be assumed that a significant part of actual bullying takes place
‘behind closed doors’. To uncover this, one would require access
to all known information within a social network (such as friends,
connections, and private messages, including all meta-data). As this is
unrealistic in practice, researchers rely on the small subset of publicly
accessible data (predominantly text) streams. Consequently, most of
the datasets used for cyberbullying detection are small and exhibit an
extreme skew between positive and negative messages (as can be seen
in Table 3.3). It is unlikely that these small sets accurately capture the
language use on a given platform, and generalizable linguistic features
of the bullying instances even less so. In line with domain adaptation
research, we therefore anticipate that the samples are underpowered
in terms of accurately representing the substantial language variation
between platforms, both in normal language use and bullying-specific
language use (Hypothesis 1).
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3.3.2 Task Definition

Furthermore, we argue that this scarcity introduces issues with ad-
herence to the definition of the task of cyberbullying. The chances
of capturing the underlying dynamics of cyberbullying (as defined in
the literature) are slim with the message-level (i.e., using single docu-
ments only) approaches that the majority of work in the field has used.
The users in the collected sources have to be rash enough to bully in
the open, and particular (curse) word usage that would explain the
effectiveness of dictionary and BoW-based approaches in previous
research. Hence, we also assume that the positive instances are biased;
only reflecting a limited dimension of bullying (Hypothesis 2). A
more realistic scenario—where characteristics such as repetitiveness
and power imbalance are taken into consideration—would require
looking at the interaction between persons, or even profile instances
rather than single messages, which, as we argued, is not generally
available. The work found in the meta-data category (Section 3.2.3)
supports this argument, with improved results using this information.

This theory regarding the definition (or operationalization) of this
task is shared by Rosa et al., who pose that “the most representative
studies on automatic cyberbullying detection, published from 2011 onward,
have conducted isolated online aggression classification” (Rosa et al., 2019a,
p. 341). We will mainly focus on the shared notion that this framing
is limited to verbal aggression; however, our focus will empirically
assess its overlap with data framed to solely contain online toxicity
data (i.e., online / cyberagression) to find concrete evidence.

3.3.3 Domain Influence

Enriching previous work with data such as network structure, inter-
action statistics, profile information, and time-based analyses might
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provide fruitful sources for classification and a correct operational-
ization of the task. However, they are also domain-specific, as not all
social media have such a rich interaction structure. Moreover, it is
arguably naive to assume that social networks such as Facebook (for
which in an ideal case, all aforementioned information sources are
available) will stay a dominant platform of communication. Recently,
younger age groups have turned towards more direct forms of com-
munication such as WhatsApp, Snapchat, or media-focused forms
such as Instagram (Smith and Anderson, 2018), and recently TikTok.
This move implies more private and less affluent environments in
which data can be accessed (resulting in even more scarcity), and
that further development in the field requires a critical evaluation
of the current use of the available features, and ways to improve
cross-domain generalization overall. This work, therefore, does not
disregard textual features; they would still need to be considered as
the primary source of information, while paying particular attention
to the issues mentioned here. We further try to contribute towards
this goal and argue that crowdsourcing bullying content potentially
decreases the influence of domain-specific language use, allows for
richer representations, and alleviates data scarcity (Hypothesis 3).

3.4 data

For the current research, we distinguish a large variety of datasets.
For those provided through the AMiCA (Automatic Monitoring in
Cyberspace Applications)11 project, the Ask.fm corpus is partially avail-
able open-source,12 and the Crowdsourced corpus will be made avail-

10 Emojis were detected with https://github.com/NeelShah18/emot. Swears were
detected with reference lists: for English these were taken from www.noswearing.com

and the Dutch were manually composed.
11 www.amicaproject.be
12 https://osf.io/rgqw8/

https://github.com/NeelShah18/emot
www.noswearing.com
www.amicaproject.be
https://osf.io/rgqw8/
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pos neg types tokens avg tok/msg emote swean sweap

DtwB 237 5,258 12K 78K 14 (σ= 8) 961 277 867

Dfrm 1,025 11,742 21K 348K 27 (σ= 29) 3,322 1,228 2,871
Dmsp 426 1,627 13K 803K 391 (σ= 285) 931 1,447 3,730
Dytb 417 3,045 52K 827K 239 (σ= 252) 3,662 2,606 8,705
Dask 5,001 89,404 63K 1,017K 12 (σ= 23) 17,362 4,839 12,191
DtwX 281 4,654 19K 86K 18 (σ= 8) 1,344 74 502

Dtox 15,279 144,226 220K 12,924K 81 (σ= 121) 11,876 13,732 22,404

Dask_nl 8,675 70,557 58K 776K 10 (σ= 15) 16,905 2,025 2,299
Dsim_nl 2,330 2,681 7K 55K 11 (σ= 16) 434 682 194

Ddon_nl 152 211 2K 7K 20 (σ= 24) 33 47 19

Table 3.3: Corpus statistics for English and Dutch cyberbullying datasets, list number
of positive (pos, bullying) and negative (neg, other) instances, types (unique words),
tokens (total words), average number of tokens per message (avg tok/msg), number
of emojis and emoticons (emote), and swear word occurrence per neutral (swean),
and positive (sweap) instance.10

able upon request. All other sources are publicly available datasets
gathered from previous research13 as discussed in Section 3.2. Corpus
statistics of all data discussed below can be found in Table 3.3. The
sets’ abbreviations, language (en for English, nl for Dutch), and brief
collection characteristics can be found below.

3.4.1 AMiCA

ask.fm (Dask, Dask_nl, en, nl) were collected from the epony-
mous social network by Van Hee et al. (2015a). Ask.fm is a question
answering-style network where users interact by (frequently anony-
mously) asking questions on other profiles, and answering questions

13 These were collected as complete as possible. Twitter, in particular, has low recall;
approximately 60% of the tweets were retrieved. Such numbers are expected given
the classification problem; people tend to remove harassing messages as was shown
before by Xu et al. (2012).
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on theirs. As such, a third party cannot react to these question-answer
pairs directly. The anonymity and restrictive interactions make for
a high amount of potential cyberbullying. Profiles were retrieved
through profile seed list, used as a starting point for traversing to
other profiles and collecting all existing question-answer pairs for
those profiles—these are predominantly Dutch and English. Each
message was annotated with fine-grained labels (further details can
be found in Van Hee et al., 2015b); however, for our experiments these
were binarized, with any form of bullying being labeled positive.

donated (Ddon_nl, nl) contains instances of (Dutch) cyberbullying
from a mixture of platforms such as Skype, Facebook, and Ask.fm.
The set is quite small; however, it contains several hate pages that
are valuable collections of cyberbullying directed towards one person.
The data was donated for use in the AMiCA project by previously
bullied teens, and it thereby provides a particularly reliable source of
gold standard, real-life data.

crowdsourced (Dsim_nl, nl) originates from a crowdsourcing ex-
periment conducted by Van den Broeck et al. (2014), wherein 200 ado-
lescents aged 14 through 18 participated in a role-playing experiment
on an isolated SocialEngine14 social network. Here, each respondent
was given the account of a fictitious person and put in one of four
roles in a group of six: a bully, a victim, two bystander-assistants,
and two bystander-defenders. They were asked to read—and identify
with—a character description and respond to an artificially generated
initial post attributed to one of the group members. All were con-
fronted with two initial posts containing either low- or high-perceived
severity of cyberbullying.

14 www.socialengine.com

www.socialengine.com
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3.4.2 Related Work

formspring (Dfrm, en) is taken from the research by Reynolds et al.
(2011a) and is composed of posts from Formspring.me, a question-
answering platform similar to Ask.fm. As Formspring is mostly used
by teenagers and young adults, and also provides the option to interact
anonymously, it is notorious for hosting large amounts of bullying
content (Binns, 2013). The data was annotated through Mechanical
Turk, providing a single label by majority vote for a question-answer
pair. For our experiments, the question and answer pairs were merged
into one document instance.

myspace (Dmsp, en) was collected by Bayzick et al. (2011). Being an
information retrieval task, the posts are labeled in batches of ten posts,
and thus a single label applies to the entire batch (i.e., does it include
cyberbullying). Each batch is considered an instance, and labeled
accordingly. Due to this batching, the average tokens per instance are
much higher than any of the other corpora.

twitter (DtwB, en) by Bretschneider et al. (2014) was collected from
the stream between 20-10-2012 and 30-12-2012, and was labeled based
on a majority vote between three annotators. Excluding re-tweets,
the main dataset consists of 220 positive and 5162 negative examples,
which adheres to the general expected occurrence rate of 4%. Their
comparably-sized test set, consisting of 194 positive and 2699 negative
examples, was collected by adding a filter to the stream for messages
containing school, class, college, or campus. These sets are merged
for the current experiments.

twitter ii (DtwX, en) from Xu et al. (2012) focussed on bullying
traces, and was thus retrieved by keywords (bully, bullying), which
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generates a strong classification bias if left unmasked (both by word
usage and being a mix of toxicity and victims). It does, however, allow
for demonstrating the ability to detect bullying-associated topics, and
(indirect) reports of bullying.

3.4.3 Experiment-specific

ask.fm context (Cask, Cask_nl, en, nl) — the Ask.fm corpus was
collected on profile level, but prior experiments have focused on
single message instances (Van Hee et al., 2018). Here, we aggregate
all messages for a single profile, which is then labeled as positive
when as few as a single bullying instance occurs on the profile. This
aggregation shifts the task of cyberbullying message detection to
victim detection on profile level, allowing for more access to context
and profile-level severity (such as repeated harassment), and makes
for a more balanced set (1,763 positive and 6,245 negative instances).

formspring context (Cfrm, en) — similar to the Ask.fm corpus,
was collected on profile level (Reynolds et al., 2011a). However, the
set only includes 49 profiles, some of which only include a single
message. Grouping on full profile level would result in very few
instances; thus, we opted for creating small ‘context’ in batches of
five (of the same profile). Similar to the Ask.fm approach, if one of
these messages contains bullying, it is labeled positive, balancing the
dataset (565 positive and 756 negative instances).

toxicity (Dtox, en) — based on the Detox set from Wikimedia
(Thain et al., 2017; Wulczyn et al., 2017), this set offers over 300k
messages15 of Wikipedia Talk comments with Crowdflower-annotated

15 Provided via Kaggle, more information here: https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-
toxic-comment-classification-challenge.

https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge
https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge
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labels for toxicity (including subtypes).16 Noteworthy is how disjoint
both the task and the platform are from the rest of the corpora used
in this research. While toxicity shares many properties with bullying,
the focus here is on single instances of insults directed to anonymous
people, who are most likely unknown to the harasser. Given Wikipedia
as a source, the article- and moderation-focussed comments make
it topically quite different from what one would expect on social
media—the fundamental overlap being curse words, which is only
one of many dimensions to be captured to detect cyberbullying (as
opposed to toxicity).

3.4.4 Preprocessing

All texts were tokenized using spaCy17 (Honnibal et al., 2020). No
preprocessing was conducted for the corpus statistics in Table 3.3.
All models (Section 3.5) applied lowercasing and special character
removal only; alternative preprocessing steps proved to decreased
performance (see Table 3.7).

3.4.5 Descriptive Analysis

Both Table 3.3 and Figure 3.2 illustrate stark differences; not only
across domains but more importantly, between in-domain training
and test sets. Most do not exceed a Jaccard similarity coefficient over
0.20 (Figure 3.2), implying a large part of their vocabularies do not
overlap. This contrast is not necessarily problematic for classification;
however, it does hamper learning a general representation for the
negative class. It also clearly illustrates how even more disjoint DtwX

(collected by trace queries) and Dtox are from the rest of the corpora

16 See description at https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Detox/Data_

Release for more information regarding operationalization of this dataset.
17 https://spacy.io (v2.0.5)

https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Detox/Data_Release
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Research:Detox/Data_Release
https://spacy.io
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Figure 3.2: Jaccard similarity between training sets (y-axis) and test sets (x-axis).

and splits. Finally, the descriptives (Table 3.3) further show significant
differences in size, message length, class balance, and type/token
ratios (i.e., writing level). In conclusion, it can be assumed that
the language use in both positive as negative instances will vary
significantly, and that it will be challenging to model in-domain, and
generalize out-of-domain.

3.5 experimental setup

We attempt to address the following hypotheses posited in Section 3.3:

• Hypothesis 1: As researchers can only rely on scarce data of
public bullying, their samples are assumed to be underpowered
in terms of accurately representing the substantial language
variation between platforms, both in normal language use and
bullying-specific language use.

• Hypothesis 2: Given knowledge from the literature, it is unlikely
that single messages capture the full complexity of bullying
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events. Cyberbullying instances in the considered corpora are
therefore expected to be largely biased, only reflecting a limited
dimension of bullying.

• Hypothesis 3: With control over data generation and struc-
ture, crowdsourcing bullying content potentially decreases the
influence of domain-specific language use, allows for richer
representations, and alleviates data scarcity.

Accordingly, we propose five main experiments. Experiments I (Hy-
pothesis 1) and III (Hypothesis 2) deal with the problem of generaliz-
ability, whereas Experiment II (Hypothesis 1) and V (Hypothesis 3)
will both propose a solution for restricted data collection. Experiment
IV will reproduce a selection of state-of-the-art models for cyberbully-
ing detection and subject them to our cross-domain evaluation, to be
compared against our baselines.

3.5.1 Experiment I: Cross-Domain Evaluation

In this experiment, we introduce the cross-domain evaluation frame-
work, which will be extended in all other experiments. For this, we
initially perform a many-to-many evaluation of a given model (base-
line or otherwise) trained individually on all available data sources,
split in train and test. In later experiments, we extend this with a
one-to-many evaluation. This setup implies that (i) we fit our model
on some given corpus’ training portion and evaluate prediction per-
formance on all available corpora their test portions (many-to-many)
individually. Furthermore, we (ii) fit on all corpora their train por-
tions combined, and evaluate on all their test portions individually
(one-to-many). In sum, we report on ‘small’ models trained on each
corpus individually, as well as a ‘large’ one trained on them combined,
for each test set individually.
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part params values

BoW range (1,1), (1,2), (1,3)
level words

SVM weight y default, balanced
loss hinge, square hinge
C 1e−3, 1e−2, . . ., 1e2, 1e3

Table 3.4: SVM baseline and NBSVM grid used in hyper-parameter search.

For every experiment, hyper-parameter tuning was conducted
through an exhaustive grid search, using nested cross-validation (with
ten inner and three outer folds) on the training set to find the optimal
combination of the given parameters. Any model selection steps were
based on the evaluation of the outer folds. The best performing model
was then refitted on the full training set (90% of the data) and applied
to the test set (10%). All splits (also during cross-validation) were
made in a stratified fashion, keeping the label distributions across
splits similar to the whole set.18 Henceforth, all experiments in this
section can be assumed to follow this setup.

The many-to-many evaluation framework intends to test Hypothe-
sis 1 (Section 3.3.1), relating to language variation and cross-domain
performance of cyberbullying detection. To facilitate this, we employ
an initial baseline model: Scikit-learn’s (Pedregosa et al., 2011) Linear
Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995; Fan et al.,
2008) implementation trained on binary BoW features, tuned using
the grid shown in Table 3.4, based on Van Hee et al. (2018). Given
its use in previous research, it should prove a strong candidate. To
ascertain out-of-domain performance compared to this baseline, we
report test score averages across all test splits, excluding the set the

18 Indices (similar to any other random components) were fixed by the same seed for
all experiments.
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model was trained on (in-domain).
Consequently, we add an evaluation criterion to that of related

work: when introducing a novel approach to cyberbullying detec-
tion, it should not only perform best in-domain for the majority of
available corpora, but should also achieve the highest out-of-domain
performance on average to classify as a robust method. It should be
noted that the selected corpora for this chapter are not all optimally
representative. The tests in our experiments should, therefore, be seen
as a proposal to improve the task evaluation.

3.5.2 Experiment II: Gauging Domain Influence

In an attempt to overcome domain restrictions on language use, and to
further solidify our tests regarding Hypothesis 1, we aim to improve
the baselines’ performance through changing our representations in
three distinct ways: i) merging all available training sets (as to simulate
a large, diverse corpus), ii) by aggregating instances on user-level, and
iii) using state-of-the-art language representations over simple BoW
features in all settings. We define these experiments as such:

volume and variety Some corpora used for training are relatively
small, and can thus be assumed insufficient to represent held-out
data (such as the test sets). One could argue that this can be par-
tially mitigated through simply collecting more data or training on
multiple domains. To simulate such a scenario, we merge all avail-
able cyberbullying-related training splits (creating Dall), which then
corresponds to the one-to-many setting of the evaluation framework.
The hope is that corpora similar in size or content (the Twitter sets,
Ask.fm and Formspring, YouTube and Myspace) would benefit from
having more (related) data available. Additionally, training a large
model on its entirety facilitates a catch-all setting for assessing the
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average cross-domain performance of the full task (i.e. across all test
sets when trained on all available corpora). This particular evaluation
will be used in Experiment IV (replication) for model comparison.

context change Practically all corpora, save for MySpace and
YouTube, have annotations based on short sentences, which is partic-
ularly noticeable in Table 3.3. This one-shot (i.e., based on a single
message) method of classifying cyberbullying provides minimal con-
tent (and context) to work with. It does therefore not follow the
definition of cyberbullying—as previously discussed in Section 3.3.2.
As a preliminary simulation19 of adding (richer) context, we merge the
profiles of Dask and (batches of) Dfrm into single context instances
(creating Cask and Cfrm, see Section 3.4). This allows us to compare
models trained on larger contexts directly to that of single messages,
and evaluate how context restrictions affect performance on the task
in general, as well as cross-domain.

improving representations Word embeddings as language repre-
sentation have been demonstrated to yield significant performance
gains for a multitude of NLP-related tasks (Collobert et al., 2011).
Given the general lack of training data—including negative instances
for many corpora—word features (and weightings) trained on the
available data tend to be a poor reflection of the language use on
the platform itself, let alone other social media platforms. Therefore,
pre-trained representations provide features that, in theory, should
perform better in cross-domain settings. We consider two off-the-
shelf embedding models per language that are suitable for the task at
hand: for English, averaged 200-dimensional GloVe (Pennington et al.,

19 Preferably, one would want to collect data on profile level by design. The corpora
available were not specifically collected this way, making our set-up an approximation
of such a setting.
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2014) vectors trained on Twitter,20 and DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019)
sentence embeddings (Devlin et al., 2019a).21 For Dutch, fastText
embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) trained on Wikipedia22 and
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013a,b) embeddings23 (Tulkens et al., 2016)
trained on the COrpora from the Web (COW) corpus (Schäfer and
Bildhauer, 2012) embeddings. GLoVe, fastText, and word2vec em-
beddings were processed using Gensim24 (Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010).

As an additional baseline for this section, we include the Naive
Bayes Support Vector Machine (NBSVM) from Wang and Manning
(2012), which should offer competitive performance on text classifi-
cation tasks.25 This model also served as a baseline for the Kaggle
challenge related to Dtox.26 NBSVM uses tf·idf-weighted uni and
bi-gram features as input, with a minimum document frequency of
3, and corpus prevalence of 90%. The idf values are smoothed and
tf scaled sublinearly (1+ log(tf)). These are then weighted by their
log-count ratios derived from Multinomial Naive Bayes.

Tuning of both embeddings and NB representation classifiers is
done using the same grid as Table 3.4, however replacing C with
[1,2,3,4,5,10,25,50,100,200,500]. Lastly, we opted for Logistic Regres-
sion (LR), primarily as this was used in the NBSVM implementation
mentioned above, as well as fastText. Moreover, we found SVM
using our grid to perform marginally worse using these features,
and fine-tuning DistilBERT using a fully connected layer (similar to,
e.g., Sun et al., 2019) to yield similar performance. The embeddings

20 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/ (v1.2)
21 https://github.com/huggingface/transformers (1d646ba)
22 https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/pretrained-

vectors.md (2665eac)
23 https://github.com/clips/dutchembeddings (1e3d528)
24 https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/index.html (v3.4)
25 The implementations for these models can be found in our repository.
26 https://kaggle.com/jhoward/nb-svm-strong-linear-baseline

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/pretrained-vectors.md
https://github.com/facebookresearch/fastText/blob/master/pretrained-vectors.md
https://github.com/clips/dutchembeddings
https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/index.html
https://kaggle.com/jhoward/nb-svm-strong-linear-baseline
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were not fine-tuned for the task. While this could potentially increase
performance, it complicates direct comparison to our baselines—we
leave this for Experiment IV.

3.5.3 Experiment III: Aggression Overlap

In previous research using fine-grained labels for cyberbullying classi-
fication (e.g., Van Hee et al., 2018) it was observed that cyberbullying
classifiers achieve the lowest error rates on blatant cases of aggres-
sion (cursing, sexual talk, and threats), an idea that was further
adopted by Rosa et al. (2019a). To empirically test Hypothesis 2 (see
Section 3.3.2)—related to the bias present in the available positive
instances—we adapt the idea of running a profanity baseline from
this previous work. However, rather than relying on look-up lists
containing profane words, we expand this idea by training a separate
classifier on toxicity detection (Dtox) and seeing how well this per-
forms on our bullying corpora (and vice-versa). For the corpora with
fine-grained labels, we can further inspect and compare the bullying
classes captured by this model.

We argue that high test set performance overlap of a toxicity de-
tection model with models trained on cyberbullying detection gives
strong evidence of nuanced aspects of cyberbullying not being cap-
tured by such models. Notably, in line with Rosa et al. (2019a), that the
current operationalization does not significantly differ from the detec-
tion of online aggression (or toxicity)—and therefore does not capture
actual cyberbullying. Given enough evidence, both issues should be
considered as crucial points of improvement for the development of
classifiers in this domain.
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3.5.4 Experiment IV: Replicating State-of-the-Art

For this experiment, we include two architectures that achieved state-
of-the-art results on cyberbullying detection. As a reference neural
network model for language-based tasks, we used a Bidirectional
(Schuster and Paliwal, 1997; Baldi et al., 1999) Long Short-Term Mem-
ory network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997; Gers et al., 2002)
(BiLSTM), partly reproducing the architecture from Agrawal and
Awekar (2018). We then attempt to reproduce the Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN) (Kim, 2014) used in both Rosa et al. (2018b) and
Agrawal and Awekar (2018), and the Convolutional LSTM (C-LSTM)
(Zhou et al., 2015) used in Rosa et al. (2018b). As Rosa et al. do not
report essential implementation details for these models (batch size,
learning rate, number of epochs), there is no reliable way to reproduce
their work. We will, therefore, take Agrawal and Awekar (2018) their
implementation for the BiLSTM and CNN as the initial setup. Given
that this work is available open-source, we run the exact architec-
ture (including SMOTE) in our Experiment I and II evaluations. The
architecture-specific details are as follows:

reproduction We initially adopt the basic implementation27 by
Agrawal and Awekar (2018): randomly initialized embeddings with
a dimension of 50 (as the paper did not find significant effects of
changing the dimension, nor initialization), run for 10 epochs with
a batch size of 128, dropout probability of 0.25, and a learning rate
of 0.01. Further architecture details can be found in our repository.28

We also run a variant with SMOTE on, and one from the provided

27 https://github.com/sweta20/Detecting-Cyberbullying-Across-SMPs/blob/

master/DNNs.ipynb
28 https://github.com/cmry/amica/blob/master/neural.py

https://github.com/sweta20/Detecting-Cyberbullying-Across-SMPs/blob/master/DNNs.ipynb
https://github.com/sweta20/Detecting-Cyberbullying-Across-SMPs/blob/master/DNNs.ipynb
https://github.com/cmry/amica/blob/master/neural.py
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notebooks directly.29 This and following neural models were run on
an NVIDIA Titan X Pascal, using Keras (Chollet et al., 2015) with
Tensorflow (Abadi et al., 2015) as backend.

bilstm For our own implementation of the BiLSTM, we minimally
changed the architecture from Agrawal and Awekar (2018), only tun-
ing using a grid on batch size [32, 64, 128, 256], embedding size [50,
100, 200, 300], and learning rate [0.1, 0.01, 0.05, 0.001, 0.005]. Rather
than running for ten epochs, we use a validation split (10% of the
train set) and initiate early stopping when the validation loss does
not go down after three epochs. Hence—and in contrast to ear-
lier experiments—we do not run the neural models in 10-fold cross-
validation, but a straightforward 2-fold train and test split where the
latter is 10% of a given corpus. Again, we are predominantly inter-
ested in confirming statements made in earlier work; namely, that for
this particular setting, tuning of the parameters does not meaningfully
affect performance.

cnn We use the same experimental setup as for the BiLSTM. The
implementations of Agrawal and Awekar (2018) and Rosa et al. (2018b)
use filter window sizes of 3, 4, and 5—max pooled at the end. Given
that the same grid is used, the word embedding sizes are varied and
weights trained (whereas Rosa et al. (2018b) use 300-dimensional pre-
trained embeddings). Therefore, for direct performance comparisons,
Agrawal and Awekar (2018) their results will be used as a reference. As
CNN-based architectures for text classification are often also trained
on character level, we include a model variant with this input as well.

29 Note that this is for testing reproduction only, as it is not subjected to the same
evaluation framework.
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c-lstm For this architecture, we take an open-source text classifi-
cation survey implementation.30 This uses filter windows of [10,20,
30,40,50], 64-dimensional LSTM cells and a final 128-dimensional
dense layer. Please refer to our repository for additional implementa-
tion details—for this and previous architectures.

3.5.5 Experiment V: Crowdsourced Data

Following up on the proposed shortcomings of the currently available
corpora in Hypotheses 1 and 2, we propose the use of a crowdsourcing
approach to data collection. In this experiment, we will repeat Experi-
ment I and II with the best out-of-domain classifier from the above
evaluations with three (Dutch)31 datasets: Dask_nl; the Dutch part of
the Ask.fm dataset used before, Dsim_nl; our synthetic, crowdsourced
cyberbullying data, and lastly Ddon_nl; a small donated cyberbul-
lying test set with messages from various platforms (full overview
and description of these three can be found in Section 3.4). The only
notable difference to our setup for this experiment is that we never
use Ddon_nl as training data. Therefore, rather than Dall, the Ask.fm
corpus is merged with the crowdsourced cyberbullying data to make
up the Dcomb set.

3.6 results and discussion

We will now cover results per experiment, and to what extent these
provide support for the hypotheses posed in Section 3.3. As most of
these required backward evaluation (e.g., Experiment III was tested on
sets from Experiment I), the results of Experiment I-III are compressed
in Table 3.5. Table 3.7 comprises the Improving Representations part

30 https://github.com/bicepjai/Deep-Survey-Text-Classification/
31 On account of the synthetic data being available in Dutch only. Experiment III was

not repeated, as there is no equivalent toxicity dataset available in this language.

https://github.com/bicepjai/Deep-Survey-Text-Classification/
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Train T1 Avg T2 T3

DtwB Dfrm Dmsp Dytb Dask DtwX Cfrm Cask Dtox

DtwB .417 .308 .000 .122 .298 .051 .153 .131 .158 .349
Dfrm .423 .454 .042 .379 .418 .041 .321 .682 .259 .465
Dmsp .120 .176 .941 .324 .168 .043 .197 .364 .185 .185
Dytb .074 .160 .375 .365 .138 .000 .183 .338 .197 .140
Dask .493 .444 .211 .421 .561 .139 .351 .389 .357 .584
DtwX .049 .131 .184 .175 .077 .508 .205 .496 .325 .082

Dall .524 .473 .941 .397 .553 .194 .557 .780 .570 .587

Cfrm .152 .253 .143 .286 .136 .126 .214 .758 .400 .372
Cask .286 .237 .359 .244 .356 .107 .310 .582 .579 .280
Dtox .343 .373 .449 .335 .443 .149 .389 .628 .539 .806

Table 3.5: Cross-corpora positive class F1 scores for Experiment I (T1), II (T2), and
III (T3). Models are fitted on the training proportion of the corpora row-wise, and
tested column-wise. The out-of-domain average (Avg) excludes test performance
of the parent training corpus. The best overall test score is noted in bold, the best
out-of-domain performance in gray.

of Experiment II (under ‘word2vec’ and ‘DistilBERT’) along with the
preprocessing results effect of our baselines. The results of Experiment
V can be found in Table 3.8. For brevity, the latter two only report on
the in-domain scores, and include the out-of-domain averages for the
Dall models for comparison, and Dtox averages in Table 3.8.

3.6.1 Experiment I

Looking at Table 3.5, the upper group of rows under T1 represents
the results for Experiment I. We posed in Hypothesis 1 that samples
are underpowered regarding their representation of the language
variation between platforms, both for bullying and normal language
use. The data analysis in Section 3.4.5 showed minimal overlap
between domains in vocabulary and notable variances in numerous
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Figure 3.3: Test set occurrence frequencies (and percentages) of the top 5,000 highest
absolute feature coefficient values.

aspects of the available corpora. Consequently, we raised doubts
regarding the ability of models trained on these individual corpora to
generalize to other corpora (i.e., domains).

Firstly, we consider how well our baseline performed on the
in-domain test sets. For half of the corpora, it achieves the highest
performance on these specific sets (i.e., the test set portion of the data
the model was trained on). More importantly, this entails that for
four of the other sets, models trained on other corpora perform equal
or better. Particularly the effectiveness of Dask was in some cases
surprising; the YouTube corpus by Dadvar et al. (2014) (Dytb), for
example, contains much longer instances (see Table 3.3).

It must be noted, though, that the baseline was selected from work
on the Ask.fm corpus (Van Hee et al., 2018). This data is one of the
more diverse datasets (and largest) with exclusively short messages;
therefore, one could assume a model trained on this data would work
well on both longer and shorter instances. It is however also likely that
particularly this baseline (binary word features) therefore enforces the
importance of more shallow features. This will be further explored in
Experiments II and III.

For Experiment I, however, our goal was to assess the out-of-
domain performance of these classifiers, not to maximize performance.
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For this, we turn to the Avg column in Table 3.5. Between the top
portion of the Table, the Dask model performs best across all do-
mains (achieving the highest scores on three of them, as mentioned
above). The second-best model is trained on the Formspring data from
Reynolds et al. (2011a) (Dfrm), akin to Ask.fm as a domain (question-
answer style, option to post anonymously). It can be observed that
almost all models perform the worst on the ‘bullying traces’ Twitter
corpus by Xu et al. (2012), which was collected using queries. This
result is relatively unsurprising, given the small vocabulary overlap
with its test set shown in Figure 3.2. We also confirm in line with
Reynolds et al. (2011a) that the caw data from Bayzick et al. (2011)
is unfit as a bullying corpus; achieving significant positive F1-scores
with a baseline, generalizing poorly and proving difficult as a test set.

Additionally, we observe that even the best performing models
yield between .1 and .2 lower F1 scores on other domains, or a 15−30%
drop from the original score. To explain this, we look at how well
important features generalize across test sets. As our baseline is a
Linear SVM, we can directly extract all grams with positive coefficients
(i.e., related to bullying). Figure 3.3 shows the frequency of the
top 5,000 features with the highest coefficient values. These can be
observed to follow a Zipfian-like distribution, where the important
features most frequently occur in one test set (25.5%) only, which
quickly drops off with increasing frequency. Conversely, this implies
that over 75% of the top 5,000 features seen during training do not
occur in any test instance, and only 3% generalize across all sets. This
coverage decreases to roughly 60% and 4% respectively for the top
10,000, providing further evidence of the strong variation in bullying-
specific language use.

Figure 3.4 also indicates that the coefficient values are highly
unstable across test sets, with most having roughly a 0.4 standard
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Figure 3.4: Top 15 test set words with the highest average coefficient values across
all classifiers (minus the model trained on Dtox). Error bars represent standard
deviation. Each coefficient value is only counted once per test set. The frequency of
the words is listed in the annotation.

deviation. Note that these coefficient values can also flip to negative
for particular sets, so for some features, the range goes from associated
with the other class to highly associated with bullying. Given the
results of Table 3.5, and Figures 3.3 and 3.4, we can conclude that our
baseline model shows not to generalize out-of-domain. Given the
quantitative and qualitative results reported on in this Experiment,
this particular setting partly supports Hypothesis 1.

3.6.2 Experiment II

The results for this experiment can be predominantly found in Ta-
ble 3.5 (middle and lower parts, and T2 in particular), and partly in
Table 3.7 (word2vec, DistilBERT). In this experiment, we seek to further
test Hypothesis 1 by employing three methods: merging all cyberbul-
lying data to increase volume and variety, aggregating on context level
for a context change, and improving representations through pre-trained
word embedding features. These are all reasonably straightforward
methods that can be employed in an attempt to mitigate data scarcity.

volume and variety The results for this part are listed under Dall

in Table 3.5. For all the following experiments, we now focus on
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Table 3.6: Examples of uni-gram weights according to the baseline SVM trained
Dall, tested on DtwB and Dask. Words in red are associated with bullying, words
in green with neutral content. The color intensity is derived from the strength of the
SVM coefficients per feature (most are near zero). Black boxes indicate OOV words.
Labels are divided between the gold standard (y) and predicted (ŷ) labels, , for
bullying content, - for neutral.

y ŷ DtwB Dask

- , about to leave this school
library and take my *ss

homeeee

bigerrr ? how much ? its
gon na touch the sky ?

a wonder d*ck ?

, , you p*ss me off so

much .

r u a r*t*rd liam mate
f*ck off

, - @username i will skull
drag you across campus .

h* of me xoxoxoxoxoxoox

the full results table (including that of Experiment I) and see which
individual classifiers generalize best across all test sets (highlighted
in gray). The Avg column shows that our ‘big’ model trained on
all available corpora32 achieves second-best performance on half of
the test sets and best on the other half. More importantly, it has the
highest average out-of-domain performance, without competition on
any test set. These observations imply that for the baseline setting, an
ensemble model of different smaller classifiers should not be preferred
over the big model. Consequently, it can be concluded that collecting
more data seems generally beneficial.

However, a qualitative analysis of the predictions made by this
model clearly shows lingering limitations (see Table 3.6). These three
randomly-picked examples give a clear indication of the focus on bla-

32 This average excludes toxicity data from Dtox, which we found when added to
substantially decrease performance on all domains, except for DtwX and Cfrm. Note
that it also includes scopes from the context change experiment.
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tant profanity (such as d*ck, p*ss, and f*ck). Especially combinations
of words that in isolation might be associated with bullying content
(leave, touch) tend to confuse the model. It also fails to capture more
subtle threats (skull drag) and infrequent variations (h*). Both of
these structural mistakes could be mitigated by providing more con-
text that potentially includes either more toxicity or more examples of
neutral content to decrease the impact of single curse words—hence,
the next experiment.

context change As for access to context scopes, we are restricted
to the Ask.fm and Formspring data (Cfrm and Cask in Table 3.5).
Nevertheless, in both cases, we see a noticeable increase for in-domain
performance: a positive F1 score of .579 for context scope versus .561
on Ask.fm, and .758 versus .454 on Formspring respectively. This
increase implies that considering message-level detection for both
individual sets should be preferred. On the other hand, however,
these longer contexts do perform worse on out-of-domain sets. This
can be partly explained due to the fact that including more data
(therefore moving the data to profile, or conversation level) shifts
the task to identifying bullying conversations, or profiles of victims.
While variation will be higher, chances also increase that multiple
single bullying messages will be captured in a one context. This
would therefore allow learning the distinction between a profile or
conversation with predominately neutral messages with a single toxic
message (which might therefore be harmless), and one where there
are multiple toxic messages, increasing the severity.

The change in scope clearly influences which features are deemed
important. On manual inspection, averaging feature importances of
all baseline models on their in-domain test sets, the top 500 most
important features consist of 63% profane words. For the models
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trained on Ask.fm and Formspring specifically (Dask and Dfrm), this
is an average of 42%. Strikingly, for the models trained on context
scopes (Cfrm and Cask), this percentage significantly reduced to 11%;
many of their important bi-gram features include you, topics such as
dating, boys, girls, and girlfriend occur, yet also positive words
such as (are) beautiful—the latter of which could indicate messages
from friends (defenders). This change is to an extent expected as
by changing the scope, the task shifts to classifying profiles that are
bullied, thus showing more diverse bullying characteristics.

These results provide evidence for extending classification to con-
texts to be a worthwhile platform-specific setting to pursue. However,
we can conversely draw the same conclusions as Experiment I; that
including direct context does not overcome the task its general domain
limitations, therefore further supporting Hypothesis 1. A solution to
this could be improving upon the BoW features through more general
representations of language, as found in word embeddings.

improving representations The aim of this experiment was to
find (out-of-the-box) representations that would improve upon the
simple BoW features used in our baseline model (i.e., achieving
good in-domain performance as well as out-of-domain generalization).
Table 3.7 lists both of our considered baselines, tested under different
preprocessing methods. These are subsequently compared against the
two different embedding representations.

For preprocessing, several levels were used: the default for all
models being 1) lowercasing only, then either 2) removal of special
characters, or 3) lemmatization and more appropriate handling of
special characters (e.g., splitting #word to prepend a hashtag token)
were added. The corresponding results in Table 3.7 do not reveal an
unequivocal preprocessing method for either the BoW baseline or
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Repr T1 Avg T2 T3

DtwB Dfrm Dmsp Dytb Dask DtwX Cfrm Cask Dtox

baseline .417 .454 .941 .365 .561 .508 .557 .758 .579 .806
+ clean .408 .477 .927 .354 .562 .517 .561 .764 .592 .807
+ preproc .345 .426 .929 .377 .506 .293 .512 .600 .582 .734

NBSVM .364 .462 .929 .231 .508 .469 .542 .635 .592 .779
+ clean .410 .456 .940 .211 .541 .467 .563 .641 .596 .747
+ preproc .318 .466 .907 .320 .480 .305 .566 .532 .597 .756

word2vec .368 .394 .860 .338 .304 .323 .366 .698 .572 .634
DistilBERT .377 .336 .697 .296 .369 .435 .402 .598 .629 .642

Table 3.7: Overview of different feature representations (Repr) for Experiment I and
II. The ‘+’ parts show performance for preprocessing: removing all special characters
(clean), and more sophisticated handling of social media tags and emojis (preproc).
Their in-domain positive class F1 scores for Experiment I (T1) and II (T2), and the
out-of-domain average (Avg) for Dall. Baseline scores are from Table 3.5.

NBSVM. While the latter achieves highest out-of-domain generaliza-
tion with thorough preprocessing (‘+preproc’, .566 positive F1), the
baseline model achieves best in-domain performance on five out of
nine corpora, and an on-par out-of-domain average (.566 versus .561)
with simple cleaning (‘+clean’).

According to our criterion proposed in Section 3.5.1, a method
that performs well both in- and out-of-domain should be preferred.
The current consideration of preprocessing methods illustrates how
the stricter evaluation criterion in this experiment potentially yields
different overall results in contrast to evaluating in-domain only, or
focusing on single corpora. Conversely, we opted for simple cleaning
throughout the rest of our experiment (as mentioned in Section 3.4.4),
given its consistent performance for both baselines.

The embeddings chosen for this experiment do not seem to pro-
vide representations that yield an overall improvement for the classifi-
cation performance of our Logistic Regression model. Surprisingly,
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however, DistilBERT does yield significant gains over our baseline
for the conversation-level corpus of Ask.fm (.629 positive F1 over
.579). This might imply that such representations would work well
on more (balanced) data. While we did not see a significant effect on
performance with shallowly fine-tuning DistilBERT, more elaborate
fine-tuning would be a required point of further investigation before
drawing strong conclusions.

Moreover, given that we restricted our embeddings to averaged
representations on document-level for word2vec, and the sentence rep-
resentation token for BERT (following common practices), numerous
settings remain unexplored. While both (i.e., fine-tuning and alternate
input representations) of such potential improvements would certainly
merit further exploration in future work focused on optimization, this
is out of scope of the current research. Similarly, embeddings trained
on a similar domain would be more ideal to represent our noisy data;
we settled for strictly off-the-shelf ones that included web content,
and a large vocabulary.

Therefore, we conclude that no alternative (out-of-the-box) base-
lines seem to clearly outperform our BoW baseline. We previously
alluded to the effectiveness of binary BoW representations in previous
work, and argued this being a result of capturing blatant profanity.
We will further test this in the next experiment.

3.6.3 Experiment III

Here, we investigate Hypothesis 2: the notion that positive instances
across all cyberbullying corpora are biased, and only reflect a limited
dimension of bullying. We found strong evidence for this in the
previous Experiments I and II, Figures 3.4 and 3.3, Table 3.6, and
manual analyses of top features all indicated toxicity to be consistent
top-ranking features. To add more empirical evidence to this, we
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trained models on toxicity, or cyber aggression, and tested them
on bullying data (and vice-versa)—providing results on the overlap
between the tasks. The results for this experiment can be found in the
lower end of Table 3.5, under Dtox and T3.

It can be noted that there is a substantial gap in performance
between the cyberbullying classifiers (using Dall as reference) perfor-
mance on the Dtox test set and that of the toxicity model (positive
F1 score of .587 and .806 respectively). More strikingly, however, the
other way around, toxicity classifiers perform second-best on the out-
of-domain averages (Avg in Table 3.5). In the context scopes (Cfrm

and Cask) it is notably close, and for other sets relatively close, to the
in-domain performance.

Cyberbullying detection should include detection of toxic content,
yet also perform on more complex social phenomena, likely not found
in the Wikipedia comments of the toxicity corpus. It is therefore par-
ticularly surprising that it achieves higher out-of-domain performance
on cyberbullying classification than all individual models using BoW
features to capture bullying posts. Only when all corpora are com-
bined, the Dall classifier performs better than the toxicity model. This
observation combined with previous results provides strong evidence
that a large part of the available cyberbullying content is not com-
plex, and current models to only generalize to a limited extent using
predominately simple aggressive features, supporting Hypothesis 3.

3.6.4 Experiment IV

So far, we have attempted to improve a straight-forward baseline
that was trained on binary features with several distinct approaches.
While changes in data (representations) seem to have a noticeable
effect on performance (increasing the amount of messages per instance,
merging all corpora), none of the experiments with different feature
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Arch T1 Avg T2 T3

DtwB Dfrm Dmsp Dytb Dask DtwX all tox Cfrm Cask Dtox

baseline .417 .454 .941 .365 .561 .508 .557 .389 .758 .579 .806
NBSVM .383 .486 .925 .387 .476 .396 .551 .385 .703 .604 .797

BiLSTM* .171 .363 .938 .152 .504 .400 .440 .349 .609 .507 .762
BiLSTM+ .188 .396 .951 .160 .438 .341 .417 .337 .541 .505 .737
BiLSTM .182 .341 .905 .148 .463 .246 .479 .356 .608 .522 .774

CNN* .500 .276 .790 .133 .462 .438 .364 .350 .000 .306 .753
CNN .444 .416 .816 .000 .498 .438 .464 .342 .000 .610 .754
CNN? .444 .419 .816 .000 .499 .375 .460 .362 .000 .647 .774
C-LSTM* .000 .421 .875 .095 .000 .000 .449 .329 .094 .425 .757
C-LSTM .000 .019 .829 .000 .066 .000 .463 .355 .095 .518 .761
C-LSTM? .000 .057 .853 .075 .008 .000 .278 .358 .296 .506 .756

Table 3.8: Overview of different architectures (Arch) their in-domain positive class
F1 scores for Experiment I (T1) and II (T2), the out-of-domain average for Dall

(all), and Dtox (tox). Baseline model (and scores) are from Table 3.5. Reproduction
of Agrawal and Awekar (2018) is denoted by *, their oversampling method by +,
character level models by ?, and all others are our tuned models.

representations have had an impact. With the current experiment,
we had hoped to leverage earlier state-of-the-art architectures by
reproducing their methodology and subjecting the models to our
evaluation framework.

As can be inferred from Table 3.8, our baselines outperform these
neural techniques on almost all in-domain tests, as well as the out-
of-domain averages. Having strictly upheld the experimental set-up
from Agrawal and Awekar (2018) and as close as possible that of Rosa
et al. (2018b), we can conclude that—under stricter evaluation—there
is sufficient evidence that these models do not provide state-of-the-art
results on the task of cyberbullying.33 Tuning these networks (at least

33 Upon acquiring the results of the replication of Agrawal and Awekar (2018) (in
particular failing to replicate the effect of the paper’s oversampling) we investigated
the provided code and notebooks. It is our understanding that oversampling before
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in our set-up) does not seem to improve performance, rather decrease
it. This indicates that the validation set on which early stopping is
conducted is often not representative of the test set. Parameter tuning
on this set is consequently sensitive to overfitting—unsurprisingly
given the size of the corpora.

Some further noteworthy observations can be made related to
the performance of the CNN architecture, achieving quite significant
leaps on word level (for DtwB) and character level (for Cask). Par-
ticularly, the conversation scopes (C, with a comparatively balanced
class distribution) see much more competitive performance compared
to the baselines. The same effect can be observed when more data is
available; both averages test scores for Dall and Dtox are comparable
to the baseline across almost all architectures. Additionally, the Dtox

scores indicate that all architectures show about the same overlap on
toxicity detection, although interestingly, less so for the neural models
than for the baselines.

It can therefore be concluded that the current neural architectures
do not provide a solution to the limitations of the task, rather, suffering
more in performance. Our experiments do, however, once more illus-
trate that the proposed techniques of improving the representations of
the corpora (by providing more data through merging all sources, and
balancing by classifying batches of multiple messages, or conversa-
tions) allow the neural models to approach the baseline ballpark. As

splitting the dataset into training and test sets causes the increase in performance;
we measured overlap of positive instances in these splits and found no unique test
instances. Furthermore, after re-running the experiments directly from the notebooks
with the oversampling conducted post-split, the effect was significantly decreased
(similar to our results in Table 3.8). The authors were contacted with our observations
in March 2019, and have since confirmed our results. Our analyses can be found
here: https://github.com/cmry/amica/tree/master/reproduction. The paper has
not been retracted and has accumulated 271 citations at the time of writing (13th of
December 2022).

https://github.com/cmry/amica/tree/master/reproduction
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train T1 T2

Dask_nl Dsim_nl Ddon_nl DaskC_nl DsimC_nl

Dask_nl .598 .516 .495 .264 .533
Dsim_nl .273 .708 .667 .501 .800

Dcomb .608 .681 .516 .801 .808

DaskC_nl .165 .361 .182 .505 .750
DsimC_nl .175 .424 .333 .496 .750

Dall_nl .577 .677 .516 .379 .821

Table 3.9: Positive class F1 scores for Experiment IV on Dutch data. Models are fitted
on the training proportion of the corpora row-wise and tested column-wise. The best
overall test score is noted in bold. The scores of primary interest are highlighted.

our goal here was not to completely optimize these architectures, but
replication, the proposed techniques still could provide more avenues
for further research. Finally, given its robust performance, we will
continue to use the baseline model for the next experiment.

3.6.5 Experiment V

Due to the nature of its experimental set-up (which generates balanced
data with simple language use, as shown in Table 3.2), the crowd-
sourced data proves easy to classify. Therefore, we do not report
out-of-domain averages, as this set would skew them too optimisti-
cally, and be uninformative. Regardless, we are primarily interested
in performance when crowdsourced data is added, or used as a re-
placement for real data. In contrast to the other experiments, the focus
will mostly be on the Ask.fm (Dask_nl) and donated (Ddon_nl) scores
(see Table 3.9). The scores on the Dutch part of the Ask.fm corpus
are quite similar to those on the English corpus (.561 vs .598 positive
F1 score), which is in line with earlier results (Van Hee et al., 2015b).
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Moreover, particularly for the small amount of data, the crowdsourced
corpus performs surprisingly well on Dask_nl (.516), and significantly
better on the donated test data (.667 on Ddon_nl). This implies that a
balanced, controlled bullying set, tailored to the task specifically, does
not need a significant amount of data to achieve comparable (or even
better) performance, which is a promising result.

Furthermore, in the settings that utilize context representations,
training on conversation scopes initially does not seem to improve
detection performance in any of the configurations (save for a marginal
gain onDsimC_nl). However, it does simplify the task in a meaningful
way at test-time; whereas a slight gain is obtained for message-level
Dask_nl (from .598 F1-score to .608), when merging both datasets a
significant performance boost can be found when training on Dcomb

and testing on DaskC_nl (from .264 and .501 to .801 on the combined).
Hence, it can be further concluded that enriching the existing training
set with crowdsourced data yields meaningful improvements.

Based on these results, we confirm the Experiment II results hold
for Dutch: more diverse, larger datasets, and increasing context sizes
contributes to better performance on the task. Most importantly,
there is enough evidence to support Hypothesis 3: the data generated
by the crowdsourcing experiment helps detection rates for our in-
the-wild test set, and its combination with externally collected data
increases performance with and without additional context. These
results underline the potential of this approach to collecting data.

3.6.6 Suggestions for Future Work

We hope our experiments have helped to shed light on, and raise fur-
ther attention to, multiple issues with methodological rigor pertaining
to the task of cyberbullying detection. It is our understanding that the
disproportionate amount of work on the (oversimplified) classifica-
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tion task, versus the lack of focus on constructing rich, representative
corpora reflecting the actual dynamics of bullying, has made critical
assessment of the advances in this task difficult. We would therefore
want to particularly stress the importance of simple baselines and the
out-of-domain tests that we included in the evaluation criterion for
this research. They would provide a fairer comparison for proposed
novel classifiers, and a more unified method of evaluation. In line with
this, the structural inclusion of domain adaptation techniques seems
a logical next step to improve cross-domain performance, specifically
those tailored to imbalanced data.

Furthermore, this should be paired with a critical view on the
extent to which the full scope of the task is fulfilled. Novel research
would benefit from explicitly finding evidence to support its assump-
tions that classifiers labeled ‘cyberbullying detection’ do more than
one-shot, message-level toxicity detection. We would argue that the
current framing of the majority of work on the task is still too lim-
ited to be considered theoretically-defined cyberbullying classification.
Here, we demonstrated several qualitative and quantitative methods
that can facilitate such analyses. As popularity of the application of
cyberbullying detection grows, this would avoid misrepresenting the
conducted work, and that of in-the-wild applications in the future.

We can imagine these conclusions to be relevant for more re-
search within the computational forensics domain: detection of on-
line pedophilia (Bogdanova et al., 2014), aggression and intimidation
(Escalante et al., 2017), terrorism and extremism (Kaati et al., 2015;
Ebrahimi et al., 2016), and systematic deception (Feng et al., 2012)–
among others. These are all examples of heavily skewed phenomena
residing within more complex networks, for which simplification
could lead to serious misrepresentation of the task. As with cyber-
bullying research, a critical evaluation of multiple domains could
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potentially uncover problematic performance gaps.
While we demonstrated a method of collecting plausible cyber-

bullying with guaranteed consent, the more valuable sources of real-
world data that allow for complex models of social interaction remain
restricted. It is our expectation that future modeling will benefit from
the construction of much larger (anonymized) corpora—as most fields
dealing with language have, and we therefore hope to see future work
heading this direction.

3.7 conclusion

In this chapter, we identified several issues that affect the majority of
the current research on cyberbullying detection. As it is difficult to
collect accurate cyberbullying data in the wild, the field suffers from
data scarcity. In an optimal scenario, rich representations capturing
all required meta-data to model the complex social dynamics of what
the literature defines as cyberbullying would likely prove fruitful.
However, one can assume such access to remain restricted for the time
being, and with current social media moving towards private commu-
nication, to not be generalizable in the first place. Thus, significant
changes need to be made to the empirical practices in this field. To
this end, we provided a cross-domain evaluation setup and tested
several cyberbullying detection models, under a range of different
representations to potentially overcome the limitations of the available
data, and provide a fair, rigorous framework to facilitate direct model
comparison for this task.

Additionally, we formed three hypotheses we would expect to find
evidence for during these evaluations: 1) the corpora are too small
and heterogeneous to represent the strong variation in language use
for both bullying and neutral content across platforms accurately, 2)
the positive instances are biased, predominantly capturing toxicity,
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and no other dimensions of bullying, and finally 3) crowdsourcing
poses a resource to generate plausible cyberbullying events, and that
can help expand the available data and improve the current models.

We found evidence for all three hypotheses: previous cyberbully-
ing models generalize poorly across domains, simple BoW baselines
prove difficult to improve upon, there is considerable overlap between
toxicity classification and cyberbullying detection, and crowdsourced
data yields well-performing cyberbullying detection models. We
believe that the results of Hypotheses 1) and 2 in particular are princi-
pal hurdles that need to be tackled to advance this field of research.
Furthermore, we showed that both leveraging training data from
all openly available corpora, and shifting representations to include
context meaningfully improves performance on the overall task. There-
fore, we believe both should be considered as an evaluation point
in future work. More so given that we show that these do not solve
the existing limitations of the currently available corpora, and could
therefore provide avenues for future research focusing on collecting
(richer) data. Lastly, we show reproducibility of models that previ-
ously demonstrated state-of-the-art performance on this task to fail.
We hope that the observations and contributions made in this paper
can aid to improve rigor in future cyberbullying detection work.
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4
cyberbullying classifiers are sensitive

to model-agnostic perturbations

A
limited amount of studies investigate the role of model-

agnostic adversarial behavior in toxic content classifica-
tion. As toxicity classifiers predominantly rely on lexical
cues, (deliberately) creative and evolving language-use

can be detrimental to the utility of current corpora and state-of-the-
art models when they are deployed for content moderation. The
less training data is available, the more vulnerable models might
become. This study is, to our knowledge, the first to investigate the
effect of adversarial behavior and augmentation for cyberbullying
detection. We demonstrate that model-agnostic lexical substitutions
significantly hurt classifier performance. Moreover, when these per-
turbed samples are used for augmentation, we show models become
robust against word-level perturbations at a slight trade-off in over-
all task performance. Augmentations proposed in prior work on
toxicity prove to be less effective. Our results underline the need
for such evaluations in online harm areas with small corpora. The
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perturbed data, models, and code are available for reproduction at
https://github.com/cmry/augtox.

4.1 introduction

Our online presence has simplified contact with our (in)direct net-
work, and drastically changed how, and with whom we interact.
While online connections and self-disclosure are often socially benefi-
cial (Valkenburg and Peter, 2007), the absence of physical interaction
has adverse effects: it reduces social accountability in (often anony-
mous) interactions, amplifies one’s exposure to people with malicious
intent, and through our frequent use of mobile devices, the invasive-
ness thereof (Mason, 2008). These factors accumulate to persistent
online toxic behavior—the scale of which online platforms continue
to struggle with from a technical, legal, and ethical perspective.

Online harm (Banko et al., 2020, provide a comprehensive taxon-
omy of this field) and—particularly for Natural Language Processing
(NLP)—abusive language, are highly complex phenomena. Their
study spreads across several subfields (detection of hate speech, toxic
comments, offensive and abusive language, aggression, and cyber-
bullying), all with their unique problem sets and (almost exclusively
English) corpora (Vidgen and Derczynski, 2021). Moreover, there are
numerous open issues with these tasks, as highlighted in a range
of critical studies (Chapter 3, Rosa et al., 2019a; Swamy et al., 2019;
Madukwe et al., 2020; Nakov et al., 2021). Those open issues primarily
pertain to the contextual, historical, and multi-modal nature of toxicity,
the specificity of the data, and poor generalization across domains.

The current chapter focuses on one of these subproblems: the con-
tinuously evolving nature of toxic content. Apart from the disparate
channels and media through which (young) users communicate, this
development particularly applies to the related vocabulary: slang,

https://github.com/cmry/augtox
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Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of the presented experiments (E1-3) for data augmen-
tation of cyberbullying content via model-agnostic lexical substitutions.

hate speech, or general insults (e.g., karen, simp, coofer, and covidiot).
Given the strong focus on lexical cues exhibited by state-of-the-art
toxic content classifiers (Gehman et al., 2020), the existing corpora
would have to be continuously expanded for models to retain their
performance. This puts costly requirements on any system mod-
erating harmful content, while research in this domain still seems
unconcerned with evaluating models in the wild (Nakov et al., 2021).

The adversarial nature of toxicity exacerbates these issues further;
similar to any security application, it is safe to assume malicious actors
will try to (actively) subvert any form of moderation they are subjected
to. Yet, while ample work has investigated systems toward mimicking
such behavior (Hosseini et al., 2017; Ebrahimi et al., 2018b; Li et al.,
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2019, for example, feature attacks against Google’s Perspective API),
work on toxic content detection rarely incorporates tests for robust-
ness against adversarial attacks. More importantly, these attacks are
commonly tailored to an existing toxicity classifier, whereas a human
adversary would not have direct access to the models performing
moderation. A realistic implementation of subversive human behavior
would therefore require model-agnostic attacks.

Accordingly, the current research combines multiple ideas from
previous work: we apply lexical substitution to an online harm subtask
with small corpora (cyberbullying detection) to investigate how lexical
variation (either natural, or adversarial) affects model performance
and, by extension, evaluate the robustness of current state-of-the-
art models. We do this in a model-agnostic fashion; an external
classifier indicates which words might be relevant to substitute. Those
words are perturbed through a variety of transformer-based models,
after which we assess changes in the predictions of a target classifier
(see Figure 4.1). The perturbations are not selected to be adversarial
against the external or target classifier. We subsequently evaluate
to what extent augmenting existing cyberbullying corpora improves
classifier performance, robustness against word-level perturbations,
and transferability across different substitution models. With this, we
provide methods and language resources to test the robustness of
cyberbullying classifiers against lexical variation in toxicity.
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targets

prompt You are a retarded dweeb and stupid af .
tokens You are a re ##tar ##ded d ##we ##eb and stupid a ##f .

#1 You are a silly baby and silly af .
#2 You are a useless teenager and dumb af .
#3 You are a sick bitch and foolish af .
#4 You are a crazy dog and useless af .
#5 You are a dumb idiot and ignorant af .

Table 4.1: Lexical substitution example using Dropout BERT. Shows the (bowdlerized)
initial prompt, which words are targeted for substitution (highlighted), their word-
piece encoding (tokens), and the generated samples.

4.2 lexical substitution

We employ word-level or token-level perturbations (i.e., substitutions,
see Table 4.1 for examples), which implies that for a given target
word wt in document D = (w0,w1, . . . ,wt, . . . ,wn), we find a set of
perturbation candidates C using substitute1 classifier f ′ to exhaus-
tively generate new samples D ′, any of which potentially produces
an incorrect label for a target classifier f. However, the samples are
not selected based on such label changes, which therefore does not
make this an adversarial attack. We follow and improve upon the
adversarial substitution framework2 from Chapter 2, which in turn
extends that of TextFooler (Jin et al., 2020)3 with transformer-based
perturbations.

1 Substitute does not refer to word substitution here, but a ‘replacement’ classifier.
Specifically, one with an architecture and training data distinct from any target
classifier f we use.

2 https://github.com/cmry/reap (ba8ee44)
3 https://github.com/jind11/TextFooler

https://github.com/cmry/reap
https://github.com/jind11/TextFooler
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4.2.1 Selecting Words to Perturb

Target words T(D, f ′) are selected and ranked based on their con-
tribution to the classification of a document. This importance, or
omission score (Samek et al., 2017; Kádár et al., 2017, among others)
is calculated by deleting a word at a given position Dt, denoted as
D\t. The omission score is then oy(D) − oy(D\t), where oy is the
logit score of a substitute classifier f ′. Intuitively, this would provide
us with highly toxic words, or text parts related to bullying, which
can be perturbed in some way.

4.2.2 Proposing Perturbation Candidates

As we intend to improve lexical variation, we focus on proposing
synonyms as perturbation candidates. Zhou et al. (2019) condition
BERT’s masked language modeling on a given word by providing
the original word its embedding to the masked position. They apply
Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) as a surrogate mask, and show this
to produce a top-k of potential synonyms. The predicted words at the
Dropout masked position by some separate transformer model fcnd

are then our candidates C(T ,fcnd). To rank the candidates, they use a
contextual similarity score:

sim

(
D,D′;t

)
=

n∑
i

αi,t×Λ
(
h(Di) ,h

(
D′i

))
(4.1)

where: h(Di) is the concatenation of fcnd its last four layers for a given
ith token in document D, D ′ = (w0, . . . ,ct, . . .wn) is the perturbed
document D where target word wt has been replaced with candidate
c at the index of t, Λ is their cosine similarity, and αi,t is the average
self-attention score across all heads in all layers ranging from the ith
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token to the tth position in D. Finally, we sanitize the candidates:
filtering single characters, plural and capitalized forms, sub-words,
and sentence-level duplicates.

4.2.3 Handling Out-of-vocabulary Words

BERT’s associated tokenizers break down unknown words into word-
pieces (Wu et al., 2016), meaning there is no single embedding to apply
Dropout to. Zhou et al. (2019) do not mention how they handle such
cases; however, they are problematically common for our task (see
Table 4.1). We therefore extend their method with a back-off method:
if wt is out-of-vocabulary (OOV),4 we collapse the word-pieces into
one, and zero the embedding at that position (which then acts as a
mask).5 Words other than wt that are OOV remain word-pieces.

4.3 experimental set-up

We employ and compare this lexical substitution method to produce
new positive instances. We evaluate if these hold up as adversarial
samples, and if they can be used for data augmentation.

4.3.1 Data

For our corpora (all are English), we use two question-answering-
style social networks that allow for anonymous posting: Formspring
(Reynolds et al., 2011b) and Ask.fm (Hee et al., 2015). The latter features
multi-label annotation, but is binarized (any indication of bullying6 is
labeled positive) to be compatible with other corpora. These corpora

4 Note that the vocabulary of f ′ might include tokens not contained in the vocabulary
of BERT.

5 Alternative approaches, such as averaging and summing the token embeddings, did
not provide better representations.

6 Includes self-defenses and assistants of the victim.
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ttr avg tok/msg

Ask.fm 5,001 89,404 .154 12 (σ= 23)
MySpace 426 1,627 .016 391 (σ= 285)
Twitter I 237 5,258 .154 14 (σ= 8)
Twitter II 281 4,654 .221 18 (σ= 8)
YouTube 417 3,045 .063 239 (σ= 252)

Formspring 1,025 11,742 .060 27 (σ= 29)

Table 4.2: Corpus statistics for cyberbullying data. Listed are the number of positive
(angry emoji, bullying) and negative (cursing emoji) instances, Type-Token Ratio
(ttr), and the (rounded) average number of tokens per message (avg tok/msg), and
their standard deviation (σ).

are significantly larger than the rest, as their platforms are typically
used by young adults, and notorious for their bullying content (Binns,
2013). Two long-form platforms can be found in YouTube (Dinakar
et al., 2011) and MySpace (Bayzick et al., 2011), the latter of which
has instances of ten posts. The smallest two are from Twitter, both
collected using topical keywords (Xu et al., 2012; Bretschneider et al.,
2014). The corpora’s statistics can be found in Table 4.2.

4.3.2 Augmentation Models

The models were implemented using the transformers (Wolf et al.,
2020) library.7 Dependency versions can be found in our repository.

target word selectors All experiments follow the same model-
agnostic approach: target words are determined through substitute
classifier f ′ (i.e., a distinct model trained on a different corpus than
used in any other experiments). Generally, this is Gaussian Naive
Bayes over tf·idf-weighted vectors, trained on Formspring. We addition-

7 https://huggingface.co/transformers/

https://huggingface.co/transformers/
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ally investigate a pre-trained version of BERT fine-tuned on the Jigsaw
dataset (Hanu et al., 2020, unitary/toxic-bert) as a transformer-
based alternative for f ′ (denoted by a +). While the task it has been
fine-tuned on is slightly different, we assume this model will have
better representations and a larger vocabulary, which might make it
more effective in choosing target words.

substitutors We compare our own implementation of Zhou et al.
(2019)’s substitution model (here: Dropout BERT) against other meth-
ods for masked word prediction: BERT (Devlin et al., 2019b) and
BART (Lewis et al., 2020). Table 4.6 shows output examples of the
various models. The probability of zeroing embedding dimensions
in Dropout BERT is set to 0.2, as we empirically found that values
around 0.3 often does not result in synonyms. We set the minimum
required omission score to 0.005 for tokens to be considered for substi-
tution, which yields 1-3 target words per document on average. The
substitutions do not incorporate prior substitutions; they are done
simultaneously—best candidates first—and exhaustively (i.e., while
candidates are available) for maximally five samples.

For all BERT models, we use the pre-trained bert-large-cased,
for BART we use bart-large.8 We also report experiments where we
use a fine-tuned toxicity version of pre-trained BERT (Caselli et al.,
2021, GroNLP/hateBERT) for fcnd in Dropout BERT (here referred to as
Hate BERT, and when using a fine-tuned substitute classifier: Hate
BERT+). This is similar to using Dropout BERT+; domain-specific
vocabularies will likely result in better and more varied substitutions.
Hate BERT(+) uses a different BERT-based toxicity model than the ‘+’
model for f ′, in order to keep these selections model-agnostic.

8 We empirically found the bert-base models to perform significantly worse at finding
good synonyms.
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prompt okay and stop calling me jaky you cock

gpt-2 sucker. you know it you fucking pussy.
you know you are an evil fucking bitch
that only cares about getting her name in
newspapers. i bet if you saw my face you
wouldnt even believe i said ""oh yeah i
think i can fuck you."" ...

Table 4.3: Output by GPT-2, receiving an original instance as prompt. The generated
text (up to 70 tokens) is subsequently used as an augmented instance.

baselines The substitution models are compared with two baselines
adapted from related work. Both have shown to improve toxicity
detection (Gehman et al., 2020; Quteineh et al., 2020; Yoo et al., 2021),
but have (to our knowledge) not been applied for augmenting cyber-
bullying content. Firstly, we employ the common data augmentation
baseline: Easy Data Augmentation (Wei and Zou, 2019, or EDA). EDA
applies n of the following operations to an input text: synonym re-
placement using WordNet (Miller, 1995), random character insertions,
swaps, and deletions. We set the number of augmentations made
by EDA similar to that of our other models. Secondly, we employ
fully unsupervised augmentation with GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019,
implemented in the pre-trained gpt2-large). We use the positive
instances (i.e., documents containing cyberbullying) of each dataset
as prompt, with a maximum input length of 30 tokens, and the gen-
erated output length to a maximum of 70, as we found that toxicity
is prevalent in the first part of the generation (Gehman et al., 2020,
made similar observations). Table 4.3 shows examples of the output,
and the eventual divergence from toxicity.9

9 GPT-2 in particular tends to descend into literary content after too many tokens
are generated. We also experimented with GPT-3’s (Brown et al., 2020) curie from
the OpenAI beta API (https://beta.openai.com/) but found systematically lower

https://beta.openai.com/
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4.3.3 Classifiers

We follow recent state-of-the-art results (Elsafoury et al., 2021a) for
our main classification model, and fine-tune all BERT-based models
for 10 epochs with a batch size of 32 and a learning rate of 2e−5, as
suggested by Devlin et al. (2019b). Accordingly, we set the maximum
sequence length to 128, and insert a single linear layer after the pooled
output. For the transformer experiments, we fine-tune incrementally:
first on the original set, then on the augmented training set (including
the original instances)—both using the same configuration (learning
rate, batch size, etc.), except for running it for 2 epochs. This should
offer performance advantages (Yang et al., 2019), as well as increase
model stability.10

We compare BERT against a previously tried-and-tested (Chap-
ter 3) ‘simple’ linear baseline: the Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
implementation of a Linear Support Vector Machine (Cortes and Vap-
nik, 1995; Fan et al., 2008, SVM ) with binary Bag-of-Words (BoW)
features, using hyperparameter ranges from Van Hee et al. (2018).
Training of the SVM and BERT classifiers is done on a merged set of all
the cyberbullying corpora in Table 4.2, except for Formspring (reserved
for substitute classifier f ′)—always on the same 90% split, augmented
data or no. The SVM is tuned via grid search and nested, stratified
cross-validation (with ten inner and three outer folds, no shuffling,
using 10% splits). The best settings (1-3-grams, class balancing, square
hinge loss, and C= 0.01) are used in all experiments.

For both models, we also experiment with prepending a special
token (Daumé III, 2007; Caswell et al., 2019, follow a similar approach)

performance across all experiments compared to GPT-2. These results are therefore
not included.

10 We found that fine-tuning on the mixed set renders augmentation ineffective for all
models we tested.
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train test

Merged 4,789 72,243 561 8,001
Augment Train 28,148 72,243 561 8,001
Augment Test 4,789 72,243 3,283 8,001

Table 4.4: Instance counts for the different splits used in our experiments. Augment
Test is used for Experiment 1 (gauging the adversarial nature of our samples),
Augment Train in Experiment 2 (data augmentation).

to the augmented instances (<A>). As per recommendations in Kumar
et al. (2020), the token is not added to the vocabulary. These models
are referred to as either f or faug in Figure 4.1, depending on if they
were trained on augmented data. If not, we skip the 2 fine-tuning
epochs for BERT.

4.3.4 Evaluation

To evaluate our classifiers on the main classification task, we use
F1-scores. The impact of the substitution models on classification
performance is measured via a decrease in True Positive Ratio (TPR)
between regular and substituted samples (i.e., how many previously
positively classified samples classified as negative after perturbation).
Note that in these experiments, f ′ is the same (either Naive Bayes or
BERT); therefore, the substitute classifier always chooses the same
target words to perturb. The amount of samples depends on the
quality of the candidates the models propose.

TPR decrease by itself might also indicate an augmented instance
is not toxic anymore; hence, to evaluate the semantic consistency
of the samples produced by the various augmentation models, we
calculate both Meteor (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Denkowski and
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Lavie, 2011) using the implementation from nltk11, and BERTScore

(Sellam et al., 2020) between the original sentences and their respec-
tive augmented samples. Meteor measures flexible uni-gram token
overlap, and BERTScore transformer-based similarity with respect to
the contextual sentence encoding.

4.3.5 Experiments

We run our substitution pipeline (visualized in Figure 4.1) on the
positive instances Xpos of some given corpus (or the entire collection),
using the different models discussed in Section 4.3.2 for f ′ and fcnd.
Per such configuration, this generates augmented samples X ′pos (up
to five per original instance). These can either be classified as is, or
mixed in with the original corpus, producing the augmented corpus
X ′, with X ′train, and X ′test splits. Using this configuration, we run our
three experiments:

experiment 1 We gauge the lexical variation (and hence the ‘adver-
sarial’ character) in our augmented samples via f(X ′pos). F1-scores and
TPR changes close to f(Xpos) imply the substitutions are similar to
the original words. We confirm this meaning preservation through
semantic consistency metrics for X ′pos.

experiment 2 Here, we train via the data augmentation scheme dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.3; i.e., fine-tune for 2 epochs on f(X ′train). The
resulting augmented classifier is referred to as faug, which we evaluate
on the original Xtest. An increase in F1-score with respect to f(Xtest)

indicates the augmentation is a success.

11 https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/translate/meteor_score.html (v3.5)

https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/translate/meteor_score.html
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Figure 4.2: Decrease in True Positive Rate of the SVM and BERT classifiers after the
respective substitution models have been applied (lower is more adversarial).

experiment 3 We measure robustness against perturbations, and
transferability via faug(X

′
test) by evaluating faug performance across dif-

ferent substitution models producing perturbed samples in X ′test; i.e.,
in a many-to-many evaluation. Any TPR increase implies augmenta-
tion improves robustness against perturbations. A total TPR higher
than f(Xtest) (Plain) does not necessarily increase the F1-score (from
Experiment 2). If this increase holds for multiple perturbation models,
it implies the augmentations are transferable.

4.4 results and discussion

Here, we discuss the results of our three Experiments (Sections 4.4.1 -
4.4.3). The main results can be found in Table 4.5 and 4.7.

4.4.1 The Effect of Lexical Variation

The results can be found under the ‘Samples’ row in Table 4.5.

classifier performance It can be observed that unsupervised
(prompt conditioning) samples (i.e., GPT-2) are the most difficult
to classify. This is to be expected, as the generated output is not
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Figure 4.3: Semantic consistency metrics (higher is better): Meteor (upper) and
BERTScore (lower) scores per model—evaluating the augmented samples (positive
only) with the original documents as a reference.

always toxic. However, it is arguably rather remarkable that a large
amount of the generated sentences are labeled positive by the cyber-
bullying classifier. This confirms that (contextually more) harmful
content is generated (as illustrated in Table 4.3), as also shown for tox-
icity detection by Gehman et al. (2020) and Ousidhoum et al. (2021).
Moving on, we can see the fine-tuned target selector models (‘+’)
show most ‘adversarial’ behavior, likely providing lexical diversity
on words more important to the content classification. BART induces
similar performance drops, but often inserts noise (see Table 4.6). The
Dropout models seem to produce samples that are less diverse, but
still show a solid .1 drop in F1-score (17.67% avg). To emphasize, this
decrease is based on untargeted substitutions; i.e., without selecting
the substituted words as to change the predictions of either f or f ′.

adversarial samples Additional analyses can be found in Fig-
ure 4.2. We observe the same patterns per substitution model12 as
in Table 4.5, with the BERT classifier showing to suffer around 20%
less in TPR compared to the SVM. This difference can partly be ex-

12 To equalize the length, we matched the amount of non-augmented test set instances
for this experiment.
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plained by the substitution models sampling from the same model
as we fine-tuned for the classification task (bert-large-cased). As
can be observed in this Figure, the difference is smaller when this
is not the case (‘+’ models). This experiment not only underlines
the strong focus on lexical cues13 from linear classifiers, but also
that transformer models are not immune to lexical variation—even
when candidates are sampled from their own language model. This
provides further evidence in line with research from Elsafoury et al.
(2021a), and Elsafoury et al. (2021b) (see Section 4.5).

semantic consistency of samples Here, we compared X ′pos with
Xpos as a reference. The results for Meteor and BERTScore of these
pairs can be found in Figure 4.3. Generally, these confirm the trend
from the previous two parts of the experiment: models that have
higher semantic consistency have less effect on classification perfor-
mance. A clear difference in Meteor can be observed between EDA
and the other models. This is likely due to both the metric and model
using WordNet, resulting in bias in favor of EDA. GPT-2 is a strong
outlier, as it generates new data.

The semantic consistency scores seem comparable, and at times
slightly better, than previous lexical substitution work (see Chap-
ter 1; Shetty et al., 2018; Mathai et al., 2020, although these are all
explicitly adversarial). We noticed that regarding the samples them-
selves, the transformer-based models often noticeably break down
in terms of semantic preservation for the lower ranked candidates
(see Table 4.6). For the models that do not use soft semantic con-
straints (such as Dropout), we already find antonyms, and generally
ungrammatical and incoherent sentences within the top 5 candidates.

13 Which raises its own issues; see e.g., and Zhou et al. (2021), for work on bias and
debiasing.
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D.out D.out Hate Hate
Xtrain Plain EDA BERT BERT BERT+ BERT BERT+ BART GPT-2

f(X ′pos)

Merged .614
.009

.598
.012

.458
.002

.491
.005

.439
.002

.520
.005

.478
.004

.436
.007

.334
.007

faug(Xtest)

Merged .563
.014

.553
.007

.538
.014

.546
.012

.523
.004

.562
.007

.535
.009

.536
.013

.550
.017

Ask.fm .621
.011

.591
.011

.581
.016

.597
.015

.574
.003

.611
.007

.592
.007

.587
.015

.601
.009

Myspace .436
.093

.476
.021

.403
.058

.376
.161

.351
.040

.414
.042

.370
.065

.387
.043

.496
.037

Twitter I .596
.046

.630
.016

.592
.059

.531
.048

.594
.030

.617
.053

.533
.051

.591
.027

.583
.097

Twitter II .308
.059

.290
.038

.297
.043

.329
.034

.257
.040

.313
.048

.268
.027

.277
.077

.295
.048

YouTube .150
.033

.226
.057

.180
.010

.201
.066

.144
.045

.173
.056

.152
.009

.152
.055

.207
.061

Table 4.5: BERT-based cyberbullying classification scores (F1) for Experiments 1

(under f(X ′pos)) and 2 (under faug(Xtest)). Classifiers are trained and tested on the
indicated corpus (from Section 4.3.1), ‘Merged‘ is their combination. The other
columns indicate, respectively: no substitutions (Plain), EDA, BERT-based models
(where ‘+’ indicates f ′ uses BERT rather than an SVM, and ‘Hate’ that fcnd is
pre-trained), BART, and GPT-2. Highlighted cells indicate that non-augmented
performance was highest, bold indicates the highest performance per augmentation
model. Standard deviation (small script) is reported over 5 runs with different seeds.

Interestingly, at the same time, BERTScore assigns comparable scores
to antonyms as it does for (intuitively) better substitution candidates.
Given these observations, if mimicking adversarial behavior is to be
given more weight, one should consider limiting the number of aug-
mented samples, and tuning the omission score cut-off might prove
to be worthwhile.
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# targets bsc

I don’t get why people like u .

BE
1 I don’t get why they want u . .809
5 I don’t get why boys hate u . .807

Dr 1 I don’t get why everyone want u . .862
BE 5 I don’t get why you love u . .806

BA
1 I don’t get why you are u . .700
5 I don’t get why so have u . .634

Table 4.6: Augmentations including the top 1 and 5 candidates from BERT (BE),
Dropout BERT (Dr BE), and BART (BA), and the BERTScore (bsc) using the original
text as reference, showing quality degradation (not well reflected in the metric) when
sample size increases. BERT suggests antonyms, BART fails semantically.

4.4.2 Substitutions for Data Augmentation

Given the strong performance effect the substitution models had
on our classifiers, it seems plausible that they might prove to pro-
duce effective samples for augmentation purposes. Looking at the
lower portion of Table 4.5; however, we can see that augmentation
does not improve performance on the two biggest sets (Merged, and
Ask.fm). Dropout BERT seems to improve performance for one of
the smaller sets (Twitter II), but overall, EDA is generally a close
contender with, if not more effective, than all of the more ‘advanced’
models. Interestingly, the transformer-based models seem to yield
sizable improvements on the Myspace set, with GPT-2 increasing it
most. The latter might be attributed to the low Type-Token Ratio in
this set (see Table 4.2).

interpretation Generally, none of these methods (baselines, or
substitution-based augmentation) seem to yield the same perfor-
mance improvement as observed in toxicity work (Ibrahim et al.,
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init

faug
tpr

D.out D.out Hate Hate
Plain .537 EDA BERT B B+ B B+ BART GPT-2

X ′test ↓ ∆ tpr

EDA .498 .270 .106 .104 .108 .101 .107 .114 .037
BERT .390 −.033 .195 .144 .110 .128 .092 .149 .085
D.out B .421 −.017 .183 .183 .143 .143 .111 .152 .086
D.out B+ .362 .015 .228 .236 .301 .177 .238 .191 .088
Hate B .444 −.020 .170 .148 .104 .162 .123 .143 .073
Hate B+ .394 .034 .188 .174 .238 .215 .262 .183 .065
BART .378 −.010 .200 .157 .127 .142 .115 .243 .079
GPT-2 .303 −.098 .031 .003 −.020 .003 −.025 .048 .597

mean .399 −.114 .158 .138 .116 .111 .130 .140 .073

Table 4.7: Transferability and robustness of various faug models on various aug-
mented test samples X ′test. Shown is the original True Positive Rate (TPR, under
initial trp) for f (Plain), and the change (∆) in TPR of faug(X

′
test) with respect

to f(X ′test). Positive ∆ trp shows robustness to perturbations after augmentation,
negative the opposite. The classifiers most robust against same-model perturbations
are highlighted, in bold the next-best. At the bottom, mean (per augmented classifier)
TPR is shown, excluding performance on the same model (to reflect transferability).
Dropout is abbreviated to D.out, BERT to B.

2018; Jungiewicz and Smywinski-Pohl, 2019). However, note that, as
we were interested in simulating adversarial behavior, we conducted
model-agnostic augmentation (that is, given an unknown attacker, or
noise). Hence, while we might employ these models in an explicit
adversarial training scheme to directly improve model performance,
this would require extensive transferability evaluations—typically
requiring larger, higher quality datasets—and only satisfy one dimen-
sion (data). Given this, we argue an improvement in classifying the
augmented sets, as in Experiment 1 (Section 4.4.1), is more significant.
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4.4.3 Augmentation for Robustness

The results of Experiment 3 can be found in Table 4.7. We report TPR
changes for f(Xtest) (under initial TPR), and faug(X

′
test) per setting to

create faug and X ′ respectively.

robustness Generally, it can be observed that (unsurprisingly) the
augmented classifiers increase TPR most when the substitutions come
from the same type of model. Hence, the ‘second-best’ TPR increases
are more interesting. It can be observed that BERT and BART show
strongest TPR improvements on three sets respectively, followed by
the ‘+’ models with one set respectively. This is quite a remarkable,
contrasting result to Experiments 1 and 2, although it aligns with
the observations from the semantic consistency scores that more
conservative models are less effective augmenters. Hence, it seems
that substitutions that are more diverse, and distant from the original
instances provide better robustness against perturbations. While their
output might be less semantically consistent, this is generally not a
relevant criterion when one is interested in improving task robustness.

transferability Systematic performance gain across all substitution
models (i.e., transferability) is the final indicator of augmentation
utility. First, it must be noted that the TPR differences between ‘same-
model’ and distinct model pairs are smaller for the transformer-based
models (.026 on average) than EDA (.156). Lexical substitution using
out-of-the-box BERT—in addition to high robustness—also achieves
the highest transferability (mean .158) across substituted sets.

performance trade-off The faug results from the current experi-
ment should be contextualized against the performance trade-off in
F1-score from Experiment 2. Using the information in Table 4.7, it can
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be inferred that the best performing model, BERT, actually improves
absolute TPR on average; if we add its .158 mean TPR increase to
the .399 average (= .557) this exceeds the .537 non-augmented TPR.
However, as we showed in Experiment 2 (Table 4.5), this does not
improve overall task performance; rather, it decreases performance.
For BERT, the F1-score slightly drops (.025− .030) on all sets. Hence,
this is not a silver bullet, and such trade-offs should be considered
when deploying these augmentation models to improve robustness
against lexical variation.

limitations and future work A substantial hurdle toward de-
ploying the presented models for augmentation purposes is time.
Upsampling the positive instances shown in Table 4.4 (5,350 total)
with the transformer-based models takes 2-3 hours per model on a
single NVIDIA Titan X (Pascal).14 This impacts the amount of pa-
rameters that can be tweaked in reasonable time when using this
architecture (such as omission score cut-offs, cosine similarity when
ranking, dropout values, etc. which we all set empirically). Such
computational demand is acceptable for smaller datasets like ours,
and the augmentations can be run ‘offline’ (i.e., one time only), but
these limitations should certainly be taken into account when scaling
is among one’s desiderata.

Hence, recent work on decreasing the amount of queries for re-
lated models (Chauhan et al., 2021) is particularly relevant for future
work. Additionally, there is a myriad of components the base architec-
ture we presented here could be improved with. Most are discussed
in Chapter 2; however, some new work is specifically of interest to
data augmentation, such as improving the substitutions using beam

14 Training the BERT classifiers takes up to 31 hours, augmentation 40 minutes, predic-
tions on the test set 5 minutes.
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search (Zhao et al., 2021a, as opposed to the simultaneous rollout we
used in the current chapter). More broadly, adversarial training (Si
et al., 2021; Pan et al., 2021), implementing more robust stylometric
features (Markov et al., 2021), or model-based weightings of the aug-
mentation models could be explored; e.g., by selecting instances with
a generation model in the loop (Anaby-Tavor et al., 2020). This could
be a particularly worthwhile option when focusing on conversation
scopes, rather than message-level cyberbullying content (Chapter 3).

Finally, this chapter focused specifically on augmenting cyber-
bullying corpora—a classification task which is generally (though
equivocally) framed to extend beyond mere toxic content, and for
which data is generally scarce. Although not in the scope of the
presented work, our methods might be implemented in future work
to further (critically) explicate the role of toxicity in this classification
task, and thereby assist in curation of corpora, or contrast sets (Gard-
ner et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020), that are more representative of the
theoretical underpinnings of cyberbullying.

4.5 related work

Our work combines multiple sizeable—to the extent that they re-
spectively produced several surveys (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018; Gu-
nasekara and Nejadgholi, 2018; Mishra et al., 2019; Banko et al., 2020;
Madukwe et al., 2020; Muneer and Fati, 2020; Salawu et al., 2020;
Jahan and Oussalah, 2021; Mladenovic et al., 2021)—areas of research;
hence, we will provide a concise overview of the work directly related
to our experimental setup.

For all tasks, the issue of generalization seems a particularly pop-
ular subject of study: for cyberbullying, in Chapter 3, and Larochelle
and Khoury (2020), conclude there is little consensus in labeling prac-
tices, overlap between datasets, and that a combination of all datasets
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seems to transfer performance best. For hate speech, Salminen et al.
(2020), and Fortuna et al. (2021), draw similar conclusions, showing
that general forms of harm (e.g., toxic, offensive) generalize better
than specific ones, such as hate speech. Finally, Nejadgholi and Kir-
itchenko (2020) provide unsupervised suggestions to address topic
bias in data curation, potentially improving generalization. We draw
from these works through cross-domain experiments on individual
and combined corpora for cyberbullying, and pre-training on toxicity.

Recent cyberbullying work (Reynolds et al., 2011b; Xu et al., 2012;
Nitta et al., 2013; Bretschneider et al., 2014; Dadvar et al., 2014; Van Hee
et al., 2015a, e.g., are seminal work) has primarily focused on deploy-
ing Transformer-based models (Vaswani et al., 2017); by and large
fine-tuning (Swamy et al., 2019; Paul and Saha, 2020; Gencoglu, 2021,
e.g.), or re-training (Caselli et al., 2020) BERT. It is worth noting that El-
safoury et al. (2021a,b) show that although fine-tuning BERT achieves
state-of-the-art performance in classification, its attention scores do
not correlate with cyberbullying features, and they expect general-
ization of such models to be subpar. In our experiments, we employ
similar domain-specific fine-tuned BERT models, and gauge general-
ization, sensitivity to perturbations, and the effects of augmentation
to potentially improve the former.

Adversarial attacks on text (Zhang et al., 2020c; Roth et al., 2021,
e.g., provide broader surveys) can roughly be divided in character-
level and word-level. The former relates to purposefully misspelling or
otherwise symbolically replacing text (e.g., fvk you, @ssh*l3) to subvert
algorithms (Eger et al., 2019; Kurita et al., 2019). Wu et al. (2018)
show such attacks on toxic content can be effectively deciphered.
Word-level attacks are arguably straight-forward for humans, but
significantly more challenging to automate—requiring preservation
of toxicity; i.e, the semantics of the sentence. Previous work has
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investigated the effect of minimal edits on high-impact toxicity words,
replacing them with harmless variants (Hosseini et al., 2017; Brassard-
Gourdeau and Khoury, 2019). Our current work is similar to that
of Tapia-Téllez and Escalante (2020), and closest to that of Guzman-
Silverio et al. (2020), who apply simple synonym replacement using
EDA, as well as adversarial token substitutions—the latter using
TextFooler on misclassified instances. We extend BERT-based lexical
substitution (Zhou et al., 2019) for model-agnostic perturbations, and
data augmentation.

Finally, regarding data augmentation for online harms (Bayer et al.,
2021; Feng et al., 2021, among others, provide more general-purpose
overviews for various natural language data), toxicity work partly
overlaps with work on adversarial attacks on text; for example, the
synonym replacement from Ibrahim et al. (2018), and Jungiewicz and
Smywinski-Pohl (2019), which are distinctly either unsupervised, or
semi-supervised. Another such example can be found in Rosenthal
et al. (2021) employed democratic co-training to collect a large corpus
of toxic tweets, and Gehman et al. (2020) find triggers that produce
toxic content, querying GPT-like models (Radford et al., 2018). Fully
unsupervised augmentation has also been employed in Quteineh et al.
(2020), and Yoo et al. (2021). In our experiments, we use a pipeline
of models for lexical substitution, and compare it to GPT generations
(Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020).

4.6 conclusion

In this chapter, we employed model-agnostic, transformer-based lexi-
cal substitutions to the task of cyberbullying classification. We show
these perturbations significantly decrease classifier performance. Aug-
menting them using perturbed instances as new samples slightly
trades off task performance with improved robustness against lexical
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variation. Future work should further investigate the use of these
models to simulate and mitigate the effect of adversarial behavior in
content moderation.









5
discussion and conclusion

I
n this dissertation, we have introduced the framework of user-
centered security in Natural Language Processing. We conducted
a range of studies to demonstrate how such user-centered con-
straints can be implemented for two related domains: that of

author profiling, and cyberbullying detection. Our experiments show
these constraints are good indicators for task generalization. Not only
from a Machine Learning perspective, but also a human one; i.e., does
the current work on these tasks actually benefit humans? Can they
employ these models in realistic scenarios? Toward these aims, we
framed two research questions, which this chapter will further discuss
while providing a summary of the conducted research, a discussion
of its limitations, and future.

5.1 adversarial stylometry

For this task, we set out to answer the following research question:
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RQ1 To what extent can end-to-end and targeted attacks be employed
for user-centered adversarial stylometry?

The initial part of this question, pertaining to end-to-end obfusca-
tion, was covered in Chapter 1, where we explored the feasibility of
an autoencoder-based obfuscator. Here, the envisaged scenario was
for a user to train this model on their writing. An end-to-end model
provided an obvious automated solution for this purpose.

5.1.1 End-to-end: Style Invariant Obfuscation

After having identified limitations in the literature, we highlighted the
importance of exploring the concept of ‘neutral’ style.1 We initially
argued this seemed much more faithful to the intended purpose of
the obfuscation task; are we otherwise not just imitating another
writing style? Moreover, though, and as indicated in this chapter, it
seems an important limitation for most proposed end-to-end models:
minimizing target model performance might require few alterations,
but it is highly likely these are strongly correlated with a different label.
Not only does this encourage semantically inconsistent perturbations,
it is also not a user-centered solution. One can imagine users of
obfuscation models would not want to apply style transfer, as being
associated with an opposite style might be undesirable (adults writing
teen slang, republicans talking about universal basic income, etc.).

Producing language that is invariant (a more common term in
Computer Vision, see e.g., Nam and Kim, 2018), or neutral with
respect to the different styles seems to be somewhat of an ambitious
framing in hindsight, however. Ideally, we would want to produce
language that is style neutral with respect to a target model, or some

1 Neutral with respect to the model. While framed as ‘formal’ writing in style transfer
research (see e.g., Madaan et al., 2020), the concept of a genuinely neutral writing
style is not a tangible one.
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approximation of that model. This distinction is particularly relevant—
although an unlikely scenario in practice due to user-specific resource
requirements—if the target model party were to train a model to
explicitly recover the attributes, which would likely still be able to
recover style.2

For the end-to-end work in Chapter 2, we were interested in
implementing these ideas through several comparisons: i) what is
the optimal case in which we obfuscate through style transfer (i.e.,
unrealistically assuming we have access to parallel sentences), ii) how
feasible is a style-invariant encoding, and iii) can we move away
from parallel data by using a different architecture?3 We compared
sequence-to-sequence (i.e., parallel) models with autoencoders, and
the effect of adding a Gradient Reversal Layer for style invariance
(which worked most effectively via implicit style conditioning). To this
effect, we formally defined what it means to optimize for obfuscation-
by-transfer, and obfuscation-by-invariance: target model performance
close to chance level implies style invariance, and performance close to
zero style transfer.

Formally, we achieved satisfactory results (i.e., close to chance
performance, while still achieving high bleu and meteor scores). Our
model’s output was also rated of higher quality by human raters
than a style transfer model with access to parallel data. Yet, the
limitations of this initial study provide some sober context to these
results. Generally, the set-up could have been improved with a more
thorough evaluation (and justification) of the conditional autoencoder.
In this work, we opted for blue and meteor; however, since we
used the input sentence as reference sentence, the autoencoder had an

2 As demonstrated in, e.g., later work on attempting to debias models using Gradient
Reversal by Gonen and Goldberg (2019).

3 Similar efforts to move away from parallel data have later also been discussed for
style transfer in John et al. (2019).
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unfair preservative advantage. Even WMD (which uses an embedding
space) is likely to favor sentences that are ‘semantically close’ to a
(neural) model, and thus favor conservative models. For automatic
evaluation, the combined source and target blue and meteor scores
are interesting, but can only be employed when using parallel data. A
fairer approach might be to use a Language Model (LM) to score the
outputs based on perplexity, specifically for word changes.

Through manual inspection of the input, we also observed intru-
sive grammar changes for all models. We alluded to this drawback of
end-to-end models in Chapter 0; the lack of control over the output
meant our models often replaced words with unrelated variants. This
implies that the models do not seem to learn robust semantics from
scratch, which in retrospect could have been partially avoided by
using pre-trained embeddings.4 Finally, despite being much more
informative, and scores being in line with prior work, the human
evaluation proved tedious and paired evaluation prevented testing
inconspicuousness of the changes.

5.1.2 Targeted: Lexical Substitution

While building on ideas from Chapter 1, our work from Chapter 2

primarily tried to address both the experimental and user-centered
limitations from our initial research. Hence, we adapted the same
style-neutral framing, but heavily focused on targeted obfuscation,
transferability of the models, and a strict adherence to our realistic
criteria for training and deployment. We improved the adversarial
framework proposed by Jin et al. (2020) with several transformer-
based methods to find semantically similar perturbations, and showed
these attacks fully transfer (that is, within the bounds of chance level
performance). This implies that a given user can train their own

4 Which is not surprising; the Bible is a very restricted language source.
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architecture, on their own data (collectively: a substitute model), and
assume it to effectively confuse an unknown target model. Moreover,
a particularly promising result from this work is that the model with
the highest transferability used a distantly collected dataset Emmery
et al. (2017). Hence, even the data collection was performed under
user-centered restrictions, while the target model used gold standard
corpora, from another domain.

These results are certainly promising, though some limitations
remain, which are worthwhile to address in future research. Primarily,
we only considered a single attribute (binary gender). As we argued,
it can be assumed these techniques transfer to word-level models, as
these architectures are generally similar in related work. However,
this does not consider different stylometric features—nor does it take
into account the potential complexity (future) transfer models might
offer. An obvious patch would be ‘more of everything’: different
attributes, various domains (Reddit being particularly relevant), and
various architectures. These, however, are subject to another limitation:
forwarding through BERT is quite slow, and tailoring an attack to our
substitute models can therefore make such a complex setup unfeasible
with modest computational resources. Such complexity also does not
benefit a user; however, with developments in distilled transformer
variants (see, e.g., Sanh et al., 2019), this might change in the future.

In this work, we opted for proposing an alternative human evalua-
tion; mainly to decrease annotator effort, but more so as the format
can be more conveniently integrated in an online annotation appli-
cation in the future. A limitation of this approach is that it does not
capture the quality of the replacements; it assumes that full incon-
spicuousness also correlates with perfect grammaticality. While it is
a faithful simplification of metrics proposed by, e.g., Potthast et al.
(2016) and Hagen et al. (2017), it is less useful from a user perspective;
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i.e., it says nothing about the intended meaning, only if it is a plausible
sequence. This is another instance where adding LM perplexity is
a useful addition to the evaluation. Lastly, we did not explicitly in-
corporate recent work on detecting obfuscators (see, e.g., Mahmood
et al., 2020; Mozes et al., 2021b; Dong et al., 2021); however, we did
measure human detectability.

5.1.3 Future Work

For the lines of work we set out in this dissertation in particular,
there are some potentially fruitful avenues to explore. For Chapter 1,
despite its discussed limitations, the invariant encoding still warrants
further investigation. In particular, given the recent developments
in pre-trained transformer models, the architecture would require
much less domain-based fine-tuning. Furthermore, following Gonen
and Goldberg (2019), it might be interesting to train an ensemble of
invariant obfuscators against an ensemble of classifiers (i.e., boosting
the obfuscator). Ensembles of obfuscators were recently employed by
Haroon et al. (2021), to which this could prove a valuable addition.

For Chapter 2, in addition to the improvements we discussed in
the previous section, there are numerous components that are worth
expanding upon in the existing architecture. Currently, sampling of
replacement candidates happens somewhat naively; every substitution
candidate is evaluated against the target model in isolation, and
whatever decreases classification probability the most is selected as a
replacement. This does not consider other candidates, or combinations
thereof. An interesting extension would be improving the attack’s
sampling method, as some related work has already investigated,
through, for example, (improved) beam search, and combinatorial
optimization (Yoo et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2021a).

The scope of the replacements, and framing of the task, might be
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somewhat of a higher-level point to address. We currently deliber-
ately focus on surface-level (content) words, as they have the strongest
direct influence; however, one might question if this a genuinely ro-
bust method of producing adversarial attacks. Are we just looking
for a model’s out-of-vocabulary words, or do we actually want to
change the style? Current alternatives can be found in, e.g., ortho-
graphic changes Belinkov and Bisk (2018), though they have proven
not to be robust (Keller et al., 2021). Adversarial triggers (see, e.g.,
Wallace et al., 2019; Song et al., 2021) remain a strong, non-invasive
alternative, but they are unfortunately often tailored to one particular
model, hence unlikely to transfer, and therefore do not adhere to a
user-centered obfuscation approach. A meet-in-the-middle approach
between end-to-end and targeted models might provide a solution
here; in particular, allowing for some more attack creativity by taking
larger spans of words, but constrained enough as not to change too
much of the input.

Most of these suggestions require one key point of future work,
though: finding an effective way to unify the individually flawed
evaluation metrics for this task. The classic Machine Translation
and Natural Language Generation metrics are difficult to interpret
with regard to changes; ideally, those changes are very few, and as
a consequence, substitutions should be close to perfect. Moreover,
it might be worthwhile to investigate if these correlate with human
judgement on this task specifically, as to provide some critical support
for them. Currently, based on our observations from Chapter 2,
obfuscation performance and the automatic evaluations do not seem
to agree with human judgement. Alternative model-based semantic
scorers, such as Bleurt (Sellam et al., 2020) and BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2020b) raise similar concerns; if one samples synonyms (or
full semantic representations) from the same models, it seems rather
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evident these would score high, both on sentence and world-level.5

The same might be said for measures we did not try: terp (Snover
et al., 2009), pinc (Chen and Dolan, 2011), LM-based perplexity—
these will yield high sentence-level scores for controlled perturbations,
giving the illusion models are performing well, and favoring more
conservative models.

All things considered, the most valuable direction for future work
for adversarial stylometry is therefore finding an appropriate bal-
ance between obfuscation performance and detectability. Not much
progress can be found in this regard, with recent papers (see, e.g., Xu
et al., 2020) seemingly rediscovering points made in seminal work
(Potthast et al., 2016). Future options, as we see them, are twofold: as
we previously proposed, a unified metric (while not without limita-
tions) could for example weight changes inversely against the number
of perturbations, and the associated obfuscation power. We would,
however, also argue it is somewhat difficult not to think of chasing
such a metric as solely promoting competitive benchmarking. Alter-
natively, it seems more appropriate to improve the method through
which humans evaluate this task. This should partially draw from
existing work and related fields (see, e.g., Potthast et al., 2018; van der
Lee et al., 2019; Ippolito et al., 2020; Howcroft et al., 2020), however,
most importantly, take into account how this task differs. Particularly
when using several target classifiers, obfuscators, and de-obfuscators,
an interactive human-in-the-loop evaluation could yield high-quality
evaluations, as well as a direct signal to improve the existing systems
(see e.g., Mozes et al., 2021a). Humans could even generate a set of
’perfect’ edits interactively, providing a gold standard quality measure,
and an upper bound on the typical evaluation scores at the same time.

5 We provide further evidence for this in Chapter 4.
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5.2 cyberbullying detection

For this task, we set out to answer the following research question:

RQ2 Do cyberbullying classifiers prove robust enough to be deployed
in a user-centered fashion?

The biggest contribution to answering this question was made
in Chapter 3, where we conducted an elaborate set of experiments
gauging how current baselines and state-of-the-art classifiers for cy-
berbullying detection generalize, how well they represent the task,
and how current limitations might be addressed. As this work in itself
is a discussion piece, we will mainly highlight how our findings relate
to the user-centered framework we introduced.

5.2.1 Task Robustness

At the heart of executing this task in a user-centered fashion lies
generalization. In the line of research conducted for Chapter 3, we
were interested in critically determining how the framing of the task
of cyberbullying influences its ability to perform out of domain. In
particular, we hypothesized that the current framing of ML research
misrepresented the task through lack of theoretical and experimental
rigor.6 Since our initial pre-print, several studies further delineated
issues with broader online harms research (see, e.g., Kim et al., 2021):
all raising issues with task granularity, ‘toy’ datasets, and the limited
applicability of the models. Accordingly, generalization in particular
remains a prevalent issue in cyberbullying detection research; the
limited available data starkly contrasts the task complexity. Numerous
research does state this in their limitations, but little to no work
currently exists on addressing these issues. We believe that its core

6 See Page 117.
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limitation therefore lies in cyberbullying detection being framed as
an industry-centered task (providing platform-level classification)
without having access to industry-scale data. The alternative framing
of user-centered bullying detection is an interesting avenue that largely
remains explored.

In Chapter 3, we admittedly only scratched the surface. Mainly,
we showed that—as argued in Chapter 0—if a user has multiple plat-
forms of communication, the current systems will fail, as they do
not generalize across domains. While we did investigate restrictions
on the scope of the data through single messages (which is the most
common format for this task), and conversation scopes (e.g., full pro-
files), these all assume access to many different users. The setting
least fitting to our user-centered framework was profile-level classi-
fications, which essentially turn the task into predicting if a person
is being bullied, rather than (a collection of) messages classifying as
bullying. For classification, however, it was greatly beneficial: with
the datasets now more balanced, and larger contexts, it improved
model performance significantly. Deployment of such models would
need to be done in a centralized system, with integrated reporting
to third parties, to be effective—exactly what we try to move away
from. Further limitations apply to our efforts to collect more data
by simulating bullying events; while not problematically centralized,
such efforts provide arguably costly, and most likely static sources
of data. The former limitation might be solved through collective
effort; i.e., construction of much larger corpora, either anonymized
or crowd-sourced. The latter limitation, however, would require such
efforts to be frequent, as toxic language might change over time.
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5.2.2 Lexical Augmentation

This brings us to another limitation of our, and a large part of, ex-
isting research: the sensitivity of these classifiers to lexical cues. We
investigated lexical variety in line with Hypothesis 1 of Chapter 3,
the experiments of which show a strong focus on lexical cues for
message-level classification—particularly, on blatant profanity. This
has strong implications for existing work, as creativity, cross-cultural
characteristics (Mateo and Yus, 2013), and bias in toxic language use
(Sap et al., 2019; Wiegand et al., 2019) all diminish the utility of the
currently available corpora.

Hence, in Chapter 4, our goal was twofold: firstly, to demonstrate
how this focus on lexical cues permeates (even) state-of-the-art classi-
fiers based on large language models. Secondly, we were interested in
seeing if similar techniques used to generate creative language could
also be used for data augmentation purposes for small(er) resources.
The latter in particular is highly relevant for our user-centered frame-
work. It would mean that we can generate local training data, as
well as make existing sources more robust to lexical variety. In do-
ing so, this research is the culmination of work investigated in this
dissertation: creative language use might have a natural origin, but
could also stem from adversarial behavior. Hence, while before we
were interested in simulating detection models and targeting them,
here, we simulated users providing adversarial input. There is one
important deviation, though; the architecture we used in Chapter 2

tailored substitutions to a target model, whereas here we did not. By
simply accepting substitution candidates as-is, the method becomes
semi-supervised. This aligns with our user-centered framework, as
the core setup only requires a small annotated dataset (which could
be historical data provided by a user, or similar to our setup: a freely
available external corpus) and a simple classifier.
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In this chapter, we already touched upon the core limitation of
this work: time, and hence scalability. The different experiments
we ran, where all parameters were set empirically beforehand, took
several days to run on a(n expensive) GPU machine—the individual
augmentation models up to a day. If we want to pursue user-sided
classification, the lexical substitution models we proposed do not seem
a realistic option. Fortunately, out-of-the-box BERT seemed to provide
the most robust, transferable augmentations. This means that, similar
to the proposed extensions for Chapter 2, more light-weight models
(Sanh et al., 2021, being another very recent example) are a promising
direction. In particular, this implies models not requiring custom
embedding initialization (which the Dropout techniques required)
can be employed, opening up many more possibilities. In line with
this, we also made the observation that more noisy, and less lexically
sound replacements produced higher quality augmentations. Hence,
something worthwhile exploring for this particular task—which we
did not, given the computational cost of the experiments—is testing
our semi-supervised framework using a wider range of augmentation
models (as can, e.g., be found in Morris et al., 2020). As our aug-
mentations proved ineffective to improving the classification task, we
focused on in-depth analyses regarding the models, rather than cross-
platform and cross-domain (e.g., transferability of these techniques
to toxicity detection and hate speech) experiments. Future directions
with less strong trade-offs between task performance and robustness,
however, should.

5.2.3 Future Work

Since the start of research on cyberbullying detection in context of the
AMiCA project, both this field and the more general variant of toxicity
detection have become very popular topics of research. Here, we
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identify several current trends (context, fairness, augmentation, and
LM prompting), and briefly discuss relevant recent work, and how
these directions might advance the work presented in this dissertation.

As we discussed and demonstrated in Chapter 3, conversational
context might change both annotator labeling, and classification. Car-
ton et al. (2020) combined these two ideas, by incorporating model-
contextual explanations into annotator tasks, partly for decreasing
annotation load. They found that among the annotators, false negative
increase whereas false positives decrease, concluding their observa-
tions to be ambiguous with respect to utility. Pavlopoulos et al. (2020)
find the same ambiguity for literal context in annotation; 5% of the
instances are annotated with a different label when context is not
shown. Conversely, they found that conditioning models on context
does not lead to model improvements. Despite a slightly different
task of application, this provides an interesting contrast to what we
found in Chapter 3. Further observations of others provide different
uses of context: e.g., Radfar et al. (2020), who show social (rather than
conversational) context to be of importance, as unconnected social me-
dia users are three times more likely to engage in toxic conversations.
Additionally, Xenos et al. (2021) find knowledge-distillation-enhanced
systems to provide contextual change classification to toxicity, which
they propose might be employed to improve toxicity detection (par-
ticularly moderation). The latter two proposed uses of context in
particular can be deployed in an isolated fashion, not needing a bigger
social media environments to operate on, and are therefore worth-
while to fit into a user-centered approach of detecting toxic content.

To that effect, the label representations we have used have been
quite limited. While one can imagine different users do not deal with
the same amount of toxicity (e.g., marginalized communities dealing
with purely identity-focused hate), accounting for a wider variety can
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prove beneficial; binary classification of toxic and ‘dirty’ content has
previously been argued to reproduce society’s harmful inequalities
(Thylstrup and Waseem, 2020). Algorithmic attempts to mitigate this
are generally proposed through incorporating fairness constraints
(Adragna et al., 2020; Gencoglu, 2021); i.e., actively making toxicity
classification invariant to, e.g., race, gender, and topical contexts,
which additionally seems to boost classifier performance. While
important in a wider context, such methods require extensive user
information (at least for training), and by extension a larger social
system to operate in. Hence, data sources providing better motivated,
fine-grained approaches to classification might be more appropriate.
Kiritchenko and Nejadgholi (2020), for example, propose better group
representations, a taxonomy of subject matter, and only after applying
an annotation scheme for properly contextualized severity. It remains
to be seen, however, to what extent this can provide downstream
accuracy. Some preliminary work shows ensemble models to be
effective in such settings (Burtenshaw and Kestemont, 2021), and
further recommendations in working with small dataset are provided
by Zhao et al. (2021b).

In addition to our results from Chapter 4, augmentation seems a
fruitful (and popular) direction. Recently, Han and Tsvetkov (2020)
have tried to augment their (toxicity) classifiers using a student-teacher
setup where they actively uncover more subtle (‘veiled’) forms of
toxicity such as misogyny, racist jokes, trans hate, etc. We would
argue the diversity of datasets and how this propagates into models
plays quite a big role here. In addition to Gehman et al. (2020)
showing toxic LM prompt generation behavior, and finding hateful
Subreddits retained in the CommonCrawl dataset, cases can also be
found outside of social media text; e.g., in Birhane et al. (2021), who
found large bodies of toxic content and violent sexual material (image
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captioning) dataset. Hence, ‘normalization’ of such content in these
models might play a role in why querying for toxic content (similar
to what we took advantage of in our work) is rather easy—partly
demonstrated in Welbl et al. (2021). While this behavior of large LMs
is damaging in deployment, it is worth further investigating to what
extent unsupervised algorithms (particularly newer ones, such as
GPT-3) could in the future be leveraged to generate, and identify toxic
data instances. In particular, in order to better understand (we would
not go as far as to say improve) harmful content in the language
resources they are trained on, and if there is potential in leveraging
them to ease computational burden on individual users, and their
dependence on external parties providing content moderation.

5.3 conclusion

This dissertation presented and motivated a user-centered framework
for security research in Natural Language Processing. To investigate
its application, we focused on two tasks: adversarial stylometry, fo-
cused on privacy, and cyberbullying detection, focused on security. In
these respective tasks, we investigated the feasibility of several desider-
ata: generalization across different domains a user might operate in,
individual classifiers that work on data accessible to a user, work
out of the box, and in reasonable runtime. For adversarial stylom-
etry, we investigated end-to-end, and fully model-agnostic targeted
models. Lexical substitutions proved a good fit to the user-centered
framework, with adequate obfuscation potential of sensitive author
attributes, and high transferability. For cyberbullying detection, we
investigated methods to gauge generalization, and improving the
robustness of classifiers against lexical variation. Here, our model-
agnostic setup also showed high transferability of defenses against
potentially adversarial input. We believe the constraints provided by
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our framework have not only been demonstrated to provide more
realistic evaluations when classifying natural language data, but, more
importantly, it provides an avenue for individual users to reclaim con-
sent over their data used in machine learning models and their utility.
All research presented in this dissertation is provided open-source,
open-access, with publicly available datasets, and documentation how
to reproduce and re-use the presented work.
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summary

Services that collect, and process (sensitive) personal data through
algorithms have become as ubiquitous as the Internet itself. Their in-
creasingly centralized character, having now also permeated academia,
raises societal and academic concern regarding its alignment with pub-
lic interest. While related academic work may—by and large—address
societally relevant problems, the resulting tools are often not provided
to be used by the public, and, more importantly, nor are its meth-
ods designed from a typical user’s point of view. This has become
particularly true for the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP),
where despite efforts to ’democratize’ its state-of-the-art techniques
(requiring enterprise-scale compute), there is a simultaneous trend
toward monetizing access to such models. This is problematic from
a security and privacy point of view, as it impedes inspection of the
models, addressing dual-use issues, and control over data usage.

In an effort to address these concerns, this dissertation proposes a
framework of user-centered security in NLP, and demonstrates how it
can improve the accessibility of related research. Accordingly, it fo-
cuses on two security domains within NLP with great public interest.
First, that of author profiling, which can be employed to compromise
online privacy through invasive inferences. Without detailed insight
into, and access to, these models their predictions, there is no rea-
sonable heuristic by which Internet users might defend themselves
from such inferences. Secondly, that of cyberbullying detection, which
assumes a centralized approach; i.e., content moderation across social
platforms. As access to appropriate data is restricted, and the nature
of the task rapidly evolves (both through lexical variation, and cultural
shifts), the effectiveness of its classifiers is greatly diminished and
thereby often misrepresented.
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Under the proposed framework, we investigate the use of adversar-
ial attacks on language; i.e., changing a given input (generating adver-
sarial samples) such that a given model does not function as intended.
These attacks form a common thread between our user-centered
security problems; they are highly relevant for privacy-preserving
obfuscation methods against author profiling, and adversarial samples
might also prove useful to assess the influence of lexical variation
and augmentation on cyberbullying detection. We aim to answer the
following research questions:

RQ1 To what extent can end-to-end and targeted attacks be employed
for user-centered adversarial stylometry?

RQ2 Do cyberbullying classifiers prove robust enough to be deployed
in a user-centered fashion?

In doing so, we provide the following contributions: Chapter 1

proposes a style-neutral framing for adversarial stylometry, Chapter
2 explicitly measures the transferability of adversarial stylometry,
Chapter 3 assesses the generalization of cyberbullying classifiers, and
Chapter 4 cyberbullying classifiers their sensitivity to lexical variation,
and the potential of augmenting its corpora.



samenvatting

Diensten die (gevoelige) persoonsgegevens verzamelen en verwerken
middels algoritmen zijn net zo alomtegenwoordig als het Internet zelf.
Hun steeds centralere karakter, en invloed op de academische wereld,
baart maatschappelijke en academische zorgen over de waarborging
van het publieke belang. Hoewel academisch werk over het algemeen
maatschappelijk relevante problemen aan probeert te aanpakken, is
de software die daar uit voortvloeit vaak niet afgestemd op publiek
gebruik, en, wellicht nog belangrijker, zijn de methoden ook niet
ontworpen met oog op de potentiële gebruikers daarvan. Dit is met
name het geval in het gebied van natuurlijke taalverwerking (ook wel
Natural Language Processing, of NLP). Ondanks pogingen om de
state-of-the-art technieken (welke enorme hoeveelheden rekenkracht
vereisen) te ‘democratiseren’, ontwikkelde er gelijktijdig een trend om
munt te slaan uit de toegang tot dergelijke modellen. Dit is uiterst
zorgelijk vanuit het oogpunt van beveiliging en privacy; voornamelijk
omdat het de transparantie van de modellen, het voorkomen van
dubbelgebruik, en de controle over datagebruik in de weg staat.

In een poging om deze problemen aan te pakken introduceert dit
proefschrift een raamwerk voor gebruikersgerichte beveiliging in NLP, en
laat het zien hoe dit de toegankelijkheid van gerelateerd onderzoek
kan verbeteren. Het richt zich specifiek op twee veiligheidsdomeinen
binnen NLP met een grote publieke belangstelling. Ten eerste, die
van auteursprofilering, wat online privacy in gevaar kan brengen
door middel van invasieve inferenties. Zonder gedetailleerd inzicht
in—en toegang tot—deze modellen en hun voorspellingen, is er geen
effectieve heuristiek waarmee internetgebruikers zich tegen derge-
lijke inferenties kunnen verdedigen. Ten tweede, die van de detectie
van cyberpesten, waar het uitgaat van een gecentraliseerde aanpak;
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i.e., contentmoderatie op sociale platforms. Omdat de toegang tot
geschikte gegevens beperkt is en de aard van de taak snel ontwikkelt
(zowel door lexicale variatie als culturele verschuivingen), is de effecti-
viteit van de classificatiemodellen vaak significant minder dan wordt
voorgedaan.

Binnen het voorgestelde raamwerk onderzoeken we tevens aan-
vallen op taal; i.e., taalveranderingen die een gegeven model minder
effectief maken. Deze aanvallen vormen de rode draad tussen onze
gebruikersgerichte beveiligingsproblemen; ze zijn zeer relevant voor
privacybeschermende vertroebelingsmethoden tegen auteurprofile-
ring, en kunnen ook nuttig zijn om de invloed van lexicale variatie
en augmentatie op de detectie van cyberpesten te testen. Hiermee
beantwoorden we de volgende onderzoeksvragen:

RQ1 In hoeverre kunnen end-to-end en gerichte modellen worden
gebruikt voor gebruikersgerichte, stylometrische aanvallen?

RQ2 Zijn classificatiemodellen voor cyberpesten robuust genoeg om
op een gebruikersgerichte manier te worden ingezet?

Dit proefschrift levert hiermee de volgende bijdragen: Hoofdstuk
1 stelt een stijlneutrale framing binnen stylometrische aanvallen voor,
Hoofdstuk 2 meet de overdraagbaarheid van dergelijke stylometrische
aanvallen, Hoofdstuk 3 beoordeelt generalisatie van cyberpestclassifi-
catiemodellen en Hoofdstuk 4 hun gevoeligheid voor lexicale variatie
en het de mogelijkheid om relevante corpora te vergroten.
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